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Inland Empire:
growth will slow,
challenges will not
B: 2015, the populatiOn of
Riverside and San Bernardmo
Counties \\ill grow to 4.9 million. Ahout a rnillton more
peopk will live there th.ln m
2005 Although this rate of
popul,uion growth wtll be
slower than tn the past. the
Inland Ernptre will retatn its
status .Is the fastest-grow mg
region in Southern Californta.
A ne\\ report released b}
the Publtc PoltC) Institute of
California (PPIC), wtth funding from The James Irvine
Foundatton, examines the likely economic and demographtc
trends of the regiOn out to
2015. The report notes that the
primary driver of the dynamic
population growth tn the
Inland Emptre will be migration from other California
counties.
But the report's demographic proJections also foreshadow potenttal problems for example, a possible mtsmatch between emp loyment
opportuntties and the educational attainment of the population, and between the share
of residents who make up the
majority of the population and
those who participate actively
in voting and civic affairs.
The new report, "The
Inland Empire in 2015." finds
that :
• Between 2004 and 2015,
the number of jobs in the
Inland Empire is expected to
continued on page 5
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America's
Most
Renowned
Woodworker

Special
Sections
The 2008 State or San
8tl1lllnlino Count!')
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Sam \1,11oof, named
the
"Heming\Ya)
of
Hardwood.'' h) People
Magazine. and t1 product
of
San
Bernardino
County havtng beL·n born
in Chino. reLent!} celebrated hts 92nd hirthdav
(born Jan. 24. 1916).
Sam's mother. Antsse.
and father. Slimen astf .....--=:..........::::
"Jadtr Maloof, emtgratcd
S-~.---,---,----am YlG 1oof en)o\'.1 the
from Lebanon (then part
of S} na) and earned a IIv-

continued on pa~e 21

R~lator Promlsn

to Relnsutr Health
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relaxin~

plea.\1/re of.\ittin~ for a few minute.\
in one <if hi.\ handmade $25.000
rockin~ chain.

BusinessWeek's John Byrne and City
Year's Allison Graff-Weisner join the
Drucker Institute's board of advisors
The
Drucker
In stttute
announced that John A. Byrne,
the editor-m-chief and executive
ed itor
of
Bu.\inenWeek.com, and Alltson
Graff-Wetsner. the executtve
director of Ctty Year Los
Angeles. have JOined its board
of advisors.
" We're thrilled to have
brought aboard two people who
can do so much to help us
advance our mi ssion: to stimulate effective management and
ethical leadership across all of
society by advancing the ideas
and ideals of Peter Drucker,"
said Rick Wartzman, the director of the institute, which is a
campus-wide
resource
of
Claremont
Graduate
University. "John's expertise in
the online world and Allison's

Pg. 7

Riverside County
Regional Medical
Center selects
Surado CRM

inttmate knowledge of how to
engage young people promtsc
to be invaluable for us as we
move forward wnh o ur programm tng."
Byrne and Graff-Weisner
jom an extraordinary group of
board members. who include:
John Bachmann. senior partner
at the investment fim1 Edward
Jones; Bob Buford, cable TV
pioneer, author and chairman of
the Buford Foundation: attorney Cecily Drucker. daughter
of the late Peter Drucker:
author. inventor and entrepreneur Doris Drucker. wife of the
late Peter Drucker: Nobuhtro
Iijima, president of Tokyobased Yamazaki Baking Co.;
Ira Jackson, dean of CGU's

Surado
Sol uttons.
the
emerging innovator 111 Customer
Relationshtp
Management
(CRM) solutions. announced
that Rivemde County RegiOnal
Medical Center (RCR'v1C) went
ltve wnh Surado CRM Health
last month replacmg tts current
Indtgent Managed Care System
as part of tts Comprehenstve
Case Management system initiattve.
The Medical Center is a
520,000-square-foot, state-ofthe-art tertiary care and Ieve I II
adult and pediatric facility,
licensed for a total of 439 beds.
There are 364 licensed beds in
the main acute-care hospital,
and 77 licensed beds in a separate
psychiatric
facility.
RCRMC has 12 operating
rooms, a helipad located directly

continued on page 15
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Air quality
conference

Health centers recognized
\rrov\head
Reg1onal
Med1cal Center·~ Fontana,
"v1LKee and \\e~ts1dc Famd)
Health Center .... v\ h1ch provide vita! health care ... en ICes for thousands of Count)
of San Bernardino n: ... ldents.
have been recogn1zcd for
their efforts 111 improving the
health of children and adult~
of all ages a ... ''inner' of a
200X
\1o1Jna
Hcalthcare
Commun11y
Champion
Avvard.
Launched in 2006. the
Communi!)
Champion
Avvards honor individuals
and agencie~ that "1nsp1re
others through ,e) flessness.
extraordinar) sen 1ce and
contnbutiom that positive!)
affect the health, v\ell-he1ng
and lives of those around
them." The Famil) Health
Centers become the second
AR~tC div Jsion/indlvJdual
to win a Molma Healthcare
ChampiOn
Communi!)

Business Solutions

Av\ard . Dr. Dev GnanaDev.
ARMC medical d1rector.
vvon the award la~t )Car
In an average year. phy~1c1am and resident ph) ~ic 1an~
in the Famll) Health Center'
sen 1cc a combmcd tot a I of
nearly 60.000 VISit\ for
patients rangmg 111 age from
1nfanh to 80-plus years.
Doctor' provide acute and
chron1c care. family planning. genatrics care. health
main ten ance/prev en tat i ve
care. obqetrical and gynecological care. patient/famiI) health education and pcdlatncs care. including wellchild physicals and immunJ.rations. Doctors also pro\ ide referrals to spcc1alty
care scrv 1ces at ARMC.
en-.unng
that
pat1ents
rcccJvc a h1gher level of care
when neces-,ar) . Pnmar)
care and health maintenance
sen 1ces offered in the
Fam1l) Health Centers pro-

mote better health, thereby
help1ng to reduce unnecc'sar} and expensive cmergenc)' room vi,lls.
"We arc pleased that
\1olllla Hcalthcare has rccognitcd the outstand1ng and
important serVICeS that MC
be1ng prov1dcd in our Family
Health Centers." sa1d ARMC
D1rcctor PatncJ... Petre.
Fontana.
McKee
and
Westside arc ov\ncd and
operated by ARMC and the
County of San Bernard1no.

UC Rivcrs1de is hostmg an
all-da)
conference
on
Thursda;. Ma; ::?.::?.. ::?.008. that
vHil focus on hovv Southern
Call forma v\ Ill attam stncter
a1r quallt) standards.
"Clearing the Air: Issues
and Strategies for Further
Progress " will he held 7:30
a.m. to .f·'O p.m. at the
H1stonc M1ss10n Inn. 3649
M1ssion Inn Ave .. Riverside .
Calif.
COIIIII/lled 011 page
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Tuesday, May 6th, 2008
ll :30 a.m.- l :30 p.m.
Registration at ll :00 a.m.
at the Double Tree Hotel
222 North Vineyard Avenue
Ontario, CA 91764

California I Nevada

We can custom
design a label
just for you
using: Photos,
Logos, Colors,
Invitations,
Themes.
Weddmgs • Annivcrsanes
Birthdays • Special Events
Graduations • lloliday • Gifts
\\me Taslm \\allabll Dallv

423 1 Win e\ill e Road
1\lira Lorn a, CA 91752
(951 ) 685-5376 or (95 1) 360-91 80

wHw.gulleunowinery. com
lour the l!tStonc \\mel) \\cckcnds from 2:00pm to 4:00pm or h) appointment
I istcd m the '\;ational Register ofHistoncal Places
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State of the County
The 2008 State of San Bernardino County
By Joe Lyons
PolitiCs can be boring.
Showmanship ts not. Thus. in
this age of h1gh-tech v1deo,
even a political presentation
can be made to look exciting.
On the heals of Ontario's State
of the City event at the Ontano
ConventiOn Center. the county
of San Bernard111o gathered
about a thousand people
together to hear the good news
about America\ biggest county.
Reversmg the Ontario format. the State of the County
began With a m1xer COnSISting
of a room full of kiosks. each
with a county service office or
one of the area's cit1es.
Mayors. city council members
and chamber execs represented
communll1es from Ch111o Hill\
on up to Barstow. At any
moment one could bump 1nto
Fontana's
Mayor
Mark
Nuaimi. Rancho Cucamonga's
Dr. Don Kurth. Ontano \ Paul
Leon or Montclair's Paul
Eaton. (You may have noticed
that Paul Leon IS looking qune
fit these days. having lost about
60 pounds. All he needs now
are blue tights and a red cape.)
The county services actually took up most of the room.
with some 32 different offices
represented. Some would seem
to overlap in effort, like the
C h ildren's
Network,
Preschool Services and Children's
Services.
The County Museum was
one of a number of participating offices that were delighted
to tell their latest news. In the
case of the museum it is the
tale of a new wing that will be
o pe ni ng soon to tell the
Paleolithic story of this area.
(IJid you know they have
fo und an ancient species of
do lph in in the Cajon Pass?)
A fter spending ti m e at
these " network ing stations" the
crowd moved over to the din-

1ng area for part two. The dinner tables were set up around a
center stage w1th huge video
screens. As dinner wrapped up,
a former TV host from L.A.
came
out
to
introduce
Chmrman and Second District
Supervisor Paul Bwne.
The pa1r sat on bar stools to
chat and mtroduce tapes of the
other members of the County
Board of Superv1sors to present the1r observatiOns on the
county 111 2008.
First up was the supef\ isor
from the 1\t d1stnct. Brad
Mltzelfelt. Although he represents the H1gh Desert. his topic
was public safety for the entire
county. Fire fighters have
become heroes around here for
the1r ongoing efforts with the
annual threat of brush fires
Ant1-crime
and
anti-gang
efforts are countered with positive efforts in crime prevention. GPS technology is nov~
being used to track career
cnmmals throughout our area.
Mnzelfelt is also supporting
Jessica's Law, wh1ch deals
with sex offenders. Other positive efforts against crime
mclude his support for the boys
and girls clubs and other youth
services.
Third District Supervisor
Dennis Hansberger's video
told of the county's infrastructure. Essentially he told the
tourism story---skiing, B&Bs,
museums, parks and rec, and
performing arts. Such are the
elements that make an area like
San Bernardino County "livable."
F ifth District Supervisor
Josie Gonzales used her video
time to address public health.
T he
county's
Health
Communities Initiative is a
JOint city-county effort to provide outdoor ac t ivity. T h is
includes parks, trails. picnic
areas. skate parks, basketball

courts and other fresh a1r
amenities. Transportation pollution and dumping also come
under her umbrella. So does
turning barren areas 11110 greenways.
Gary Oviu is the former
mayor of Ontano and now the
Fourth D1stnct Supervisor. In
the area of economic development he sited 111 h1s v1deo the
untapped potential of the county 's Chmo A1rport. Th1s Is a
general aviation a1rp0rt used
for private, business and corporate a1rcraft. Ovllt calls it a
"potential ... economic generator
for
San
Bernardino
County."
His other responsibilities
111clude the Southern California
Association of Governments
and the San
Bernard111o
Associated
Governments.
These and other committees

have him mvolved with transportation. public transit and air
quality.
Although he sat there, live.
1ntroduc111g the other supervisors· videos, Chairman and
Second Distncl Supervisor
Paul Biane had a tape of h1s
own. While he underscores the
efforts and concerns of hi~ fellow supervisors. his prime personal mterest IS the environment under his leadership last
year the county launched
"Green
County
San
Bernardino." Th1s program
provide' incentives such as fee
waivers and priority f1eld
mspections to anyone ernbracmg ··green" technologies such
as
solar power or the
"Cal1fornia Green Builder"
standards .

continued 011 page 3/
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Empower yourself through any setback Life's challenges
and adversities can be one of the most inspiring, creative and
resourceful periods of your life says Tamara Vaughn. This IS
only if you take steps to focus on the positive and not the
negative.. .... ...... ............... .... .... ........

Investments and Finance ... . .. . ... ........ ... .......... . 9
Commentary - Opinion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II

Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 7 & 27
8

Retain your best workers: how to recognize the stars in
your company There is no magical formula for employee
retention. However, Daisy Saunders gives some tips that
every organization can do to help keep employees happy and
increasing the chances they'll be around for the long
haul. ............................................. 25
Beyond Spellcheck---Find costly and embarrassing mistakes
in every document you write! You want to find mistakes
before your reader does, before they erode your credibility,
and before they cost you and your organization time, money,
and embarrassment. Ronnie Moore gives five proven strategies
for finding more mistakes in text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

continued from page 1
adjacent to the trauma center,
and state-of-the-art digital radiology services, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and computerized tomography
(Cf) and all single bed rooms.
RCRMC needed a powerful,
flexible, highly customizable
and scalable workflow based
system geared towards high
growth and provide better customer service. One goal was to
standardize business processes
through comprehensive workflows and automated business
rules to improve efficiency and
provide a new level of care

Cu tomer Service. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Real Estate Notes ..... . ... ...... ........ ... .......... . 15

Lead Through Listening Listening is an art and a skill. It
requires discipline and focused attention. When you give the
gift of silence, you allow others the chance to think and process
their thoughts. "Tell me more," is how one gets additional
information that is sometimes needed in making
decisions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Riverside
Medical Center...

continued from

Motivational. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

3

throughout the medical center.
RCRMC went through a rigorous competitive bid process
resulting in the selection and
subsequent purchase of a 300
User license of Surado CRM
with various modules including
Surado Integration Module,
Surado Audit Trail and Surado
Version Check.
Riverside County Regional
Medical Center successfully
completed an Indigent Services
System, named HealthCRM.
Using Surado CRM as the foundation for Indigent Services
Business needs and working
with Surado consultants, hospital staff created business solutions for eligibility, claims, and
financials. By leveraging contact management and features of
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Inland Empire
growth ...

This May in the Inland Empire
Business Journal!

The 2008 State of San Bernardino County Joe Lyons
details the day of events at the Ontario Convention Center
last month which focused on the State of the County of
San Bernardino. Mayors, city council members, chamber
execs and the County's Board of Supervisors all were
represented. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Restaurant Review .. .... .. ...... .. . ...... .. ........... 22
The Lists:
Dental Plans .................................... 14
Law Firms Serving the Inland Empire... ........... 18
Environmental Companies ........... . ....... ..... 20
Employment Services/Agencies ...... ....... ...... 28
Manager's Bookshelf.................................. 38
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County of San Bernardino........................ 40
County of Riverside ..... . ..... .. . ... .. .. ........ 4 I
Executive Time Out. ... .. .......... ............ . ...... 44

Workflow within the Surado
Enterprise product, and the use
of Microsoft Visual Studio,
RCRMC has been able to incorporate business practices into
consistent business processes.
RCRMC information technology software engineers developed more than 240 custom
healthcare screens for various
business functions including
indigent patient registration,
scheduling, eligibility tracking,
cla1ms adjudication and processing and provider relations.
Reporting and Analytics using
built in reporting tools and mtegration with Business Objects'
Crystal Report Writer will provide managers and administrator with operational reporting as
well as key performance indica-

tors. Complex business rules
and screen designs were accomplished using Surado CRM
Custom Application Designer
(CAD) which is part of the Core
Surado CRM system.
RCRMCs Chief Information
Technology Officer, Edward
Papp, is considering expanding
the use of the CRM solution into
other areas of the hospital.
"With tightening economic constraints in public health, Surado
provided an affordable alternative to outdated and manual
processes," said Edward Papp.
chief information officer of
RCRMC.
"With Surado CRM Health,
we are maximizmg the 1mpact

continued 011 page 13
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grow 28 percent, outpacing JOb
growth statewide (20ll'c ). But
population gams w1ll outstrip
job gains. and this -;uggests
that the share of workers who
commute out of the region
(20ci in 2005) will remain
high.
Unl1ke the rest of
California. the demand for
JObs requmng a bachelor's
degree (20.3%) in the region
will equal rhe share of adults
who have that qualificatiOn
(20.6%). But the share of
In land Emp1re adults with less
than a high school diploma
(22.1 o/c) will exceed the share
of jobs avail,tble for workers at
that education level ( 17.7% ).
• Although no smgle ethmc
group today holds a majonty
in the Inland Empire's population. Latinos will constitute a
majonty (51.2%) of the
region's population by 2015.
But Latino\ may not have the1r
voices heard as clearly as they
could be, because the plurality
(48o/c) of registered voters will
be white. even though whites
will constitute only about onethird (35%) of the adult population.
"In many ways. the future
of the Inland Empire is now."
said PPIC research fellow
Hans Johnson. a co-author of
the study. "Pol icymakers and
commumty leaders must face
tough decisions today if the
region is to achieve the bright

future it looks forward to,
rather than,, future that s1mpl)
happens to 11. Sustallled efforts
focusmg on economic development. workforce tra111mg.
and broader political participation are essential "

"Demographic Projections
for 2015 lndtcate Potemial
Problem.\ for Region in
Employment,
Educational
Attwnment.
and
Civic
Participation"
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HMO regulator's promise to reinstate health coverage for wrongfully canceled
patients; cautions that all health costs during gap must be covered
Keeping your computer going
By Reid Goldsborough
Among the worst thmgs that
can happen to a compute r is for 11
to stop working. Computers have
a knack for developing problems
when you're m the middle of an
important project. Unless you
have an IT person or department
to call on, you' ll need to wrestle
With the silicon beast yourself.
There are resources out there
you can call on when you can't fix
thmgs yourself. Before detailing
some of those resources, here's a
quick list of how to prevent problems m the first place:

go the route of a suite of bundled
programs, such as Symantec·s
orton 360, which makes using
the programs and gettmg updates
easier, or you can use programs
from different companies, which
can be less expensive.
As a result of the mcreasmg
importance of being protected this
way, more and more Internet service providers offer free security
tools with your subscription to
them . You typically have to
enable the tools, however, and not
everybody does this.

• Use an anti-virus program,
firewall program, anti-spyware
program, and anti-spam program,
and keep them current. You can

• Update Windows or whatever operating system you' re using
regularly. The same goes for
whatever office suite or other pro-

grams you' re using, including
your word processor. Web browser, and spreadsheet program. The
best approach is to enable programs to download and install
updates automatically, which is
particularly convenient if you
have a high-speed cable or DSL
Internet connection.
• If you can swing it, get the
kids their own PC for instant messaging, surfing the Web, and playing gan1es, and keep the one you
use for business or personal
fmance to yourself. lf, in exploring their creativity your kids blow
up their PC in fixing things, you
won't be prevented from getting
work done. Make sure you give

any children usmg a PC a primer
on safe compuung pracuces.
Students often receive such
instruction at school, but it doesn't
hurt to reinforce this at home. In
conjunction with this, you can
optionally usc parental control
software, often part of Internet
security progr<m1s, to prevent children from v1sitmg porn, gambling, and other of the Internet's
seedier Web sites and discussion
areas.

Consumer Watchdog praised
a California state regulator 's
efforts to begm reinstating the
insurance coverage of patients
left uninsured, uninsurable and
often hundreds of thousands of
dollars in medical debt when
thei r health insurance policies
were illegally canceled after they

got sick. The nonprofit consumer group also cautioned that
reinstatements must be complete
and retroactive. with no gap in
coverage from when the policy
was issued to the time it was
restored.
Last Monday, Consumer
Watchdog petitioned the state

Department of Managed Health
Care to announce its plans
regarding reinstatement of thousands of patients affected by the
illegal practice.
"This a landmark step on the
road to justice for the thousands
of innocent patients those health
insurance was retroactively can-

• Among the most importll!lt
safe computmg practices is refusing to open e-mail attachments
from people you don't know and

continued on page 13

SEO analyst achieves high Google rankings
Winning the Search Engme
Optimization (SEO) game is not
easily done. "It IS like creating a
sand painting in the wind,"
acknowledged Jon Burges ,
author of "Google: How does it
Work?" Burgess is Internet manager at RedFusion™ Media, the
leading Web development and
maintenance finn in the Inland
Empire. In his recent article,
"Google: How does it Work?"
Burgess discusses the dynamics
of how to get highly ranked by
Google 's search engine. He
believes that there is no sub9titute for good writing.
"More important than trying
to guess which keywords are
most sought out, the best way to
receive high Google ratings
online is obtained by writing relevant and word-rich content,
with the intent to specifically target search engines," he theorizes.
To prove his point, the keyword
phrase, "How does Google
work?" shows his article currently holding the #5 Google ranking, out of I 0,600,000 pages.
"When you omit the fact that
Google.com holds the top two
positions (which is not surpris-

mg. s ince they are obviously the
experts on Google 's search
engines) my page actuajly holds
the #3 position." he stated.
Although, RedFusionn1 Media
gets many hits from that page
alone, what this really proves IS
that Google doesn't place as
much value on the common
"keyword and meta-keyword"
techniques that most self-proclaimed search engine professionals teach their clients about
at their expensively priced SEO
seminars.
Jon explained l:lis theory,
"For years I have felt like SEO as you see it being sold by other
professionals- is a scam. I didn't
write one word or do any
research to get it ranked in the
top I 0 . After my paper received
a #9 rartking, I spent only 10
minutes adding meta-tags, which
resulted in a jump from number
nine to fifth place in only three
days."
A company's Website is central to utilizing the Internet to its
maximum potential as an effective marketing tool. Websites are
now considered to be comprehensive and strategic manage-

ment devices, able to wield multiple functions in new and
dynamic ways. But, without the
ability to gar11er top SEO rankings, Websites can slip into
obliviOn and fail to achieve their
potential.
When lookmg for a Search
Eng ine Optimization (SEO)
company to work on your
Website, you see them selling
keyword research, stressing the
re-writing of a site's content. and
promising success. The simple
truth is that writing relevant content about one subject is the key;
there is no trickery involved.
What is necessary, in order to
achieve recognition by search
engines, IS plentiful and wellwritten content. Period.
Very good writers are probably the pivotal factor in determining SEO rating success. Well
written content, using rich and
varied language, probably will
steer a Website safely into the
highest rankmgs available. Good
writing will take keywords into
~ccount, but the concentrated
effort should be on creating rich
and infonnative copy; not on
producing copy solely from a set

of words chosen as magic SEO
magnets.
Traffic generates traffi c.
When someone finds your site.
they will generally stay, only if
your site has something to say.
lnforrnation-nch content is the
highway to Internet marketing
success. There is j ust no substitute for good writing.

Burgess is a MBA candidate
at the University of Redlands
who often writes on Intem et
marketing topics. He is recognized/or his understanding of the
constantly changing landscape
of the lntem et, as evidenced bv
his high rate of success with
SEO. Simplv put, his Websites
receive consistently high Google
rankings. He writes and consults
about a variety of Internet and
marketing issues, and is currently compiling his research into a
book, to help others learn about
effective Internet marketing
strategies.
Google: How does it 14hrk?
is available at http://www.redfusionmedia.com/2005/07/googlehow-does-it-work.htm

SMART ENTREPRENEURS SIMPLY CHOOSE ELK GROVE.
It's the natural location to st2rt a new business or grow an existing one.
Ellc Grove has a wealth of educated workers who would love to work
where they li•-e. Our busineiiSes profit from easy access to Interstate 5,
Highway 99 and Sacramento Airport. With such a safe and hospit11ble
environment, it's no wonder that Elk Grove is known as one of the
fastest growing cities in the country. Break the supentition habit.
Come discover what many entrepreneurs here have already concluded.
Elk Grove means business and business is good.

ELK GROVE
·~ot!tl HU.ITN..iE h.K.;HT flll\lkl

www.tlkgrovecity.org • 916.683.7111

celed.
This announcement
applies to only 26 people, but the
same law used here will provide
reinstatement for thousands
more. We look forward to working with the department," said
Jerry Flanagan. Health Care
Policy Director for Consumer
Watchdog. "However, we caution that reinstatement must be
retroactive to the lime of the policy cancellation. and health
insurers must be liable for all
health expenses from the date of
1ssumg the contract through the
date of reinstatement. We· re also
very concerned about the state's
plan to subject the remaining
thousands of cases to unnecessary and lengthy 'third-party
rev 1cws · before restoring their
coverage."
A recent survey of Blue
Cross of California by the
Department of Managed Health
Care found that m 90 out of 90
retroactive policy cancellations -known as "rescissions" -- that it
examined, Blue Cross failed to
show that a patient "will fully
misrepresented" a known health
condition when applymg for
coverage. Such "willful misrepresentation" is the only legal
grounds for rescission.
In a number of cases made
public, policies were canceled
for issues not related to the ill-·
ness at hand. for instance the
patient's stated weight on the
application. or for omissions or
errors that may have been
induced by deliberately overcomplicated application fonns,
or for medical issues m the
applicant's medical record that
the applicant was not aware of or
did not understand.
The DMHC announced that
thousands more of the canceled
patients would have their cases
rev iewed by a third-party
reviewer to detennine whether
the cancellation was lawful
before coverage is reinstated.
Consumer Watchdog said
such a step was largely unneces-

continued on page 35
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Empower yourself through any setback
By Tamara Vaughn
E\l!f)One face~ challenge~
and 111 lift! And
1!\1!11 positiVI! c>.pcricnccs such
a~ g.ctt mg. a promotion or fmding \1r. or '\b. Right can present ) ou v. llh challenges. For
e-.ampk. a ne\\ position bnng~
new responsibllnies and sometime-. Ill!\\ headaches. and a
ncv. love 111terest poses the
challenge of ha\ 111g to compromi~e \\ ith another person when
you're used to do111g things
your v.ay.
The key to overcom111g any
challenge is to empov.er yourself through the event. In fact.
life·, cha llenges and adversities can be one of the most
inspiring.
creative
and
resourceful periods of your
life. if you only take the steps
to focus on the positive and not
the negative.
Unfortunately. most people
have
a
pre-programmed.
download of emotions that dictate hov. they react to challenges. changes and transitions . And the majority of
times these emotions are not
positive. Rather, they are based
on resistance and fear, and they
put people in the position of
reacting and not being able to
tum around and direct the situ• ation. For example, let's suppose you just got fired from
your job unexpectedly. You
honestly thought you were
doing good work, you actually
liked your job and you had
planned to stay there for a long
time. Then one day your boss
taps you on the shoulder and
shows you the door. The natural emotions you probably feel
are fear, sadness and anger.
"How am I going to pay the
bills?" you lament. "What will
happen to me and my family?"
"How could they do this to
me?'' While these are normal
initial emotions. you have to
realize that your getting fired
from your job could be a blessing in disguise, because there
is always something better out
111 hu~me"

there tor you ... you JUst have
to look tor It.
The foll<m111g tips will
helps you gain the confidence
to face life·~ challenge~ head
on and turn them around 11110
opportunities for growth.

1. Accept that challenges are
a learning tool.
Chalknges educate you
about yourself. They define
your values and c larify what's
important to you. During any
challenge is the perfect time to
re-create your life. because
challenges force you out of
your comfort zone. When people get 111to a comfort zone.
they don't !Ike to m1x ll up.
Most people will stay in their
comfort zone because although
there's not a lot of pleasure;
there\ not a lot of pain either.
But when you get uncomfortable. you find that you have
resources. gifts and talents that
you haven't even tapped yet.
During times of challenge you
have the ideal opportunity to
tum the events around and create the life or professional situation you truly want to live.
2. Be mindful of your selftalk.
When overcoming your
pre-programmed. download of
emotions and re-creating yourself, you need to watch how
you speak to yourself. For
example. if you got fired from
your job. you may hear yourself saying, ' 'I'm a lousy
employee." ''No one will ever
want to hire me." "I have no
marketable skills." Such negative self-talk will only keep
you in a negative state. causing
you to sabotage your own
efforts. Therefore. focus on
building yourself up through
affirmations.
Some
good
examples of affirmations for
our job loss example are: "I am
a
committed.
dedicated
employee." "I have an excellent employer with benefits ."

.. I am a k.nm~ ledgeable person
\\ ith a great deal of expenence
in my field." "! am honest and
have integrit)' and mamtmn
that in the v.orkplace ... Mak.e
sure your affirmations focus on
the skills or traits that will help
>ou overcome your current
challenge. Write your affimlations down on 3-.5 cards and
keep them w1th you at all
times. Sa)' them fiN thmg 111
the mommg and before you go
to bed at night. Also. anytime
during the da)' when a negative
thought enters your m111d. start
saymg your affirmatiOns Soon
you will believe your new selftalk and you'll have confidence in yourself again.
3. Visualize where you want
to be or what you want in
life.
The human brain does not
know the difference between
that which Is real and that
which is imagined So visualize the perfect scenano for
yourself. Smce we tend to
draw to us thmgs that we think
about, you can start to re-create your life by simply visualizing what you want. As an
added benefit, visualization
also helps you define your values and beliefs. When you
visualize the new JOb position
you want. for example, you can
create a picture of the type of
company you want to work for
and get a better idea of what's
important to you. Now, if an
opportunity arises that puts
you in a place that's opposite
of what you visualize. you can
better decide whether it's a
right move for you.
4. Surround yourself with a
supportive environment.
Face it, some people in
your life are toxic to your success: people who arc negative,
who frustrate you. who sabotage your efforts. and who try
to hold ;ou back. You need to
distance yourself from these

people. even 1f it means hurting their feelings or damaging
the relationship permanently.
If the to'.ic person is a close
family member. th1' step can
be difficult, but It will free you
to expencnce positive things 111
life. After all. when you're~tr;
ing to come bac k from a challenge. the onl)' resource you
have is your mmd. ThcrefoJe.
you have to protect your
thoughts and your speech. and
you do that by gett111g rid of
people who arc negative and
toxic. Remember that some
people love to complam and
want company for their misery.
And as much as they seem to
love you, they will sabotage
you because your success
intimidates them. It\ easier for
them to keep you down on
their level. But this IS your life
and you have to live It for
yourself. not anyone else. So
focus on the posllive people 111
your life and ignore the negative ones. Once you do, you'll
see a marked Improvement 111
your current situation.
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STOCK CHART
THE GAINERS

THE LOSERS

Top five. by percentage

Company

~

M2nth
Channell Commercial Corp
National RV Holdings Inc
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc.
HOT Topic Inc
American States Water Co

1.74
0.05
10.67
4.86
38.01

1.38
0.04
8.92
4.31
36.00
Ticker

American States Water Co
Basin Water Inc (L)
Channell Commercial Corp
CVB Financial Corp
Emrise Corp
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc (L)
Hansen Natural Corp (L)
HOT Topic Inc
K-Fed Bancorp
Modtech Holdings Inc (L)
National RV Holdinqs Inc (L)
Outdoor Channel Holdinas Inc
PFF Bancoro Inc (L)
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc
Provident Financial Holdings Inc
Temecula Valley Bancorp Inc (L)
Vineyard National Bancorp (L)
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc

Top five. by percentage

fQin1 %Cban~:e

Company

~

~

fQin1

~

M2nth

~

8.32
0.28
0.65
8.12
15.95

-4.32
-0.10
-0.17
-2.04
-2.44

~

0.36
0.01
1.75
0.55
2.01

26.1%
25.0%
19.6%
12.8%
5.6%

4/21/08
Close Prict
-

AWR
BWTR
CHNL
CVBF
ERI
FLE
HANS
HOTT
KFED
MOOT
NRVH
OUTD
PFB
FACE
PROV
TMCV
VNBC
WPI

38.01
5.26
1.74
10.72
0.48
4.24
33.09
4.86
11.28
0.18
0.05
7.43
4.00
10.67
13.51
8.15
6.08
29.23

PFF Bancorp Inc
Modtech Holdings Inc
Emrise Corp
Vineyard National Bancorp
Prov1dent Financ1al Holdings Inc.
3131108
Open
Price
·--

36.00
5.74
1.38
10.41
0.65
4.60
35.30
4.31
11.41
0.28
0.04
7.35
8.32
8.92
15.95
9.43
8.12
29.32

%Chg.
Month

5.6
-8.4
26.1
3.0
-26.2
-7.8
-6.3
12.8
-I. I
-35.7
25.0
1.1
-51.9
19.6
-15.3
-13.6
-25.1
-0.3

4.00
0. 18
0.48
6.08
13.51

52 Week
High -

52 Week

Current PIE

Lo~

Ratio

46.14
13.42
6.01
13.00
1.30
11.41
68.40
12.08
19.40
3.30
2.50
11.93
30.76
22.02
26.62
20.29
25.50
33.91

31.78
4. 10
1.08
8.40
0.42
3.57
31 .35
3.90
7.61
0.15
0.03
5.30
3.93
7.71
12.00
8.04
5.50
23.90

-

-

%Chan~:e

-51.9%
-35.7%
-26.2%
-25.1%
-15.3Ck
Exchange

-

24.2
NM
52.7
14.7
NM
NM
21.9
13.5
35.3
NM
NM
742.9
NM
16.9
13.3
5.8
4.5
21.5

NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
AMEX
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE

Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L)- Stock hit fifty two week low during the month. NM -Not Meanmgful
5. Open yourself up to new
possibilities and paths.
Remember, a challenge can
be one of the most creative
times in your life. Therefore,
give yourself permission to
think beyond the obviOus.
After a job loss, for example.
you might thmk to start your
own business or to do something you've been putting off
for years. like take a year off
and hike through Europe. Look
beyond what you're accustomed to and let yourself
dream for once. As you do so,
just ponder th e new experiences and realize that you
don 't have to act on the first
thing you thmk of. Use your
positive support network as a
sounding board for ideas. You
may just stumble upon a new
life path that leads to greater

continued on pa~e 31

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nail on·, teadmg mveslment bankmg and fmanc1al
advisory organmuions All stock dma on 1his page 1s prov1ded by
Duff & Phelps. l.LC from sources deemed reliable No rccom·
mendalion is mlcnded or nnphcd. (l 10 ) 284-8008.

MANNERIN O
LAW

OFFICES

Five Most Active Stocks
Stock
Hansen 1 atural Corp
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
CVB Financial Corp
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
HOT Top1c Inc

Month Volume

40.5:!2.X69
I :!.931.X66
10.181.976
6,321.664
5.879.224
94,424.077

D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month

Monthly Summary
"Laws were made to be brolcen"
Christopher North, May, 1830

4/21/08
Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New H1ghs
New Lows

7
II

0
0
8

"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we smn 'dIS innocence"
Sir Willtam Davenant ·
1606-1668
I0681 Foothill Blvd. Suite 280 Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730
tel. (909) 980-0630 fax . (909) 948-8674
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Elite development team announced
for the triangle
The Garrett Group in partnership with Domenigon•Barton Properties 1s developmg The Triangle, located at
the intersecuon of l-15 and l215, formerly known as the
"Golden Tnangle." The developers have selected a top
architectural, des1gn and engineering team to build The
Triangle. Murrieta's largest
mixed-use project and the
Valley's only premiere outdoor retail. dining. office and
entertainment complex.
The Triangle, a 1.3-mlllion-square foot mixed-use.
urban Mam Street center will
be the focal po1nt of the
Murrieta{femecula
Valley
Golden Triangle RegiOn. The
center plans to include a stateof-the-art innovative multiscreen theatre, Class A office

buildings. and a 280-room.
full-service hotel.
Retail
offerings will range from
small boutiques to high-fashIOn retailers, to novelty, entertamment and home furnishIngs.
D1n1ng choices will
mclude
everything
from
causal fare to special occasion
fine dining.
Keith Plltsford, principal.
SGPA
Architecture
and
Planning. leads the new team
as project retail architect for
The Triangle.
Brian Paul.
president. BPA Architecture
Planning Interiors, Project
Office Architect, will prov1de
site master planning and
des1gn for the 450,000 square
feet of off1ce building space
integrated mto The Triangle's
retail master plan.

Agua Caliente Cultural Museum
announces appointment to board
Agua Caliente Cultural
Museum
is
pleased
to
announce the appointment of
Joseph A. Roman, Esq. to the
museum's board of d irectors.
Roman's legal experience
includes Indian law and estate
planning. He started his Palm
Springs' law practice in 1984.
H is practice areas include
Indian law, Indian leases,
Indian estate planning, real
estate, civil litigation, business, corporate, com mercial,
business organization , reorganization, partnership. estate
planning, wills. trusts, and
probate law. Roman is affi liated with several other boards
including Canyon National
Bank Advisory Board. The
Well in the Desert, Palm
Desert
Nat ional
Bank
Advisory B oard, Boys & Girls
Club of Palm Springs, and
Desert R oundtable· of Palm

Springs.
Agua Caliente Cultural
Museum inspires people to
learn about the Agua Caliente
Band of Cahuilla Indians and
other Native cultures. It keeps
the Native spirit alive through
exhibitions,
collections,
research, and educational programs.
The
Smithsonian
Institution has designated
Agua
Caliente
Cultural
Museum a member of the
prest ig ious
Smithsonian
Institu tion
Affiliations
P rogram, in recognition of the
museum's role as a regional
and national resource. This
status provides access to the
rich resources of Smithsonian
educational programs and
technical expertise, and entitles the museum to bri ng
world-acclaimed Smithsonian
exhibitions to the Coachella
Valley.
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Employment Training Panel to Train 11,726
The California Labor and
Worl..force
Development
Agency's Employment Trammg
Panel (ETP) approved 50 contracts totaling over $18 million
in JOb traming funds, which will
provide trammg to 11,726
California workers for quality
jobs in a broad range of industnes.
The panel a~ arded a
$944, 136 JOb tammg contract to
The Neil Jones Food Company,
dba Toma Tek, Inc. (NJFC) to
train and upgrade 423 employees 111 an effort to move the
company's Firebaugh facility
into a high perfonnance workplace and mamtain a compctl
tJve position in the mdustry.
1\iJFC, \~hich also includes San
Benl!o Foods was founded m
Hollister in 1915. and today is a
leading producer of a myriad of
industrial and
mstitutional
tomato products, employmg
approximately 1.550 workers
throughout California during the
peak agricultural tomato growing/processing season.

ETP i& a business and labor
supported state agency that
assists employers in strengthening their competitive edge by
providing funds to partially offset the costs of job skills training
that is necessary to mamtam
high-performance workplaces.
California's ETP 1s a performance-based program, providing
funds for tramees who successfully complete approved training programs and are retamed in
well-paymg jobs for a specific
period of time.
The program is funded by
the Employment Trammg Tax
paid by California employers,
and targets firms threatened by
out-of-state and mternational
compe!ltion Since lis mcept10n
in 1983, the ETP program has
provided over $1 billion to train
more than 760,000 workers in
over 65.000 California companies. Employers match training
funds awarded through ETP
contracts, making these projects
true publtc-private pannerships.

Employment Training Panel
Contracts Approved
Contractor

City/County

Contract Amount

Cumming Construcuon
Management, Inc., dba
CummHlg Corporation

River\ide, San Diego,
Orange, Los Angeles,
Sacramento, Alameda

$298,080

Microdyne Plastics, Inc.

San Bernardmo

$ 49,686

OK Global, Inc.

San Bernardino

$ 26.400

Q.P.E. Technicallnstllute

Los Angeles, San Bernardino $419,18!1
Riverside. Orange

Riverside County Economic
Developmcni Agency
Riverside. San Bernardino

$495,450

Specialty Mmerals. Inc.

$274,050

San Bernardmo

To view copies of I he proposals con\Idered by the panel at Its most recent
meeting, visit ETP Webside at http://www.etp.ca.gov/packets.cfm.

By Bill Leonard,

Member

State

Board

of

Equalization
The San Bernardmo County
Board of Supervisors 1s considering a proposal by Board
Member; Mitzelfelt and Oviu to
extend Prop. 13 property tax
protecuon to sen1ors who buy
homes m their county. I encourage San Bernardino County to
pass the proposal and other
counties to follow suit.
An unmtended consequence
of Proposition 13 was that a senior who no longer needed the
big house might find that the
retirement house would amount
to a huge property tax mcrease.
If the senior was moving w1thm
a county then there was not a
harm in allowing the base to be
transferred since the buyer of
the b1g house would be paymg a
huge property tax payment to
the county. That was enacted in
Prop 60.
However, counties ObJected
to extendmg that benefit when
the seniOr moved to another
county since the receiving coun-

A1Ej'
£ AST
I . . JoR
EYES
1

THE

ty would only get the old property tax bas1s of the senior movmg in and not get the benefit of
the old house bemg resold.
Smcc the legislature would have
had to pay for this as a state
mandate, 1t was made optiOnal
for each county and was enacted
as Prop. 90. Some counties have
been smart and enacted the
transfer allowance, but most
counties have not yet done the
right thing.
Some county officials sec
th1s as losmg money. They are
•gnonng the fact that the new
resident will be paymg sales
taxes in the new county as well
as other taxes and fees . And, as
a senior who can afford to move.
the new resident will be usmg
less of government services ltkc
schools and welfare. I bcheve 11
•s an economic win for the count) of the new senior resident.
Active seniors (sorry, us folks
over 55) are a tremendous asset
to a community and It is time
San Bemardmo County and others around the state, acknowledge that.

Information:
(909) 307-2669
TDD (909) 792-1462
www.sbcountymuseum.org

What:
"Feast for the Eyes" will focus on dining from the 1840s into the
1940s, using artifacts from the museum's permanent collect ions to explore everything from table manners to food ways.
The exhibit wi ll include room settings, free-standing exhibit
cases with linens, cutlery, and other tableware, and area restaurant menues and popular cookbooks.
Where:
San Bernardino County Museum
2024 Orange Tree Lane, Redlands CA 92374
(Cali. St. exit from Interstate 1 O)
$6 Adult
$5 Student or Senior
Wh en:
$4 child aged 5 to 12
March 1 through October 26, 2008

2009 Book of Lists
Reserve your advertisement space today
in the Inland Empire's premier reference tool.
Call Bill Anthony at 909-483-4700 or
fax for information at 909-483-4705

Real vs. phony reform
Prop. 98 protects private property rights
The
campaigns
for
PropositiOns 98 and 99 on the
June 3 ballot arc gellmg heated. and 11 would be no surpnse
if most California voters arc
confused by the two emmcnt
domam-related measures.
As often occurs m poh!lcal
campaigns, one s1de or the
other misrepresents the purpose of 1ts lllJ!Iative. For
instance. Prop. 99 ' s supporters
cla1m that the measure will
stop eminent domam abuses
that have become well known
followmg the U.S. Supreme
Court's 2005 Kelo decision
allowmg CJ!Ies to take property
from mdividual owners and
hand It over to developers who
promise to enhance a city's tax
base. Prop. 99 IS backed by
government groups who want
to continue to abuse eminent
domam. includmg taxpayerbacked organizations such as
the League of California Cities
and
the
California
Redevelopment Association.
How can they claim to be
protecting property nghts
when their initiative - Prop. 99
- is designed to protect a status
quo that is agamst property
nghts? These groups know voters are angry that cities can
take their property - not only
for public uses such as highways. but to enrich developers
who want the land cheap.
Local residents have seen
entire neighborhoods, churches
and small busmesses targeted
by this practice. The supporters
of eminent domam abuse don't

dare put a pro-eminent domain
measure on the ballot. They
mstead offer a measure that
pretends to reform emment
domain laws but IS filled with
loopholes. Some homeowners
would be protected. but
churches. farms, apartment
owners and busmess owners
would still be subject to these
unfair takmgs.
The Prop. 99 crowd hopes
th1s phony mi!Jatlvc lures more
votes than Prop. 9X , wh1ch is
the real deal - a ban on the use
of eminent domam for pnvate
projects. These enemies of
property nghts also are targeting, through a decep!lve campaign, provisiOns m Prop. 9R
that would restnct another
form of government. taking
rent control. Rent control not
only steals the value of property from owners. but tt reduces
incentives for the construction
of new rental housmg and leads
to housing shortages and overall higher rents. But despite the
oppositiOn ad campaign, Prop.
98 would not throw people out
on the streets. Renters would
still enJOY rent-control protections. but rent control would be
phased out after they leave.
If both measures pass. the
one with the higher number of
votes goes into effect. So we
urge support for real eminent
domain reform, Prop. 98, and
opposition to phony reform.
Prop. 99.

Reprillled with the permission of
The Orange County REGISTER.
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computer...

Quality customer service is a marketing must!

cominued from page 6
In a highly competitive and
rapidly changing global em tronment there aren't many "second chances." Compantes are
facing a more unforgn ing
group of consumers because of
the abundance of altemattves in
the marketplace. Compounding
this issue ts the high emphasis
on quality. Not only ts there
pressure to meet ISO and/or
Baldridge Award cntena, there
is also an ever increasing
demand from the market for
higher quality products and
services. In response, many
companies have restructured
their internal processes to comply.
What is often not emphasized enough in this restructuring, however, is the marketing
function. Often thought of as
"sales and/or advertising," marketing encompasses a much
broader and more critical group
of activities. the most critical of
which is c ustomer service.
Traditionally, this term has been
used to designate the complaint
department. Other companies
define customer service as the
interaction
between
their
employees and their customers.
However. a thorough examination of the activities involved in
customer service reveals the
following:
Customer service begins
tbe moment a customer (or
prospective customer) bas an
interaction witb your company.
• Viewing or hearing an
advertisement for the company's products or services. This
advertisement represents the
company and its values. It also
contributes to the customers' set
of expectations about the company and its level of service.
• The way in which company representatives answer the
phone. This includes the number of rings before the phone is
answered, the number of times,
and length of time the customer
is put on hold. and the number
of times the customer is trans-

ferred to another person or
department (all of thts assumes.
of course. that the customer can
get through the automated system so that they can actually
speak to a live person). Also of
importance ts the tone of voice
used by employees. the professionalism of their conversation,
their knowledge level and their
ability to listen and to solve
problems.
• The phystcal layout of the
store (if the customer ts dealing
with a retail or wholesale store,
or other service provtder such
as a restaurant. hair salon, hospital. or hotel). Yes. thts is a
topic that ts relegated to operations. However, shouldn't it
also be considered from a customer service perspective?
Everyone knows the floor plan
can often influence a customer's decision to shop at specific stores. If the layout is set
up .to make shopping easier and
more pleasant, then higher customer satisfaction wtll be the
result. If the layout reqUtres the
customer to spend excessive
time \.\'alktng through long.
cluttered. narrow atsles, dissatisfaction can result. This will
eventually cause customers to
switch to a competitor.
• The parking lot will often
be the first or second encounter
the customer has with the company. How accessible is it from
the street? Are parking spaces
available or must customers circle the lot several times to find
a space: and when they do find
a space, is it wide enough to
accommodate vehicles adequately? Is it clean and are
there shrubs, flowers and/or
trees planted attractively in various areas? And. of course, is it
well-lighted at night so the customer will feel safe? All of
these issues clearly convey to
customers how much the company values them . Again, this
influences customer satisfaction
levels.
• Clean, neat, well-lighted
and roomy restrooms, dressing
rooms, and waiting areas are a

must. If a company's appearance ts sloppy. the conclusiOn
v.tll be that tis service \\til be
sloppy and us products wtll not
work. Furthermore. who wants
to do business wuh a company
that has dtmly ltghted. dtrty and
crowded restrooms and dressing
rooms? This potnt is especially
important for service providers
to consider. but is equally
important for any type of business. If outstde customers do
not have access to a company's
facilities. employees must still
use them. Dmgy facilities are
bad for morale. Poor morale
has a direct, negative effect on
customer satisfaction.
• Of course. knowledgeable
personnel who are pleasant,
efficient, and willing to help are
always a joy. For high customer
satisfaction ratings, however,
this is a critical component of
customer service. In today's
world of so-so customer service. to walk through a store and
have employees actually greet
you cheerfully, ask tf they can
assist you. and then do so happtl) and expertly. is to expenence a rare. deltghtful pleasure.
• Responsiveness to customers' needs - how well do
you listen to your customers?
Or do you even listen? By listening intently to your customers, you can identify and
solve problems before they get
out of control.
• Customer service is an
ongoing event. Once the customer has decided to do bustness with your company, he is
anticipating that hts expectations will be met. Any negative
deviation from his expectations
will result in dissatisfaction. By
consistently meeting its customers' expectations. a firm is
more apt to convert them from
occasional customers to highly
satisfied, loyal customers.
• Customer service is
measurable. Programs such as
ISO and the Baldridge Award
place great emphasis on achieving high levels of customer satisfaction. However, regardless

of whether a company ts seeking certtfication or excellence
awards. every company that
wants sattsfted. loyal customers
should contmually measure the
effecttvcness of their customer
service.
There are numerous methods for determining customer
satisfaction. The most popular
are mystery shopping. customer
surveys, and focus groups.
While these methods do gtve
information about customer
service effecttveness. they often
do not give the indepth mformation needed to conststently
attain "customer delight." In
addition, most compantes do
not conduct customer satisfaction measurement often enough.
Once a year was once adequate.
But that was before the Internet
became a popular shopping
venue.
Because of the
increased abiltty to shop 24n
online and because new products and servtces are being
introduced on the market daily.
keeping in touch wuh your customers has become even more
critical.
Effective
Satisfaction
Studies
Ideally, satisfaction studies
should be done quarterly. If this
is deemed unfeasible. they
should be done no less than
every six months.
One very effective satisfaction study ts the Gap Analysis.
This study incorporates customer surveys and focus groups
to determme how Important
product and service features and
attributes are to a company's
customers, and how satisfied
they are with the features and
attributes. Once the survey and
focus group findings have been
tabulated, they are put through a
sophisticated statistical analysis
which results in the identification of "gaps" between importance and satisfaction.
Gap Analysis paints an
in depth picture of the wants and
needs of a company's cus-

continued on page 39

to check with people you do know
before opentng attachments to
make sure the e-mail actually
came from them. Also. don't cltck
on links in any e-matl message or
pop-up window asking you to verify a credit card, bank, eBay.
PayPal, or similar account.
Similarly, don't provtde personal
information to anyone unless
you're sure you're at a valtd Web
site or arc communicating wuh
someone you know and trust.
Try to stay away from Web
sites you don't trust. Internet security suites and free programs such
as
Spywarc
Blaster
(http://www.javacoolsoftware.co
rn/spywareblaster.html) can help.
If searching with Google, you can
enable SafeSearch by going to its
Advance Search page, at
www.google.com/advanced sear
ch, or simply by clickmg on
"Advance Search."
• Tum your PC off at ntght to
free up system resources. eliminate potential conflicts. and conserve energy. If you do experience a problem, often you can
solve it yourself by simply domg a
Google search. Google and other
Web search sites have gotten so
good that you typically don't have
to seek out frequently asked questions archives (FAQs) or tech support forums at company Web sites
or offered independently through
the Web, e-mail, or Usenet.
Type any error message you
receive on screen into Google,
within quotation marks. lf you
experience other types of glitches,
type the key words into Google
along with the product's brand
name or the type of product.
Fixing things yourself is the
least expensive way to go, but it
can sometimes be time-consuming. If you're not able to flx things
in a timely way, it can make sense
to cut your losses and call in the
experts.
Options include taking your
computer to a local computer
repair shop, using a remote tech

continued on page 36

Riverside
Medical Center...

An "Open Letter" to the Business Community
Regarding AACSB Accreditation Reaffirmation

continued from page 4
of CRM technology to tmprove
organizational and productivity
results in the healthcare settmg
by integrating technology with
clinical and operattonal workflow. For RCRMC, Surado
delivered a product where
extensive rapid appltcation
development
features
and
automation work in concert to
deliver a better user and paltent
experience." satd Sund1p R
Dosht.
CEO
of Surado
Solutwns. lnc.
RCRMC has the capacity to
manage 200,000 patient visits in
spectalty outpauent cltntcs; the
Emergency Room/Trauma Unll
has the capacity to manage
100,000 patient visits annually.
Employees and staff are at
approximately 2,100. The award
winning RCRMC ts well
designed and equtpped to provide the latest in health care
through the 21st century and
beyond.
Surado CRM is available for
enterprises up to 5,000 concurrent users. In addition to the
core product, Surado offers
more than 20 product options
and modules that further extend
core CRM functionality including verticals directed towards
healthcare,
technology.
city/government, education and
banking and financials. Surado
CRM is available directly from
Surado
by
calling
1.800.4SURADO
(1.800.478.7236) or through
Surado's Channel Partners.
Product information, as well as
a complete listing of Surado
CRM modules and features can
be
found
at
www.SuradoCRM.com.
Surado Solutions, Inc.,
founded in 1995, is headquartered in Riverside. With products in all 50 US states and over
64 countries worldwide, Surado
provides a full spectrum of
products and services in
Customer
Relationship
Management (CRM).

From Ira A. jackson
Dean and Professor of Management
Peter F. Drucker and Masatoshi Ito
Graduate School of Management
I wanted to share wtth you the good news from AACSB that we
have received reaffirmation of our accreditation.
While the formal extenston of accredttation is satisfying. the qualitative observations of our very sophisticated peer review team arc
actually inspiring.
Among other "best practices" that the review team identified here
at Drucker and which they described as "exceptionally effective pracltces that demonstrate leadership and high quality continuous improvement in management education:"
Our empha\is on The Drucker Difference:
Developtng the Drucker lnslttute:
Rekindling the reputation of the school:
Excellent faculty-student relationships;
Creating an environment where leamtng is maxtmtzed:
Building and growing the financial engineering program
to meet market demands and leveraging the synergies
between math and management; and
• Growing the EMP to meet the needs of our region and in
a way that aligns so well wtth the Drucker brand.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The team also tdentified, tmportantly. an excellent service-oriented
staff dedicated to the students and success of the Drucker School - and
a competent and committed leadership team engaged in the Implementation of the strategic plan to improve the Drucker School and move it
along the path from good to great.
The team also offered some important suggestions about how we
continue to improve going forward. and we wtll take those observations equally seriously. I know that President Klitgaard and the Board
of Trustees have already embraced the review team's recommendations regarding "securing the place of Drucker within CGU and the
Claremont system" and making strategic investments in new faculty
and staff that are consistent with our growth objectives. They encourage the Drucker Institute to proceed boldly; for us to infuse the Drucker
Experience throughout the curriculum; to require all of our students to
take The Drucker Difference: to strengthen internships; to attract more
recruiters; to expand experiential learning experiences; to develop
strategic partnerships with target companies; to better engage alumni;
and to strengthen career placement capabilities. Happily, we agree
with these suggestions and are making good progress on all these
fronts.
Two closing thoughts: my deep gratitude to Associate Dean Hideki
Yamawaki, who was on point for this major review, and who was the
able captain of a team that included Roberto Pedace and Kerry Boyle
- all of whom did us proud.
Lastly: the review team felt our passion and the intensity of your
commitment to the cause. They felt it from everyone: the President,
Trustees, faculty, students, and staff. They complimented you on your
talent. They felt our palpable momentum and progress. They see for
us many opportunities. They feel we have a highly differentiated and
enviable set of assets. They believe that this is the time to accelerate
progress on many fronts and to leverage our assets and the needs in the
marketplace to make a big difference in our sector and in society at

continued on page 35
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Proposal approved to expand deportation program
The San Bernardino Count:>
Board of Supervisors today
unanimously approved First
District
Supervisor
Brad
Mitzelfelt's proposal to expand
the Sheriff's Department's
Criminal
Illegal
Alien
Identification unit. The unit,
which identifies illegal aliens in
the county jail system and refers
them for deportatiOn, successfully identified more than 2,300
criminal illegal aliens last year
at the County's West Valley
Detention Center (WVDC).
The program currently exists
only at the County's WVDC in
Rancho Cucamonga.
Supervisor Mitzelfelt proposed allocatmg $100,000 from
his priority poltcy budget to purchase video conferencing equipment that will enable specially
trained staff at WVDC to screen
inmates at remote locatiOns.
The equipment will be installed

m jail facilities m Barstow, the
Morongo Basin, the Victor
Valley,
and
the
Central
Detention Center in San
Bernardino.
"We are expanding the
Criminal
Illegal
Alien
IdentificatiOn program to other
jails because it's critical that we
tdentify every cnminal illegal
alien m our jail system and refer
them for deportation," said
Supervtsor Mitzelfelt. "Hiring
and trainmg staff to perform
these duties throughout the
county would be very expensive. But my proposal will only
cost a fraction of that cost."
Screenmg inmates at these
other jail facilities will not only
help us to refer more crimmal
illegal aliens for deportation, but
it will also give us a better idea
of how much jailing the inmates
IS costmg the county, which will
help us make a better argument

for federal reimbursement.
In 2006, the county created a
Illegal
Alien
Criminal
Identification unit in the sheriff's department and hired nine
custody
specialists
who
recetved
special
trammg
through an agreement the county negotiated with the U.S.
Department
of Homeland
Security, Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE).
The staff members are certified
to perform certain immigration
enforcement functions, including identifying criminal illegal
aliens and placing immigration
holds, which ensure the inmates
are handed over to federal officials for deportation rather than
being released into the public.
lllegal aliens at WVDC last
year were incarcerated for an
average of more than 120 days
each, which cost the county an
estimated $24 million.

UCR to host
conference ...

contmuetl from

Oenli~ts:

Inland l<:mpire
Companp,idc

Compan)~ide

I.

~Ita ~ntal Plan of California
100 First St
San FmncL,CO, CA 94404

3

Hospitalit) Dental A.-sociates
104 W. Hosprtaht) Ln.
San Bemardrno, CA 92412

4.

21700 OltlW'd St.. 1500
Woodland Hrlls. CA 91367

5.

Ameritas Managed Dental Plan
151 Kalmu> Dr, Ste. J3
Co>ta Mesa, CA 92626

655,603

1.644

The conference will bring
together academic, government, and economic leaders to
examine the effects of emissions on health, address the
challenges of meeting emissions standards to the goods
movement
industry,
and
explore potential solutions to
future air quality issues.
For more information,
including
the
conference
agenda,
please
vtslt:
htte:!lwww.newsroom.ucr.edu/
cgi-bin/disolay.cgj?id-1827

Subscrib to
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see page 3
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San Francisco, CA
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124.000
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San Bemardrno. CA
1979
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60.000

3,356
62.000

Hrghmark. Inc.
Hamsburg, PA
1983

DHMO. PPO. ASO.
Fee-for·Servrce

46,000
2.000.000

2.500
45.000

Ameritas Lrfe Insurance Corp.
Lrncoln, NE
1886

HMO. PPO.
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61,453+
1.8 million+

1.644
32.531+

38,300
323,999
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Westcm ~ntal Services, Inc.
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Chad Thcker
Network of Local Dentr\1>.
Can Assi\1 wrth PPO's and
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Self-Insured Plans
(909) R88-6919/888-0468
drfeldld>amp@ho,prtalitydental.com
Troy Munday
NIA
(818) 710·5181(7().15033
kevrn.otoolc@uccr.com
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Presrdent
(714) 041-1800/(714) 641-4800

Safeguard Health Enterprises. Inc. Dental HMO. Dental Indemnity,
Robin Muck
Aliso Viejo, CA
Dental PPO, Networt. Lea"ng. Presrdent. Califomra Market
1974
Adminislllltive Services. Visron (949) 425-4300/(949) 425-4308
robinm@safeguard.nct
Western Dental Servrces. Inc.
Orange. CA
1985

HMO

Samuel Gruenbaum
Presrdent/CEO
(800) 4174444/(714) 480· 3094
www. westemdental.com

Prolectlft o.taJ Care

If.

311 I Camino deiiOO N.. Ste. 1000
San Diego, CA 92108

Smile Sner Dental Plan
II. 22144 Clarendon St.
Woodland Hrlls. CA 91367
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2.000
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12.000

Protective Life Insurance Co.
Binningham, AL
1907

DHMO. Indemnity
PPO Schedule,
Discount Plans

N/A
375.000

418
5.000

GE Finacial Assurance
Schaumburg. IL
N/A

HMO. PPO
Dual Chorce

O.Yid Sebneewe

Regional V.P.
(800)619-6996/(602) 263·0 I 87
grace_tumey@protectrve.com
Mike Johnson
Prcs1dent

(800) J3).9~61/(949) 389-9752
mrkqoh,on3@gecaprtal.com
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Peter F. Drucker and Masatoshi
School of
Ito Graduate
Management: CGL President
Robert Klttgaard, K H. Moon,
former Chief exeCUtiVe Of
Yuhan-K1mberly Ltd. of South
Korea: C. Wilham Pollard. former cha1rman and CEO of
ServiceMaster Co. and author:
Minglo Shao, founder of Bnght
China Holding Ltd and head of
the Peter F. Drucker Academy,
a nonprofit educational organizatiOn dedicated to teaching
Drucker's principles and practtces tn China: and Cra1g
Wynett, general manager of
Future Growth lnttiatives at
Procter & Gamble Co.
"John and All1son bring
energy, passion and credibility
to everythmg they do," said Ira
Jackson. "Their presence on
our board wtll assist us in
reaching new audiences with
mnovative approaches. City
Year IS one of the nation's best
examples of soc1al mnovatton
that has had a transformat1ve
impact, and BusinessWeek conpioneer
new
tinues
to
approaches to understanding
the \\Orld of commerce and creativity. I believe Peter would be
proud and pleased of this
evolvtng, diverse and talented
global board, and tn knowmg
that his legacy IS m such good
and able hands."
After serving as executive
editor of Business Week magazine for two years, Byrne
assumed the top editorial job at
BusinessWeek's fast-growing
online operation. In his first
year in this role in 2007, he led
Business Week.com to record
levels of reader engagement
and traffic, oversaw the
redesign of the Website, and
launched extensive new areas
of coverage, including on management. Previously, Byrne
was editor-in-chief of Fast
Company magazine. He 1s the
author of eight books on business, leadership, and management. Among them is "Jack:
trai ht
ut " the

h1ghly anticipated collaboratiOn with former General
Electric Co. CEO Jack Welch.
wh1ch debuted at the top of The
New York Times bestseller l1st.
Byrne holds a master's in JOUrnalism from the Univers1ty of
Mtssouri and an undl!rgraduate
degree in Engl1sh and poliucal
science from William Paterson
College.
"As a longtime adm1rer of
Peter's work, I'm looktng forward to hclptng the tnsttlute
spread his tdeas and 1deals to a
new generatiOn of global leaders." said Byrne. "I think Peter
would love the 1dea of ustng
new technology to reach and
touch people with h1s thinktng
in every corner of the world."
Prior to movmg to the West
Coast to launch City Year Los
Angeles tn 2007, GraffWeisner served as the national
alumni director of the organizatiOn, wh1ch unites young people of all backgrounds for a
year of full-time community
servtce. In addition to her
involvement with City Year.
Graff-We1sner has worked at
numerous community development and educational orgamzatwns m the U.S. and abroad
After runnmg parent mvolve
ment programs at 20 schools in
the Bronx with Learnmg
Leaders, a group that engages
10,000 volunteers in New York
C1ty schools, she helped oversee its program department.
She also taught and ran an
tn
after-school
program
Washington, D.C.. dunng her
year of national service with
Public Allies. She is a graduate
of U.C. Berkeley and Harvard's
Kennedy
School
of
Government.
"As the leader of City Year
Los Angeles, I am dedicated to
the belief that young people
can change the world if they are
gtven the skills and experiences
to do so," Graff-Weisner said.
"I am thrilled to be part of the
Drucker Institute, wllh its track
record of innovative thinking
and practice around developing
ethical leaders and managers. I
continued on page 39

A recent report by Marcus &
Millichap says that the 200H
outlook for the Inland Empire
office market is expected to
remain strong. thanks to aboveaverage construcuon activtly
and local JOb creation, which IS
proJeCtl!d to exceed the nat1onal
average Th1s forecast is part of
Marcus & Millichap 's 2008
National Office Report, wh1ch
also mcludes the firm\ annual
Nauonal Office Index (NOI), a
snapshot analysis that ranks 43
office markets based on a senes
of 12-month forward-lookmg
supply and demand indicators.
The Riverside-San Bernardino
market holds steady this year at
No.8.
The following lists some of the
commercial real estate activities in the Inland Empire:
Hillwood, the master developer
of
the
massive
AllianceCalifornia campus m
San Bernardino is about to begm
construction on the project's
Southgate portion Located on
the east side of Tippecanoe
Avenue,
south
of
San
Bernardtno
Intemallonal
A1rport, Southgate is designed
for five buildings totaling more
than 2.6 million sq. ft., with the
buildings rangmg in s1ze from
39,000 sq. ft. to more than I million sq. ft. Infrastructure work,
includtng the extension of
Central Avenue, has already
begun, while construction on the
first building in Southgate will
begm m early summer 2008.
Although it's sti ll to be determined whether that initial building will be build-to-suit or speculative, Southgate will offer
both options for customers.
Hillwood is pursuing LEED
certification for the Southgate
buildings. Peter McWilliams,
Ruben Goodsell and Michael
McCrary
of
Colliers
International are handling the

leasing
for
Hill wood's
AllianceCalifornia
project
Accordtng to McWilliams,
''Leasing
activity
at
AllianceCalifornia has been
strong and consistent since we
began marketing the proJect in
late 2004. We are already garnering a large amount of user
interest from compantes within
and outside of the Inland Empire
for the new produc.t that w1ll be
Southgate."
developed
at
................ Stirling
Capital
Investments has JUSt completed
work on Global Access
Business Centre, a 223,800sq.-ft., two-butldtng Class A
multi-tenant tndustnal prOJeCt at
Southern California Logistics
Centre (SCLC) in Victorville.
Stirling has already mked five
leases, totaling 49, I 00 sq. ft.. at
Global
Access
Business
Centre, bnngmg the development to nearly 22 percent occupied. The transactions v.ere wnh
these companies, slated to occup) space this month:
o Sequo1a L1ghtmg, a manufacturer of commercial lighttng fixtures, signed an 18,500-sq.-ft.
lease. The company is relocating from La Habra.
o Prego Inc, an apparel import
and export company, signed a
13.100-sq.-ft. lease.
• PTL Electric, a local electrical
contractmg company, signed a
7 ,400-sq.-ft. lease.
• Stoody Industrial and Weldmg
Supplies, a family-run company
that sells mdustrial gases and
welding supplies, signed a
6,300-sq.-ft. lease.
o Product System Engineering, a
high-end machine shop, signed
a 3,800-sq.-ft. lease.
• Global Access Business Centre
offers Class A industrial suites
from 3,500 sq. ft. to more than
60,000 sq. ft.. Some suites
continued on page 19
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Riverside county executive officer announces retirement
After 16 years managing one
of the nation's largest counties,
Executive Officer Larry Parrish
announced that he will retire
effective July 30. Parrish spoke
about his retirement during the
Board of Supervisors' meeting,
saying the post he has held since
March 1992 has provided incredible challenges and enjoyment.
"But effective July 30, I
intend to retire from th1~ august
position and leave ll to somebody else," he sa1d.
Board members pra1sed
Parrish for building a foundation
that ha\ kept the county financially strong despite swoons in
the state's economy, and for
positioning the county for the
future.
"Larry Parrish led th1s ship
not only so it shouldered all
those waves," Supervisor Bob
Buster said. "It's really steaming
out ahead."
During Parrish's tenure, the

county adopted a far-reaching
habitat-conservation plan, built
countless miles of new roads to
serve residents, grew from 1.3
million residents to more than
two million, and increased the
per-capita ratio of heriff's
deputies who patrol the community.
Supervisor Marion Ashley
poked a little fun as Parrish
squim1ed under board members'
pra1se Tuesday.
"I know he's really enjoying
hearing this," Ashley joked. "He
just can't handle praise."
The county has met residents' needs des pile rapid
growth and other issues that
beset large counties, and is a
leader an10ng Califomia counties, Ashley said.
"None of them has been better run or more stable in the long
run than Riverside County and
that is because of Larry," he said.
"He set the standard for how an

administrator should
run a large county."
As the testimonials
mounted, Chairman
Roy Wilson said there
was little left to say.
"Well, Larry's sitting here saying, 'Get
on with the meeting!'
so I will just say ditto
to all the comments,"
he said.
Supervisor
Jeff
Stone said he regretted
only working for 3-l/2
years with Parrish,
who he called one of
the finest chief executives he has ever
known.
"I wish it was more ;::::=========-~---====::::;
years." he said. "We're L _ _____:c:.__ _ ___:.::__ _ _:.___ _ _-..J
Parrish always maintained his
lucky to have had you as long as
great sense of humor, even while
we have."
finding ways to overcome what
Supervisor John Tavaglione
was traveling on that day and did
continued on page 36
not attend the board meeting.

2008 EDITORIAL SCHEDULE
EDITORIAL FOCUS

SUPPLEMENTS

j une
• Financtal Inslltuttons (I st Quancr, '08)
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Lead through listening
By David Benzel
Dad was waiting in the
parking lot at the usual time.
As the basketball players left
the gym, he noticed his I 0year-old 's head hanging low.
When his son jumped in the car,
and slammed the door, the
father asked, "How was practice?" The boy replied, "I hate
my coach."
This kind of
response did not sit well with
Dad. Three thoughts rushed to
his head, all fighting to be
delivered in a correcting tone.
First, "I've taught you not to
speak so disrespectfully about
any coach or adult." Second,
"Are you kidding? This guy is
a great coach -one of the best!"
Third, "Do you have any idea
how hard I worked to make sure
you were placed on this guy's
team?" For some reason, Dad
chose not to speak any of those
condemning thoughts, and
instead three words came out of
his mouth, perhaps three of the
best words he'd ever accidentally said: "Tell me more."
His son went on to explain
the events that took place during practice. Dad knew he wasn't getting the whole story yet,
so he added, "What else happened?" Eventually - and it
took a little while - they got to
the part where the son admitted
to getting side-tracked during
practice, got caught goofing off
du ring one of the drills and was
reprimanded for it. In the final
analysis, his young son was so
embarrassed by the coach's reprimand in front of the other
players that it led him to
declare, "I hate my coach."
The point is this: Dad's

first, second and third thoughts
- if delivered immediately would have missed the mark by
a mile. They were totally irrelevant in view of the facts,
which would never have been
revealed if he'd blurted out his
all-knowing speech. He had
been guilty more than once of
jumping the gun with a quick
response, but he learned so
much more on this occasion
with just three little words:
"Tell me more." The complete
story gave him much more
insight into his son, how he
thinks and how he reacts.
As a business leader, you
have the same responsibility a
dad has to his son - listen, get
the facts, determine the problem, and help resolve the situation.
Listening is an art and a
skill. It requires discipline and
focused attention. When you
give the gift of silence, you
allow others the chance to think
and process their thoughts. The
time required to do this varies
tremendously, depending on
whom you're talking to. When
it comes to sharing thoughts
and feelings about an event,
there are two very different
types of personalities. In both
cases,
the "tell-me-more"
approach works well, but the
timing needs to be different.

The Fast-Twitch Responder
Some people tend to think
their thoughts out loud for
everyone to hear - often in a
very blunt fashion - then they
do the editing in public, too;
"Here's what I really mean," or,

"Let me rephrase that." They
might revise their initial version
of the facts several times.
Typically, they quickly offer the
information you're seeking so it
may seem as though very little
patience is required on your
part. They don't make you wait
very long, yet immediately
jumping in with your assumptions drawn and conclusions
blazing will most often prove to
be a mistake. This conversation
is a work-in-progress for this
quick responder, and it's far
more prudent for you to deliver
a well-timed, "Tell me more" or
an" ... and then what?" The
additional information you
receive next will be worth the
wait, as feelings and thoughts
become clearer in the mind of
this fast-twitch responder.

T he Slow-Twitch Responder
Other people tend to
process everything internally,
preferring not to share the end
result until it is edited and
refined to a finished product.
These people never share a verbal "rough draft." The new
stimuli they receive in conversations enters a processing
chamber where it is kept, considered and condensed into
manageable material.
This
takes time and requires patience
by those who eagerly await an
explanation or a report about
what's going on. Impatience at
this point will cause the listener
to jump straight into "tell"
mode, as in, "Let me tell you
what I think." The lecture the
listener delivers is usually not
appreciated nor helpful. On the

other hand, patience combined
with thoughtful silence will
usually produce a concise
account of true feelings and
ideas from a slow-twitch
responder.
To gain credibility, learn to
give space and time to others
before making your verbal contribution.
Give the gift of
silence and let people consider
their actions and their words.
Use phrases like: "Tell me
more." "What else?" "What
then?" "How so?" "What did
that mean to you?" "How are
you feeling now?" These phrases will prompt more information, which will give you a
detailed understanding of people and situations. Not only
will this build trust, but it will
also keep you from making
incorrect assumptions about
people and events.
Find an opportunity to use
the phrase, "Tell me more."
Resist the temptation to
respond
with
your
own
thoughts until you allow them
to tell you what's on their
minds. The only assumption
worth having is one when you
expect there's more to the story,
not one when you think you
have all the answers.
Nine
times out of I 0, your best guess
about the truth will never be as
rich as the story you need to
hear.

For more information,
call David Ben::.el at 1800-616-1193
or
visit
da veben~el @p .com.
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include move-in ready office
Upon
completion,
space.
GlobaJ Access Business Centre
is expected to generate up to 200
new jobs for the region............
Interra Development Partners
LLC, a joint venture of
Chicago-based
Interra
Ventures LLC and an affiliate
of Prudential Real Estate
Investors, purchased 14 acres at
the northeast corner of Murrieta
Hot Springs and I-15. The price
was not disclosed. The land was
sold by Pacific Real Estate,
LLC of Upland and is part of a
larger 40-acre land assemblage
that will be the location of a new
The
retail
development.
timetable for the project has not
Michelle
yet
been
set.
Schierberl
and
Ryan
Schierberl of Grubb & Ellis
represented the buyer and the
seller in the transaction...........
In Corona, Arizona Pipeline
paid $8.4 million for 9.4 acres
($20.50/sf) at 1745 and 1765
Sampson Street, a site that offers
easy access to the 91 Freeway.
The land was sold by Oldcastle
Westile, a manufacturer and
designer of high-quality concrete tiles with manufacturing
plants in Arizona, California,
and Colorado. Jack Faris and
Brett Lockwood of Voit
Commercial Brokerage represented the Oldcastle Westile.
Paul Whitehouse of Lee &
Associates
negotiated
for
Arizona Pipeline, an underground utility contractor specializing in gas and power distribution, fiber optic placement,
sewers
and
storm
drains ............... Pacific
lndustrial Park, a new industrial development in the
Coachella Valley, is set to break
ground. The development,
which will consist of eight
smaller buildings of 5,000 sq. ft.
to 7,500 sq. ft. for sale or for
lease, is located near the intersection of Jefferson and Indio
Blvd, adjacent to north La
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Quinta. Slated for completion in
August 2008, two of the buildings at the project, a developof
Beaty
Pacific
ment
Development Inc, have already
been sold .............. .ln Riverside,
ProArmor paid $4 m1llion for a
50,000-sq.-ft. ($80/sf) building
at 5867 Jasmine Street, north of
Jurupa Avenue and east of Van
Buren Blvd. The building,
which will serve as the company's new headquarters, features
5.000 sq. ft. of office space and
45,000 sq. ft. of warehouse
space. It IS situated on 152,000
sq. ft. of land near the Riverside
Municipal Airport ............ Chris
Migliori and Paul Gingrich of
DAUM Commercial Real
Estate Services represented
ProArmor, which sold its previous headquarters, a 17,500sq.-ft. industrial building located at 1678 North Maple Avenue
in Corona, for $2.6 million
($ 149/sf).
Migliori
and
Gingrich represented the seller,
ProArmor, while Brian Hall of
Lee & Associates represented
the buyer, Applied Roofing.
Vic Onorio of Lee &
Associates represented the seller of ProArmor's new headquarters on 5867 Jasmine St.
AME Manufacturing ........... .In
Palm Springs, a new medical
office project is expected to
begin construction in summer of
2008, with completion slated for
early 2009. The project, Sunrise
Medical Offices, will offer
almost 20,000 sq. ft. of medical
office space for lease, as well as
a new Rite Aid Pharmacy, locatedina separate, adjacent building. It is being built by
Boureston
Development
Company and •s located at the
southwest comer of Sunrise
Way and Tahquitz Canyon Way.
Maggie Montez, Brian Ward
and Troy Kudlac of CB
Richard Ellis' Indian Wells
office are handling the leasing
for the project... ........... An
unnamed buyer paid $4.03 million for a 12,000-sq.-ft.
($336/sf) building occupied by
Preferred Pet Care/Valley
Animal Medical Center in the
continued on page 39

L.A. City Attorney files action against Blue
Cross for illegal insurance cancelation
City's
Chief
Prosecutor
Continues to Investigate
Health Industry Practice of
Canceling Coverage After
Issuing a Policy
Los Angeles City Attorney
Rocky Delgadillo, the city's
chief prosecutor, announced his
office has filed a civil law
enforcement action on behalf of
the People of the State of
California against Well Point,
Inc .• and two of its subs1d1anes
for engagmg in unlawful and
deceptive business practices that
lead to the denying or delaying
of authorization of thousands of
health insurance claims or the
canceling of coverage after initially issuing a policy.
"The health insurance industry is not focused on truly
improving our care, lowenng
our costs, or rooting out fraud,"
said City Attorney Delgadillo,
who several weeks ago filed a
s1milar law enforcement action
against Health Net. "The industry's singular focus is on maximizing profits -at the expense of
patients and their doctors."
This complaint, filed in Los
Angeles Superior Court, alleges
that Well Point, Inc., Anthem
Blue Cross of California and
Anthem Blue Cross Life
engaged in unlawful, unfair and
fraudulent business practices
and unfair. deceptive, untrue and
misleading advertising in violauon of California's Unfair
Competition (Business and
Professional Code 17200) and
False Advertising (Business and
Professions Code 17500) laws.
In the complaint, the City
Attorney alleges that Blue Cross
usedfalseandmisleadingadvertlsmg to attract more than
500,000 customers. Blue Cross
collected applications from customers using intentionally misleading forms with little or no
meaningful review of the accuracy of responses or informed
investigation into the medical
history of applicants. In addition.
f
applicants were o ten assisted by

untrained and unsupervised
agents m completing the application, further complicating the
process.
Only after policyholders
submitted claims for medical
services would Blue Cross retroactively conduct investigations
into their medical history m
order to find discrepancies in the
application. As a result, the City
Attorney's Office believes that
since 2002. Blue Cross has
demed benefits to more than
6.000 mdiv1duals, and thousands
more have had the1r benefits
delayed because of these practices.
The civil suit seeks to enjoin
Blue Cross from engaging in the
illegal actl\rities outlined in the
complaint and order Blue Cross
to comply fully with the law. In
addition, the suit seeks civil
penalties of $2,500 for each violation of the Unfair Competition
Law and False Advertising Law,
and an additional $2,500 penalty
for each Unfair Competition violation that victimized any senior
citizen or disabled person.
City Attorney Delgadillo
also seeks to have wrongfully
canceled policies reinstated and
full restitution paid to all victims
of Blue Cross' unlawful practices.
In February, City Attorney
Delgadillo launched a first-ofIts-kind
Website
www.ProtectingTheinsured.org
in order to collect information
from consumers, doctors, and
hospitals as part of the ongoing
mvestigation into the potentially
unlawful, fraudulent, and unfair
activities of health insurance
companies.
For more information, consumers are asked to visit
www.Protectin~:Thelnsured.org

or City Attorney Rockv
Delgadillo s Website at www.lacity.org/atty.
Editors Note: There are
over 46/,000 insured Blue Cross
members in the Inland Empire.
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Do>mond Bar. CA 1117~5

Sl5.1

Camp D~...-r & M<Kee.lnc.
7. 9210 Cleveland A\c ~ HXj.
Ran<ho Cucamonga. CA 91710

SIO

Chamb<!r. Group, Inc.
8. JO:! Brools•de A\(~ Stc: D
Redland>. C<\ 9217:\

S-1

9.

1954

C.H..J .. Incorporated
J]<;<; E Cook) Dr
Cohon. CA 92124

Conlrf"\e Consultan~
I 0. 10391 Corporate Dr
R<dl:mds. CA 112174

i%0

121

1.()(.1()

so

S9.2

Jlhune(a agr-.tu.,.com

Ro'' Geller
PnnLtp.tl
t<XI'll917 oqvn7 Ol41
mtO(a apphedplannmg com

S'" hoot D1,tnch. College$.
Ho,pH.lh, \1un''"'fldhtle,, Contractors.
Pnvate Partte'
('111'11

196-1

\\J~tc

W:uer. Soltd \\.hte
En\.'lronment~tl Managcm<."nl

Tom Brickle\
Pre~uJc1;1

~xs 20ili/1XI 3411
bn~.:~)t'\C:O\ lLCl."C!.O

t>uhll~..:

Agencte'). Indu\tnal Ftrm'.
De\ elope"

llqan \ . Stirrat
Pn·\IJt.'nt
/X6<> XO 17
pmtt~o.:hcll(n h..a ... com

1111m Xllll· 77

Oonold Schroo.-dcr
Prestdcnt
('Kl'll 574 )SCXJt<lXO-'iiM'i

Local Go,l!mment
lndu>lr)
Statc/Fedeml Govt.

Emironmcntallmpact ·\,,e..,.. m~nt ....
"fatural & Cultural Re't.lrun.:e.. \1.U1J~emcnt,
Plannmg, RegulatoJ) Compliance, GIS Scr.u.:c'

lndu,tne....
GO\·emment .\gencte!'.

Ell\·tronmental Pha~ I 6:.. II -\.~ssmcnts,
Gf-otechmcal En~meenng. Geolog),
Con,(J'UciJon Jn..,pecuon and J l!'>hng

l..A:ndmg lnsutuuon....
Pn\ate [)e,eJoper.,.
Government A.gent:te..

Prihlte

Bu'\tne!v~e..,,

Craig '\C\lage
\'icc Pre..,tdcnt/Opcrataon .. Mgr.
<'iU'Ii11'i 70MI:11~-n11X
dmatchl!ll(a chambcl"gwum~.: ~.:om
Robert John.wn
Preo;.h.knt
('ill'l) S24 721ll/S24 7~1l'J

mg a~ merchant\.. .. imually
selling goods from a horse and
wagon. Sam enJoyed a relatively normal youth ... . a good
studenr .... ... . . . a
graduate .... and a hard work1ng
and self-dJsClplmed employee.
Sam. 1n 1935. was accepted by
the Wall Di\m:y Company\
studw: however. because of
the pleading of his mother---declined----did not mo\ e to
Los Angele' and continued
working
at
Vorto\
1n
Claremont.
Drafted mto the L S o\rmy
in Ocr. 1941. Sam e\penenced
a purposeful but hattie-free
four years. Back in Southern
Californaa hy November 1945,
Sam was now l1ving 111 Los
Angeles and look1ng for a
"job."
Angelus-PacJflc, a
commerc1al art firm. proved to
be that JOb: but after nine
months as a graph1c artist and

heanng binhday number 10.
Sam had to find his niche 111
IJfe ..... h1s fuiUre.
Sam. in 1946. returned to
the Chino-Claremont area
working 111 all areas of graphic
ans des1gn and became a very
senous student It was as a
student at Scnpps College .
taking a Millard Sheets' cla\s,
thai Sam met Alfreda Ward.
Yes. you guessed correct. hut
don't get ahead of me --one
month afler their date. they
were marned.
It \\as m1dyear 1949 \\hen
Sam made the deCJ\1011 to
become
a
sd r-emplo) cd
maker or rurnllurc . The rest is
h1stor) -----5!) years of hJ\tOr) .
A rock111g ch,11l for
President Ronald Reagan in
1981

• Tv.o rock111g chair'> sold
to President Jimmy Caner in
1982

• Recipient of John D. and
Cathenne
T.
MacAnhur
Foundation Fellowship
• Honored b) exhlbltiom

of his woodwork at umversities.
museums
and inslitullom worldw 1 d e
Jnclud1ng
The Vallcan
and
The
Smithsonian
attended by
world leaders including
Pope
Paul\ l
Toda;. a
ocking
cha1r
b)
Sam Moloof
v.ill he an
in\ estment
or $25.000--and a delivery date of
20 I 0----yes.
Sam
will then be
94 years
age!

""""" .chJtnt:.com
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F.arth S)Siems ~uth,.est
12. 79811 Country Club Dr
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$7.6

Earth T.c:h. Inc.
13. 1461 Coni<) Dr. Sto IIMI
Colton. CA 92124
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t:d,.ard S. Bab<!ock & Son'
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7,000
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1%9

ESA>. Pha..e Jr,, PI:.A,. Hydrogeology.
Geotechmcal EngmeennJ!, M•.uc:n.th Te...un~.
ComtructtOn Monnonng

Eng meet'\. Deseloper.c;,
School>.
Indtan Trtbc!>

Craig Hill
Pre\tdent
(76(1) :14~ · 1'i88!14~ 731'i
h)O't(aeanh,y ...com

Department of O.Ofen\C
Uulitie..,
Commerctal lndu!>t:ne'

Brian Weith
Dan:ctor
('111'1) .~54-'iCMMI/424 1924
bnan.la\.:'c(a c.trthtc."Ch.com

1970
Long Beach

Envtronmcntal Studtc..,fRemedtatton
Wa,te \hnal!ement, Ordnance

Hazardou~

St("\;ICI!!>, Water/'lv'a...-.,tcv..3ter Tran.,.portatltm.
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Sam Maloof

Environmental Companies Serving the Inland Empire
Compan~

Ma) 2008

I'IK9
San Bemardmo

Munic1pahue~

Jome\ K.Bab<!ock
Pre .. ident
19'ili n53 :1.1'il/651 1M2
W'"- v. b.tbc(l( ~lab' com

n!a

Hani Gabriel
Pnnetpal
(951) 545-02~0
gabnd(a. g.•hnrl-<n' mmmental com

flanks, D.!" lope"·
Property \1.\nagement Compan1e~

Jndu...,tl'\,

Po"' er Plant,,
L•'"' hrm\
Pul1hc ,-\gcn~te\,
Develope". Schooh

Reclamation Plamung, Land l se
Perm Hung. Landftll A se <meot< &
Penntt EIRs

Daren Jorgen....en
Preosldl!nt
('lll'l) 4N1-11(Xl/4'l-l 7~21
r~ccpllont,l(a JC.'u

small business
Want to renovate, expand or refinance your current commercial or investment property? Looking
to consolidate business debt or get cash out for business supplies or inventory? Need piece of mind
knowing that you'll have reserve funds for unexpected opportunities or a working line of credit?
Wells Fargo, the leader in small business lending, has unique real estate financing
products designed for small businesses and real estate investors who own
commercial property valued up to $3 million.

corn

Jo...,ph Aldern
lnl.md Lmptrc RcgtonJ.I \.1~r.
rtxi'IJ7~1.2n9Jn92 110-1
rolaldt'('a' klcmfl' ldcr.com

(9) I) ltX I

4929/681-65:11

ltn,Jl(a llell\trotnc.com
J>uhhc Agem:y. Pri\,tte
Landowner, l.Jiihuc .
\\a<te \lan>gcment Companoe•

Ste>c l.tlhurn
Pre,tdcnt
t90'!) S90·1818i 90180'1
hhh(a \C'TIZOO nel
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designed specifically for your

•
•

r ()

Borrow up to $500,000

·Call a Business Banker in your area;

Limited documentation required, and in many cases,
without providing prior years' tax returns

Los Angeles:
866·840-691 9
c-:O.range County: 866·542-6406

I

No cost to apply and no appraisal, title or escrow fees

~\'or1s~9p'1(Wyour loc~l Wells Fargo nnd ask

•

Total costs just 1% of the loan amount*- ask your
banker how to reduce this by half

I "'lie lri'h
C'EO

CEQM'\EP'\ 404'401/IW'
Pemutun~ Scctwn 7 & 10.
Con... t \1&llgahon, Rc"c~
\1omtonng. Archeo. Paleo. Boology
~1me

Commercial Real Estate Loans

ClifT Stmtntal
S<."nU.lf Vh..'e Pre!.tdent
(90'1J 4MI '\7'0/4~1 57'\7
ww\4.dC'3..1nc.com

Plus, Wells Fargo guarantees the lowest combination
of rates and feestt

Ba:x JY"9 Rancho Cucamon~a CA 9/72V-N7Y. R•mvrhdlry JanmdJamUUl CO(I)rtght]I)/)/JbyJfBJ

C>2008 Wells Fargo Bank. N.A. All rights reserved. Member FDIC

--

l\·a~ut
Qusif~si.
Rt~l Estam Financing.
.:
. .
. . . . ·-·
' '.·~· -

;,-·

.

'

\'

; _1.:....,;_,;,__'-- -- ~-

_...

~-

...-

~

•

• If mortgage transfer/filing fees are levied by state or local )Urtsdiction. upon the filing
or recording of the mortgage/de«! of trust. this wtll be the responsibility of the borr<Mt!r
• Wells Fargo woll match a competotor"s oflpr or pay $200- contact us fol ~lis.
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RESTAURANT

REVIEW

temple of ta,te. E\ecutt\ e Chef
Kaoru bhit tncludes an arr<l) ol
.. ,mall pl,ltes .. to choose from
'' ith 'uggested 'ah• to match
the flavors of each dish
Among the "tapas" are a
Sashtmi spnng roll which Chef
Kaoru enJO) s with Gekkeikan
Ha1ku sake. cnspy 'tamaimo
potatoes (Adelsheun Pinot
oir): crisp scallop tempura
(EOS Chardonnay). robata
grilled
sake
lamb
chop
(Rutherford Hill Merlo!): ,md
Buffalo mozzarella and hetr-

Drinks & Marketing
OKURA SUNSET

S10.DO

Absolut Apeoth vodka, Peach Schnapps,Orange Juice, Grenadine.

MIDNIGHT MARTINI

SIO 00

Blovod black vodka Godiva liqueur, Bailey's Irish (earn ond Kohluo.

SHANGHAI MOJITO

SlO DO

X-Rated liquor and Cruzan light rum mixed with fresh mint leaves and orange juice,
topped with o splash of soda. Served on the rocks.

lYCHH MARTINI

loom tomato
salad (Junma1
G 1 n j o
T ,I 'e l ' l l
Sake). Each
plate is only
$9 (sake and 1-A.....,..._,.~~
''me .tre additional).
c h e f
Kaoru
has
also listed three temakt wsht
plates on the tapas menu. Also
known as the "hand roll," where
the chef spreads mgredtents on a
non (seaweed) sheet, rolls it into
a cylinder. and slices it into biteSIZe pteces. temaki sushi 1s as
attracuve as 11 1s delicious. He
recommends that the sptcy tuna
roll he paired w1th Junmai Gmjo
Y "Wmd" Sake. suggests Stag's
Leap Chardonnay to accompany
the crunchy tempura ~hrimp roll
'' llh a• ocado and eel sauce. and
proposes Markham Sauv1gnon

E

INTRODUCING THE GOLDEN CROWN CONCERT SERIES!

1

~

California Family
Life Center

BERLIN
Blanc as the accompaniment to
the Hamachi (yellowtail) roll
The hand rolls are only $6 each.
From blue fin toro (tuna) to
co/1/tllll{'(/ 011 page

SID DO

19

BENISE:

Friday, June 27th

LIVE IN CONCERT

Saturday, August 16th

THE ENGLISH BEAT

THE MOTELS

Friday, August 29th

Saturday, September 13th

S10 DO

Sky Vodka, Hypnotiq liquor, Blue Curacao

GEISHA GIRl

S10.DO

WALL OF VOODOO'S

SIO.DO

STAN RIDGWAY

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

Friday, October 24th

Saturday, October 25th

Imperio Vodka Fresh lemon and pomegranate juice

JAPANESE ICE().T
Gekkeikan shake, Sha<hu, Fuki plum wine and lemon juice with o splash of soda.

KillTI KID

S10 00

Ketel One, Bocardi, Beefeater Gin, Triple Sec Sweet ond sour, and cranberry juice.

TOKYO COSMOPOliTAN

S10.00

Absolut Citron. Cointreau, Cranberry juice Garnishedwith o lime twist.

MAl TAl

SlO 00

Cruzan light Rum with fresh fruit juices and o Aoot of Myer's Dark Rum.

PAMATIIII

SlO 00

Grey Goo111 Vodka, Pama liquor, and Cointreau, with o splash of cranberry juice.

SAMURAI SWORD

WHrrE TIGER

950 Ontario M.ills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur II!JO a.m.· 9:30p.m.
Fri II!JO a.m. • xo:3o p.m. • Sat 4:30 p.m. • xo:3o p.m.
Sun 4:00 p.m. • 9:30 p. m. • Reservations Recommended

It's N ew York Without the atutude! Th1s award-winnmg
restaurant 1s where famous fare

IS

~10 00

features prime steaks, Australian lobster rail, garltc roasted

Buy your tickets today at

chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood

goldencrownproductions.com

acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most

Kahluo, Bailey's, Absolut Vodka, and Half & Half.

SIOOO

Finlondia Vodka, Cointreau, and like juice

fANGERIMf DRO,

and take advantage of our special V.I.P. Seating!

innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wine selection and entertainment to comple-

Absolut Vanilla, Sweet and Sour and pomegranate syrup

For More Information,
Please Call:

951.658.2411

intimate jazz experience! We rake care of every derail With

$1000

kAMikAZE

With special guest celebrity host RICHARD BLADE1

finely defined. Our menu

specialues. Join us for Jazz in our Manhattan Room where

Midori, Ca<o rum, Absolut Pears and pineapple juice

~GWAn

W IE~NS
r amily Cel l a r b

3 Vodka (made from soy with 0 corbs) with fresh lychee fruit juice, garnished with
whole lychee.

BlUE MOON

c

T

Magic at Okura
When ts ,1 Japanese re,tauram not an ordmal) J.1panese
restaur,mt? An''' er--- ''hen tt
is Okura Rohat,l Grill &. ">ushi
Bar. Tht' b ,1 'hO\\ room lor
magic ...... a museum for ''orb
of art . ...... a place to create taste.
smell. and "plate picture" perfect. raw as well as cooked food
for the most discriminating
goum1et.
I recommend they elimmate
the words "susht bar" from the
establishment's name as it does
not do jusuce m describing this

BLSJNESS JOL'R 1\L • PAGh 23

$1000

ment your dining experience • and d1scover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect for hosrmg your next event.

ole,_

- ··
~

[95Ll

DI EIN

1:1.."1:1

Inland l-.mpire
nu~ines.\oo
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l
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Hillwood names development/marketing
director for Southern California projects
Hillvvood has htred Bnan
Wibon, vvho moq recently
\\as manager of commerctal
development
for
L \iR
Property Corp .. as mark.etmg
and de\ elopment dtreetor for
its prOJects m Southern
California. PrOJeCts being
developed h) Hillwood in the
Inland
Empire
include
A IIi an ceCa I i for n i a,
Interchange Business Park and
'\ orth
San
Bernardmo
Busmess
Park
1n
San
Bernardino.
West
\alley
LogiStics Center in Fontana.
and Hofer Ranch m Ontario.
The company also is
imolved in the de\clopment
of Vintne rs Grove Office Park
in O nt ano and Re na tssance
Ri al to, w hich are both joi nt
ve ntures \v tth the Lewis
G rou p.
H ill wood 1s m the mtdst of
its most agg ress tve building
program in the In land Emp ire
wi th p lans to deve lop 12
md ust ria l bu ildmgs totaling
5 .7 mill ion square feet by the
end of tht s yea r.
" A s Hillwood 's deve lo pme nt ac ti v 1t1 es tn So uthe rn
Cal i fo rni a m c rease, it is
impera tive that we continue to
add top tale nt , like Brian
Wilson, to our tea m .'' sa id
J o hn Mag ne s s, senior vice
pres ide nt
of
Hillwood
Investment Prope rties. " Brian
has ex perie nce with la rge scale indu s trial projects, as
well a s a variety of product
types, whi ch will be a tremendous asset as Hillwood c ontinues its unprecedented industrial development , while diversifying its development portfolio, in the Inland Empire. "
With LNR Property Corp .,
Wilson worked on the redevel opment of more than 1.000
acres at the fo rmer March Air
Forc e Base in Rivers ide. Prior
to joining LNR , Wilson serve d
as a project manager for Opu s
West Con struction Corp . His
development and construction

.

experienCl' mcludes a wide
variety of prOJects. mcludmg
offices, a downto\vn shopping
mall, a ltP.. ur) hoteL and a restdenual htgh-rl'.e.
Wilson earned his hachelor's degree 111 Environmental
Oestgn from Te,as A&M
Un1vers1ty.
Hill\vood began de\elop-

ing m the Inland Emptre in
2000, \v hen n \\as named master developer of the former
orton Atr Force Base Smce
that time, 6.4 million square
feet have ctther been built or
arc under construction and
close to 1,000 new jobs have
been created at \vhat 1s now
called All1anceCalifornt,1.

Hillwoocl\ projec/\ 111
Southern Caltfurnia ha1·e
a/lracrecl jitcilitte\ ji1r glohal
tndu1trr leading < ompanie.1,
including
Kohl\ , Malle/.
Sf(uer Bros .. Pac/i\', Meclline,
Fed£.\, Michelin and Pep
B0\'.1.

We have a specialty in
construction accounting.··-With decades of experience
in construction accounting,
we know how to build your
company with construction
specific accounting, tax, and information systems.

Contact our Construction Team partners-

Jim Soren, Gary Christenson,
or Cindy Watts.
www.smc-cpas.com

909•798•2222

Sorcn McAdam Christenson LLP ~.
( ·t.·rtilit.·d Puhlic Accountants and Husint.•ss Advisors . , . ,
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Retain your best workers: how to recognize the stars in your company
By Dai1y Saunden
Susan landed her dream job
sales. It had evcrythmg- pa).
perb, rcputauon and challenge
She started the job with lots of
energy, cnthus1asm and htgh
expcctauons. However, w1thm
six months she was runnmg out
of steam: in 12 months, she
crashed. Susan left the company disappomted and dtstllusioned. What happened?
Employee retention has
moved onto the radar screens of
corporate executives. From
small busmesses to major corporations, executives throughout the world have etthcr witnessed or experienced the damages assoctated with employee
turnover. The tmpact of excessive turnovers can be devastating - lost customers, lost prod uction, poor morale, unemployment cla1ms and hlflng
costs.
There is no magtc fonnula
for
employee
retenuon.
However, there are some thmgs
every organtzatton can do to
help keep employees happy,
increasing the chances they' II
be around for the long haul.
Ill

• Start by hiring smart.
Examine your hiring needs.
What arc the essential services
and needs for the company that
help to sustam 1ts producllvity
and success rate? What types of
skills and personality traih are
necessary for an employee to
have in order to fulfill the
duties descnhed in the job
desc ription? Then, hire smart.
Make sure you hire people who
can do what they say they can.
Em ployee turnover can be
reduced substant ially by lmmg
the right person for the right job
at the right time.
• Clarify expectations. Let
employees know what's expected of them. T his expedites t ime
and he lps to avoid potential
confl icts that can occur due to
the lack of knowledge and mi scommuni cation . Establish ing
expectatio ns wi thin a structured

\vorking en\ironmcnt helps
employees stay focused on the
specifics of their individual
dulles: therefore, meeting cor
porate goals as a whole.
Get to kno ~ yo u r
e mployees. Take the time to get
to know the tnterests of your
emplo)ees. Find out their
expectattons, not only within
thetr job requirements, but their
long-term goals, hohbtes and
extracurricular
actiVIties.
Gettmg to know your employees helps you to better meet
their needs. And, it sends the
message that you care.
G h e feedback . Let
employees k.now how they arc
doing; that you value them: and
want them to stay. Lcslte was
an admmistrator in a mediUmsized school distnct employed
for several months, but she
dectded to seek employment
elsewhere because the job wasn't fulfil ling. About a month
later, she was sttll on the job
and seemed to have a new attitude about her work. What
made Leslie change? She
explained that the day after she
submitted her resignation letter,
her boss came to her office. He
told her how much he valued
her work, and asked her to stay.
Leslie said that thts was the first
time she had ever been told her
wo rk was appreciated. This
small gesture changed her
whole outlook. - about herself
. and her job. She felt wanted,
valued, and needed. On-gomg
feedback results Ill improved
performance, commun1cat1on,
and less turnover. It 1s one thmg
to love your job, but it\ even
better when you know that the
job loves you back
Be
aggressin
on
turnonr b) mak1ng employee
retention a part of your organization\ culture. T his should not
only be your goaL but the goal
of the entire staff. Em phasize
the need for supportive staff

members \\ ho can motivat..:
other employees to be commltt..:d, passionate and accountable
to the company. Thts cultivates
a "we're all in this together"
team atmosphere in which
everyone feels included . As a
result, employees gam cmouonal saw.faction by recogmzmg
that cohorts can actually
become a little more hke family
and are more ltkely to remain
on the job.
E ducate a nd t r a in.
Provide a career management
program that offers continuous
education and training. As an
employer, it IS up to you to
mak.e sure your team 1s confident Ill their abilities to perform
the required task. If you want to
see growth 10 your business,
then you must be commlllcd to
growmg your people. Offenng
employees opportunities for
education and training helps to
make them stronger, more confident, and competent. Plus, it
sends the message that they are
valued and appreciated .
• Offer incentives and
r ewards. J ust as you make special offers to external customers
to let them know how much you
value them, offer your mternal
customers
incentives
and
rewards to show you value
them, too. Almost everyone
seeks some type of reward or
gralltude towards a work effort.
It\ easy to see the drasttc differences bet\\een the behavior
of those who arc rewarded and
those who have been overlook.ed. The passiOn and energy
levels of those who arc
acknow Iedged for thctr work. is
far greater than those who
rcce tve
little
rccognllion.
Offering incentives and rewa rds
creates a happy and charged
workmg environment
and
\hows your employees an even
greater sense of appreciation.
• Empower. Within reason,
empower em ployees to make

deciswns that allo\\ them to
expedite customer scf\ icc and
... atisfaction. Remember, 1f your
missiOn ts to retam employees,
then employees need to be prepared to handle any sttuation
that could evolve from in-house
operations, to customer service
mtcracttom.
Empowering
employees sends the message
that you trust them and thctr
ability to make sound decisions.
G in
perfo rma nce
upda tes and eva lua tio ns. Gtve
employees penod1c performance updates and a comprehensiVe evaluatiOn at least once a
year. Periodic updates allows
them to address challenges and
budd on strengths on an ongoIng basts. When evaluating, use
the sandwich technique - start
with pratse for work well done,
discuss challenges or dcficlls
and together create corrective
action strategtes. Close on a
positive note. Thts allows
employees to walk away feeling
good about themselves and
gives them a positive place
from which to start addressmg
challenges.
Finally, the primary drivers
of employee retentton are the
organization's leaders. People
may JOin an orgamzallon
because of the job itself or the
perks. but they are likely to stay
if they like and respect their
leaders. Therefore, companies
must be commttted to 111vcstmg
111 the1r leaders, especially firstline managers. because their
sk.tlls can directly impact retenuon and the bottom line. And,
first-lmc managers are in the
best position to implement the
suggesllons outlined above.

For more information.
please l'isit Dmsy Saunder.1
Weh
.lite
at
Wllw. Bi r: Ewslml.com or call
<NJ-266-0676.
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Janice Oliphant elected chairman of Mount San Jacinto Winter Park Authority
Jamce Oliphant of Indian
Wells has been elected chairman
of the Mount San Jacinto Winter
Park Authority, governmg body
of the Palm Springs Aerial
Tramway.
Oliphant
was
appointed to the Authority by
Governor
Arnold
Schwart.enegger in February
2005.

princtpal. From 2003 to 2007,
McCulloch was a member of the
Palm Springs City Council.
The
seven-member
Authority, a public agency and
public corporation of the State
of California, was created by the
Mount San Jacinto Winter Park
Authority Act Ch.l040 of the
Statutes of 1945, as amended by

Governor Schwarzenegger
has
appomted
Michael
McCulloch of Palm Springs to
the Mount San Jacinto Winter
Park Authority. McCulloch will
replace Elvin Moon. McCulloch
served as partner of McCulloch
& Company, CPAs and since
1997 has owned the company
where he serves as managing

Ch.70 of the Statutes of 1947
and Ch.l 004 of the Statutes of
1951, of the State of Caltfomia.
Two members of the
Authority are appointed by the
Palm Springs City Council, two
by the Riverside County Board
of Supervi sors and three by the
cominued on page 3 J

Environmental Companies Serving the Inland Empire
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r•l r /'

ft,/

Compoon)
Add~

'1<1/11

''cl'..,'t ::11

'"IM

/ '''

Billings ($millions)
2007

$55

Medtox, Inc.
21. 550 N Parle Center, Ste. 102
Santa Ana. CA 92705

$4 .I

...,.... BrtuooS.u Alloc:laleo
Zl. 621 E. CMnegie Dr.. Ste. I00
Sm llemardino. CA 92408

$13.5

Ooyx En>II'OODiftltal Senoces

$66.2

''

'•

''

1\o. Emplo)res

Yr. Founded
H.,.dquartus

Specialties

Clientele

500

1980
BwumOf'<, MD

Asbe•tos, Mold & Lead Abat<ment.
Facoluy Decontamonauon.
Environmental Remediation

Commer<iaVJnd~~.>trial Propertie<

Toxocology/Ro<k Asse<Sment. lndu<tnal
Hygoene & Safety. Env. Engon .. Env. Health
Ser.. Traming, Asbesto"i. Geotechnical

Coty of San Bemardmo
IVDA. Rover.;ide Waste
Management. ARCO. Fleur
Lead-Based Paont Mgmnt

Cit)/Stato/Zip
~ bmtdiallon, ......
Zl. 16021 Cannmota Rd
Cemtos, CA 90703

\

10

135+

1982
Santa Ana

Aero~pace.

Top Local Exec.
Title
Phone!}' ax
E-MaiiAddrKS
Tim Milller

UtilJues

Vice Pre..,1dent

(562) 921·2733/921·2383
millen@ marcor.com
David Eaton
President
(714) 480-0111/480·0222
ecolo~' J;l(.netcom.com

Dr. Thomas J, McGill

Natural Resources Mgml.• Wetland & Water Issues,
CEQNNEPA, Cultural & Paleontological.
Au Qualoty & Noo<e Studoes

Public &
Private Developer.;

1973
Oakbrook. IL

Collecoon
Tran.<porutlon
Treatment & Dl<po.<al

Aerospa<e
Pubhc Uuhues
Pnvate Busmess

Area Operations Mgr
(714J379·6(XX)f.l79·6010

198<

WasteWater
Mwm. A.. Envlronmmtal Water,
Con<tructioo Support

Gan SU• erman
v'oce President
(760) 753·1120(753-0730

Educauooal
Entena.~nment. Mu...eunu.
Landfill<. Superfund Sue,.
Roads. Waterwork>

Gregory J. Broughton
Presodent
(3 10) 451-4488/451·5279
g.broughton@pcmet.com

1982
lmrve

PrincopaVRegoonal Manager
<909> 8114·2255/884·21 n

aviricel@brandman.com

23. 5202 ~.,.,. Dr
Huntongton Beaeh. CA 92649

4.400

PIISAJ
l4. 175 ean. ~
Eneinias, CA 92024

WND

PCR Senocts Corp.
25. 233 WMure Blvd.. Ste. 103
Sanu \lono<a CA 90401

WND

62

$1.2

2.080

PSI

26. 3960 Golman Sttm
l.onB Beaclt. CA 90815

3.500

1974
Santa "'onoca

CEQ<f.'IEPA Documentation.. Con.,ultants.
Arr QuaiJty/Envoronmental Acou.<tl«. Boologo<al.
Cultur.ll Re<OUr<e> \1gmnt. Re., Commen:ial.
Real Estate. Health Case. Manufa<lurer\

1.n.m Site Assess.. Envoro. Audots
Aero.paee. MJr. 0!1 Cos. local,
Hazardous Wa.tJe lnve:-sllgatJons
State & Feder.tl Govemments.Envoronmental
Bankong & Legal. Manufactunng
~EPA/LEQA Studt<$
Remedoatoon Syst. Delogn & ht<lallallon
Tro111.,portatooo Legal

1%1

P!we

Oakbrook TeiTllC<. IL

RL<k

Ralph StOIIf & Co., In<. WBE
27. 10954 Sonta Mnnoca Blvd
lo< Angel<' CA 900'...5

IllS l!eoiowiiUol Inc.
ll. 865 Voa Lata
Colton. CA 92324

San!«

Sl

12

1953
1..o; Angel«

15%
W!'<l)

$398.4

10

112

29. 22690 Cactus Ave , Ste JOO
Marmo Valle), CA 9"...553

1986
Colton

As="'"'"''·

Envor. Ph. 1,11.111 PToperty A,<e,\menl\, Sool
Gmdwtr. Asbestos, Leadp;unt. Haz Waste Mgmt..
Stormwater Polluuon Mgm1 , Mold ln\IC"iltg.allon\

Banks. Insurance Compames.
Governments

Regu131ory Compl1011<e \loootonng,
Aor Teoxocs Testmg, P"'-10 Particulor Te<tmg,
Aor Quality Instrument Repoot. Weather Foreca.,ung

Landfills. Te\tong.
Ool Refinenes, Industry,
Government & Regulatory
Agtncoes

19H3
Bioreme<hation. S1te Ali.~S..\mcnt.
Edmonton.
Sohd Wa.te \1onagement, EIR Studoe"
Albeota. Conada Geotechrucal Engoneenng. Soli/Groundwater Testing.

n/a

Stonn Wiler \1onuonng

ntnTodll.l&

WND

Man: Hunttr

6.000

31. 348 ~ Lllle, Sle. 100
San
, A92408

Eric Fraskt
SeNJ~s Manager
(562> m.J9nJ597·8459

Rick K.ihle
Pre"dcnt
(310) 478·1501/478·7359
"toneco@aol.com
Bell) Robort.<
Presodent
(90'1) 422-1001/422·0707

Dan Rwz
\1anager Pnnc1pal
(951 I 6Q7.8'l1Xli653·530S
~,~,.,.""'

En,.~ntal Sdcnce & ~oneenng,
Hazardou.< WL<Ie \1gmt & Remed,
Gmdwtr. Mgmt & Remed., Landfill Mgmt.

DOE, LS. Aorforce. CAL EPA.

Couruy..,f San Bemardono

Mantec.com

Thomas j . VilkD<u>e
Voce Pre.odent
(9091 381·1674J1!R9-J3QJ
jav.er.wedmallll@lh:rrau:(h com

TRC

S368

2.700

1969
Wond.o;or, CT

EnvJJ'OOJTlCntal A~~c;menl/Remcdaatlon.
Biologocal & Cultural Re<OUn:es, CEQM'IEPA,
PTo<e<ted Spe<oes

Cuy. County & State Agencoe<,
Pnvate Se<tor. Land Owner.;,
and Developer.;

$3.2

32

1994
Irvine

CEQAJNEPA. Te<hnt<aiA1<esments
(Biological, Aor Qualotyl

PubhcAgt'llCt<>
Pnva1e Co.

$2.100

16.000

Jl. 21 Te<hnology Dnve
lf'tne,CA
~l!etlo

111111

.U 100 l'lcifit:a. SIC 2jO
Jrviae, CA 92618-7443
URS Corpontioa

33. l.SOO Porche Way, Ste 300
Dntano, CA 91764

........ .......,
,...!.

.._,,

;M.

N!A

100 s.
St.
c - CA 92179-2051

~

275

1905
Comp. Envororunental Svcs, Multo Doo;coplonary Eng
San Fraoc15CO
Constructooo Mgmt. Water & Wa,te
Water Eng.. Sohd Wa>te Mgmt
Lotogatoon Support. Transportation

1955
Coronl

Leonard S<quein, P.E.
E.xecuii'-'C Vice Prestdcnl
(949) 727· 7376{727·7312

Betsy A. Lindsa)
Presodent/CEO
(949) 788-4900{788-4901
hbnd.,.j(@uJtra.,r-tem,.com

Federal Government
Coty/County & State Agencoes
Pnvate Se<tor

Brian t;. W)nnt
V P./Offoce Manager
(909) 9804000/980-1399

Muru<opal

StntKanow
Do>tnct Man.t,er
(951) 280-54001280-5434

=Notlopplicoblt WND • I+OiJd '"'' Duc/ou 110 =not Ol"OIWb/t TM onformotoon m tlrL aho>t /nr •as obtouotdfrom tlrL <omptJllltJ llfttd. To tlrL bm ofour ~wltdge tlrL mformot•on Juppiltd u a<curalt as ofprtu """' Whtlt

n«) ~ort u lftlltlk to na.nvr IN DCCIITfJCY and 1lwroughNss ofW lin. cmuwmu and l)pogropiUcal tTTOrJ JOtMtUMs O«wr PltaJt smd corrtCIIOns or additions on compalf)·lttrnMad to: TM Inland Emp~rt Bu.fintn Journal, PO.

Box 1'179, Randoo Cu<tlffl(m~a. CA 9/729·1979. Rtuarr:lrLd by JtJMttt D<muan Cal')rtght 2()()8 by 1£81

MANAGEMENrr
Five steps to build credibility: shed the Superman cape
By Dm•id Benzel
Superman '' a super hero
due to his many powers.
However, even with all of hts
strengths, Superman has a
vulnerabiltty - Kryptomte therefore, he ts not perfect.
He has a flaw. And tn spite of
this weakness, Superman's
credibility
ts
beyond
reproach.
The greatest temptation
managers face today is a
desire
to
appear
a
··superman" to their followers; perceived as perfect,
flawless, impenetrable, and
invincible. Perhaps managers
even wonder, "Why would
anyone trust and follow me if
I'm flawed and vulnerable?"
Consequently managers
and supervtsors get caught up
10 a game of be10g right. and
if not nght, act as if they're
right anyway. Thts ts reminiscent of parents who mtght
not know why they've JUSt
given a command or punishment to their chtldrcn, but
feel
comfortable
with,
"Because 1 said so" as the
ultimate answer to save face.
The irony ts that followers at
work - JUSt like children at
home - know that their leaders aren't seven-foot-tall and
bullet proof. The attempts to
create the illuston of perfection, just distracts and takes
away from whatever credibtlity was there tn the first
place.
Credibility ts the key
ingredient in leadership. The
Latin root word is "credo,"
which means " I believe" or "I
trust." Credibility, like credit
from a bank, ts given to those
who are trusted. Therefore
credibility is given to leaders
whom the followers find
be Iievablc.
If you're not
believable, nor trusted to represent yourself honestly. you
will have little credibility

wtth your followers It may
be the biggest paradox tn
leadership; knowledge is honored, while pretending to
have knowledge is disdained.
How to Build Credibility
without Being Bullet Proof
The answer to the paradox
is found in bc10g real, or
authentic. Leaders have several key opportuntties to
demonstrate their genuineness.
1. Honor others, let others honor you. Shtning a
light on the accompltshments
of others has many benefits.
It provides reinforcement of
the behaviors you want to see
in the organization. It boosts
morale by sendmg a message
of success for all to sec. It
also teaches the habit of honoring to everyone. The tricky
thing about honoring is that
you can't successfully do It to
yourself! Others must do the
honoring, or it tsn't honoring ... it's boasting and selfpromotion. If leaders spend
time trying to honor themselves, they create a climate
where it's accepted.
Soon
others will duplicate the practice of slapping their own
backs. When leaders sincerely edify those around them,
they themselves are elevated
in the minds of the followers
as trustworthy and humble.

2. Become a learner, not
a judge. Asking good questions may be the single most
significant skill for a leader to
learn.
Somewhere tn the
development of most leaders
a strange thing happens at
almost exactly the same
moment as the arnval of a
promotion. A mental switch
ts thrown and what v. as an
tntell1gent quest1on-ask10g

human bctng becomes an
answer-telling machine; allknowiOg, all-seetng and certain-of-everythiOg. It's as tf
any hesitatton or 10qutry indicates
incompetence,
and
that's unthinkable for the one
10 charge. Every situation 10
the workplace presents a
leader with two optiOns: I)
Jump to a conclusion and
judgment, or 2) Ask a question to learn more. Credible
leaders are learners who ask,
ltsten and then dec1dc.

3. State conclusions tentatively.
After gathenng
information and processing
that data, tt would seem natural for a leader to JUSt blurt
out the answer and gtvc the
command. "I've made up my
mind, so go do tt" would
seem
to
make
sense.
However, leaders who trust
the opinions of followers \\til
usc a different delivery strategy. Stating your conclustons
tentatively means lcav10g a
door open for other unknown
facts or opinions to find the
Iight of day. If a leader overstates a position, it leaves no
room for other posttions
except through confrontation
with the boss! What would
followers
dare
say
in
response to, "Well. this is
absolutely the way to go on
this and there is certainly no
other way." However, tf you
said, "The data I've seen has
me leaning toward thts option
unless there's something I'm
not aware of," your credibility is enhanced by your openness to feedbacl-- from others.
4. Admit not kno,~ing
the answers. S10ce no one
has all the answers or all the
information, admitting that
you don't know an answer
does not make you incompc-

tent.
Making up incorrect
answers JUSt to appear smart
wtll most often backfire.
Wtsc leaders arc eager to seck
out Information through their
many resources.
Being
resourceful is the sign of a
competent leader. Know10g
how and where to get answers
is more valuable and benefictal for the organtzation. "I
don't have that answer yet,
but I know where to go looking for it" is an important
phrase for leaders to demonstrate and followers to learn.

5. Apologize for mistakes or poor judgments.
Have you ever nottced the
look of relief - and maybe
surprise - on a child's face
when an adult apologizes for
a mtstake or showing poor
judgment?
Followers may
have the same surpnse at
first But once the) learn that
you are a leader who takes
personal responstbtlity for
your decisions - espectally if
that includes an apology your credibility soars.
It
takes strength and courage to
admtt mistakes to peers and
followers, but the end result
is stronger relauonshtps
Leaders
shed
their
Superman cape when they
exhibit authenticity in each of
these five key areas. The illuston of perfection fades awa),
and in its place IS the image
of a leader who is aware of
the true human condition flawed and vulnerable, but
ready to learn lessons and
move on. If you were the follower. which k10d of leader
would you choose to follow?

For more information,
contact Da\'id at 1-R00-616//93 or davehen~e/@p.com.
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Employment Services/Agencies
N1111~ 1 ·tl 1> 1

orr.,.,. l.f_

Compan~ \amo

.~ddrrs.,

Cit~.

I.

Applo()ao •:mplo!RWDI
21>580 Ynez Road. Soc B
Tcmccula. CA 92.~9 I
Labor

2.

Compan~ \hd•

Stat•. Zip

s'""

Read~

I of Searchesi'trar
Search Area

69

WND

N/A
1%-1

~lA

50
2

NIA

9
8SO

Monodrur. CA Q 176.1

t/11·

/ nltllltll.ulf'ir<·

8
1.500

4.

Select Per«>nnrl Senico
1171 S Gro'< A'e Soe G
Ontano, CA 91761

7
SO
1990

W'<D

Maapo•<r Inc. of San Bt-mardino
PO Bo, 791
San &manlmo. CA 92402

7

S.

4-100

6.

SIJIITmark
3847 S P.erre So.
Rl\c,.,.od<, CA 9250~

WND
WND

Vane!<~

Vane c.,

Vane"
by Sklll

"'' f'<lt:<' .ill

Top Local hrruthe
TIUe
Phone/Fa,
f.-Mao! Add,...

Ternponmes. FuH·Time
Clcncal, Tc:chnocal,
Logho lndu\tnal, Payroll.
Urug & Background Sc=nong
Temporary,
Temporal) 10 Hore,
lndu,lrial, Con\tructlon

WND
14 Countne

California Stuck Near Bottom in Ranking of Legal Climate
< Oll/illued

Mg. Ca.ndidatt
SalarJ Rangt
l)pe ofSrarrh Fl!t!

i9H6

Adetto Emplo}ment Senkes
S4S3 Philadc:lplua SL. Soe B
C1Jmo, CA 91710

3.

umha of 0 /Ti<'n 111

tmplO)t«l.t
Prof. Rocrullrr<
Yr. F<tab. l.l.

14
200+

44W M""on Blvd .. Soc G

\

Clerical. Logho lndustnal,
Accounung, Management
T<chnocal, Temp. & On-eel Hire

Gregg A. Hassler
Ot\ 1'1on Vic~ ~ldcnt

(951) 290-S4 l0/296-6733

Da>ld William.'
Di\lnct Manager
(909) 465·9092/46S·6477
dwolliam'>(Ci laborready.com

U.S. Chamber: Legislature Must Pass 'Meaningful Reforms'
California\ legal environment remams m1red in the bottom I 0 states, accordmg to
Lawsuit
Climate
2008:
Ranking the States, an annual
assessment of state liability

systems conducted by Harris
Interactive, a leadmg nonpanisan market research firm, and
released today by the U.S.
Chamber Inst1tute for Legal
Reform (ILR). In addition. Los

Angeles was again named the
least fair and reasonable litigatiOn environment in the country.
''California's low ranking is
not surprising, g1ven the fact

na
(909) 464-081 0/464-()X~X

N/A

Vane~

lndu\tnal. Clencal.
Management Technical,
elc

Elizabeth Reyes
Manager. Omano Branch
<909> 9.1 o.oss5mO-osol
ere@'C!lect\taftmg.com

20
0
19W

WND

Vane, by S~oll

'Icmpur:ll). Dorect Htre,
Tratmng i\~-.e ...,mem Service'

E.lyn Wilco\
Prcsod<ni/O"ncr
!909) 8S5-3461/HX5-9969

50
5

N/A

N/A

Logho lndu\lnai/Cierical
Tmn,ponaooon/rechnical

1969

lnfonnauon Systems

15
7
1981

WND
NatJOn\\-tde

Vane~

Clencai/Admm .. Acctg.,
Technocnl. Loghl lndu,.rial,
Temp/Temp oo Hue,
Direct Pl~.JCemenl

100

N/A

Van eo:.,

Temp. & Perm. lndusonal
& Ckncal

WND

$60,000

Mcdocal De' oces
Pharmaceulicah
PJa.,lle>

60
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manpo"t!r@. manpo"l!'f'\b.com

7.

8.

'·
10.

II.

5
2~

Vftltnrl hrtMrs
3850 \ m< So .• Str 160
Rivcmdf, CA 92507

4
80+

Prderrtd Perwnntl
912.S Archol>aldA,e., Soc G
R.mcbo Cucamonga, CA 91730

~0

1991

Pri!Kdon Corporatt Consultant>
420 W. Bastline Rd~ Soe C
C"l.=mont. CA 91711

3

Robert Half Accountemps
Inland Empore Blvd., Soe. 955
Ontano, CA 91764

3
250

Volt Stoic"" Group
876 !'/ Mounoaon Ave • Soe 10 I
Upland. CA 91786

350

.163~

~

3

"·

Brldgetle LambranC)-Mendez
Bmnch ~anager
(909) 945-2292/818-550· 7574

WND
N/A
1964

N/A

Vanes by Skill

full Service, Admmoslmllon,
l.o. Industrial,
Ofllce Support

Stephanie Mitchel
Bmnch Manager
(909) 941-16CKI/941·17{'foJ

13
7

San Bernardino
River"df Counue,
Fee lor Service

N/A

Clencal, fonanciai/Acclg ..
Light lndu,orial

Brian Cambell
Branch Manager
(909) 982-6566/949-9691

30
16
1986

250
AlliE.

565.000

TemporarJ. Temp·lo-Hore.
Full-Time Placements
tn Accounung, Finance

RO\Coe Bes'
Branch Manager
(909) 406-8880/406·5470
JUhe.daognaull@aocncl.com

6
N/A
2001

N/A

$7-100.0011

Lt. lndu,tnal,
Medocal

2S
4
1987

200
I E., Ornnge/LA. Cnoys.

1

300

5

5
1988

WND
S.BJRiv. Cnoys.

19911

3

2
2

Ontario, CA 91764

MpiL R«rulkn. u;. Agm<)
19 E CotrusA\e Soe 201
Redland.•. CA 92371

Tempory. Temp-oo-Hore,
Full-Time.
Spt.-.:iahted Financial Staffing

Henry Corle>:
Area Managrr
('1(191 985-0177/'lR5-5104
upland@'voltcom

Am vigor Staffing Sen ices
1943 N. Campus Ave Soe· B-158
Upland. CA 91786

Hdpmalt\ Staffing S.nict\
18. 9267 HavcnA,e,MI80
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 917311

S~oll

na
(909) 6251007/1>21·0115

Cleric.ll, Accounting. Industrial,
A'"'mbly, Tcchnocal.
Doreco Placement

362

s..mn.

Vanes by

Trlsha Good-.in
VP. Regoonal
(909) 477-66-I-I/477-66S4
(909) 885-3461/885-9969

Vane' by Skoll

Ajilon Finance/ Olf'oce
14. 3800 Concou" Dr Soe 210
Ontano, CA 91764

()JyllpK
Senice5
17. 333 E. Concoun St., 7100

W'<D
Worldwode
C"ontmgenc}

(951) 686-4111/274·0417
www.thoma.,statfing.com

N!A

3
188

16.

22
5

NattonwJde
Sl.lndanl-33 1/1%

WNO

l,HMI
15
l'IX5

Taieat 1'rw Crystal
13. 130 S Mountain Ave, Ste. K & L
Upland, CA 91786

c...-.E.~psum.a

6
6
1977

I 'I%

Spherlon
12. 1602 Inland Empore Blvd. Sle. A 130
Onoano. CA 91764

15. 417.50 W'onchester Rd IL
Te.-:ula, CA 9"...590

Competillve

Melissa Kaufman
Manager
(951) 151-4192{\51-9941

I
0

9
6
1972

Varies hy Skoll

Pre"dent

Engoneenng. Technocal.
Computer SW (Baan. SAP. Eoc.).
Admmi~o,trauve

Vane,

Inland Emp1re, So. Cal

I

4

2<Xl

3

lnrematoonal
C'onomgency

N/A

s~o.ooo

Dm!clor

(909)920-5037!920-5040
amvJgOJ(waol.com
WNO
(9{~JJ

Clcncal
Accountmg. -rcchnical
l.ogho lndu Ina!
Constructoo111Lngr Arch.

.~87-0550/SM7-0555

Vljay Telklkar

Temporary
Permanent

Stafllng

900

1986

I.lsa •·ues.\

!951 l

9X5-2389/9JI·0279

Toda). millions of childn-n in developing countries are sulfe~ng ":ith cleft lip and
palate. Condemned to a lifetime of malnutrition: shame and 1solatton. . .
The good news i~ that virtually all of these children can be h~lpe<l..This 1s the .
mission of The Smile Train. We empower local surgeons to prov1de th1s hfe changmg
free cleft surgery which takes as little as 45 minutes and c~~ts as little as S250. It
gives de..pemte children not just a new smile-but a new life.

100% of your donation goes toward programs- 0% goes toward overhead.
r-----u:s.-i~~~~-t~-;;-.;~-~-~hild~-;;~~~d-~h~~~-~~-lii;.------·
""' one child.
: Cl $250 Providee cltfl ou~ry for
: Cl $125 Coven half tht <Of!l of one ou~ry.

\Iaurice R. Me~er.
\t.u.:.ger
(90'1) ll~-2055n'l1-41<~4

maunce<WnuTt:odland'i com
\ 4 = ~ 1 Applz ablt' K \D "ould not IJ1 I sr na- nutcnaJ!ablt' Ihr mfi rmallon tn 1Mabmt iw M oblillMd/rom tM ompomrJ lwrd lo 1M be 1o(nur kJrur..lt1gr t~ mformatron supplll'fl tJatcurut(' 41 o(prlt.J tlntt' \\<'htir
nrrv 1'/fi n mtJdt' ro truurr Ilk" DC urQC) and tJu.,roughM s ofrh~ liSt Oml1.110n.J and npoxropht a/ rrrors JotMtunn occur Pltmt rtnd ..omctrons or cu:Jdworu on rompanv lrttaMaJ 10 1M lrr/and f.mptrt HuuMss lourn.d PO.
Box /979 Ran< Jw ( u amongu (A 9/ 12Y IY'Y R<>rorch•d by Janrttr Omman ( opiTighl2008 h> lfRJ

C""""' my pllto

Zip

Stare

cr«Jot <ard.

0 ViM

0 Ma.ster<:ard

OAMEX
Exp. Dolt

Account :'olo.
~

&'
~

eMail
ffi)

Make check out to
"The Smile Train."

?.2

Name
Cioy

Tdrphone
Krl,tina Hayden
Rcgoonal Dorecoor
('I(J<I) 4R4-2nXX/4X4 2699

Cl $ 50 Providea mtdicationo for OD<' ·~ry.
Cl $
We'U p-attfully ac<'<'pl any amount.

th• raupoa Wlth your douuoD to·

The Smile Train
P.O. Box1979
Rancho Cucamonga, CA, 91729-1979

0 Di.acover

TheSmileTrain
......
I'

~r

l-877 -KID-SMILE

ZOS121003Zfll'><14 www.smiletrain.org
·---;~it~~.;;,;.:;.;i;;.-;;,b.~;.di~:.:t.-.;;.-;.;;.-b--..i.h~.;;;.;;,;.~~~~~~if~~-'"O~:f:';;:il.~.~ll_..r.l
........,....! by ob. IRS,.,.! all~ 10 n.. Saoit. 'rra.n.,.. ou~oorlobk on.............,
Ill: .__..,.-.
·

that California couns have a
reputation for cenifying class
action lawsuitS that most other
jurisdictions would toss out.
and that California juries are
increasingly likely to award
disproportionately large JUdgments m c1vil cases." said Tom
Donohue. presrdent and CEO
of the L.S. Chamber of
Commerce
Donohue also noted that
California has become a target
for ''litigation touri\m , as
plaintiff~· lawyer~ file hundreds
of a\bestos· and silica-related
lawsuits on behalf of non-residents. after similar lawsuits
have been shut down by changmg. laws and couns m Illinois.
Mississippi and Texas.
California ranked 44 out of
50 m Lawsuit Climate 2008 up one spot from the previous
year. The Harris survey is the
preeminent standard by which
companies, policymakcrs and
the media measure the legal
environment of states.
A separate survey of
California business owners
found 88 percent believe fnvolous lawsu1ts are a serious
problem. 59 percent thrnk the
number of unfair lawsuJts
agarnst busmesses in California
will increase over the next five
years, and 73 percent want the
Californ1a Leg1slature to enact
new laws to help protect business from unfair and fnvolous
SUitS.
"An unfair legal system
sucks the life out of a state's
economy," Donohue sa1d. "It
affects business expansiOn, it
affects jobs and it takes money
out of consumers' pockets. The
legislature must pass meaningful legal reforms before
California's lawsuit climate
w11l show significant improvement."
The California business
owners reponed raising prices,
limiting the types of products

continued on page 32
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CaiChamber, small business employer s and employees
urge passage of flexible workweek bill
A Cahfornta Chamber of
Commen.:e-~ponsored measure
that \~ ou ld allov~ empiO) ees
nexihiht) m \\or(... schedules to
help accommodate d1verse family obligations. commuting
tssucs and other personal obit~
gat10n will have its ftrst hearing
at the State Capitol.
If passed. AB 2127 (Benoit;
R-Bem1uda Dunes) wtll allow a
small employer (25 or fewer
employees) to agree to an
employee's request to work an
allernattve work schedule. The
bill applies specificall) to small
businesses that are not covered
by a collective bargaining
agreement. According to small
businesses. employees and local
chambers of commerce. the
Small
Business
Family
Scheduling OptiOn wo uld add a
much-needed boost for employers struggli ng recruJtment and
maintain q ualified employees in
a shrinking pool of candidates.
"California needs a law that
will permit four-da) workweeks
for individual workers," said
Marc Burgat. CaiChamber vice

president of government relattons "AB 2127 is good for
\\ ork.ers. good for the em ironment and good public polic).
Permming indivtdual scheduling nc\lbiltty is one way small
busmess owners can help
employees strike a balance
between work and personal
responstbtlittes. This bill has
the added benefit of helping our
environment by eliminating one
commute trip per week for each
employee who is working the
compressed schedule."
AB 2127 has received
strong support from both
employers and employees.
More than 43 local chambers
have co-sponsored the bill.
Ruth Evans, owner of The
Evans HR Group, a human
resource management firm.
supports AB 2127 because the
bill would allow her employees
to spend more !lme with thetr
families and achieve the lifework balance her employees
seek.
"As a very small employer, I
would like to honor the requests

b) m) employees for a compressed workweek so the) can
attend to thetr personal and
family's needs." said Evans.
"AB 2127 will allow me to
offer my employees a schedule
that best suus thetr tndtvtdual
scheduling needs. As a result,
my employees wtll have more
time with thetr famtlies and
achieve a better work-life balance without a reductiOn in
pay."
Sharon Tyrrell. owner of
Capree
Escrow,
Inc.
in
Riverside. would like to offer a
more nexible schedule for her
employees. but current Jaw prevents her from offering them an
option.
"As a small busmess owner,
I have always encouraged my
employees to continue their
educatiOn," satd Tyrrell. "AB
2127 would allow my staff to
work a full-time schedule m
four days, providing them with
an additiOnal day to attend college classes that are often only
offered dunng traditional bustness hours Current law pre-

vents me from offering my
employees a more !le\ible
schedule to accommodate their
needs. and as a result, the
employees must reduce the 1r
work hours. and therefore the 1r
pay. in order to attend class.
Why should they have to
choose between work and
school when AB 2127 is a reasonable alternative?"

Union Mem bers Unaffected
Umon
employees
and
employers are covered by a collective bargaming agreement.
Current language m California
Labor Code SectiOn 514 would
allow the provisiOns of AB
2127 to be available only to
small businesses with fewer
than 25 employees that are not
covered by a collective bargammg agreement.
If a small employer enters
into a collecttve bargaining
agreement subsequent to entering into an alternative workweek agreement. Section 5 14

•'
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Compan} l'oame
Addrt'<S
Cit~. SLitt. .lip

RauAcd '" \umhaof Ollit·•·' in
Offices I.E.
Company Wide

Ullilute Sldlq Mn>ift

21.. 4295 E.Jwpa
Onlario, CA 9 t761

125

JM Statring
21. 540 E. Footlull Blvd.• Sto. 200
San Dunas, CA 91773

n.

Kelly Staff ~.asia!~
110 W. A, Ste 1700
S.... Diego, CA 9210 I

I

2.000

EmpiO) tes l.K
Prof. Rttruiltrs
Yr. Esl.lb. I.E.

I of Searches/Year

6

t/11·

Jnlaml Fmp11•1•

Alg. Candidate
Salary Range
1)1'< of Search ftt

Sen ices

4
1996

4
I.E.
Emplo)tr Paid

WND

L1ght lndw.trial,
Clencal

WND
5
1983

WND
USA

Sl5·150,000

N/A
1097
1980

N/A

Starch Area

N/A

Tomp-to-H1re. Clencal.
Tochmcal. Accountmg.
Mgmnt., L1ght Industrial
Prof. Employer Org., H.R.
Outsoun:ing, Payroll. Adm.,
Bencfil>, Risk Mgmnt.,
Maintam Pef'Onnel Systems
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empower
yourself ..

State of the
County ...

continued from pg. 8

continued from pg. 3

fulfillment and success than
ever before.

Biane also included m hts
clip a visit from Ali Sahabi, the
developer/promoter of the
Green Valley Initiative. This
combination of government
and business is an attempt to
make the Inland Empire a focal
point of environmental policy
and growth. San Bernardino's
obvious contributions include
the solar energy efforts in the
High Desert.
At the conclusion of the
video presentatiOn the audtence was invited for part three
of the evenmg. Coffee and
desserts were made avatlable at
one of five hospitality suites in
the convention center. Each
was hosted by one of the supervisors who had the opportunity
to discuss their vtews with the
attendees.
The overall mood of the
cvenmg was "husmess as

Shift Your Situation Today
The bottom line is challenges don't have to make you
miserable. When your confidence has been shaken due to a
sudden turn of events, following these steps will help you
make it through the rough time
and maintain your confidence.
After all, you can't go from
surviving to thnving if you're
stuck wallowing in self-pity.
So put these five tips to work
today. When you do, you're
bound to have a more enjoyable tomorrow ' ... no matter
what the situation.

For more information, contact Tamara at 8fi6-64-Succe.u
or l'isit www.Succe.1sNRG.com.

fop Local F.xecuthe
Tille
Phone/Fax
E. !'<!ail Address
Maritza San Miguel
Nat1onal Director/Partner
(909) 390-8290/:190-8291
mland@ulttmate\laffing.com

Search lor Commercial Space
lor lease/Sublease

24.

~A--.

II SS Vta VaJiaria
Riverside, CA 92506

Rl•trside Persoa.wl Mn>i«s, Inc
25. 3590 Centnll Avenue. Su11e 200
RJVtfSide, CA 92506

8
6
1976

2
1
1993
10
5
1978

200
IE.
10.12
H1gher Educahon

$50-150,000

SI25·135K

WND
S25.()()().75.000
Inland Emp1re Employer P:ud

Pennanent
Execullve Recruument
Exocuttve Sean:h
Pcnnanenl

Full/Part tune, Temporary.
Accounung/Oflice Suppon

Mount San Jacinto
Winter Park ...
continued from pg. 26
They
California Governor.
serve a four-year term without
compensation.
The Authority has had 13
chairpersons since its inception:
0. Earl Coffman (deceased);
Y.W. Grubbs (deceased ); G.
David Ackley
(deceased);
Burton Spivack; John Blatt
(deceased); Elliot Field; Richard
Shalhoub; Bette Myers; John
Wessman; Lloyd Maryanov;
Nancy Stuart; Kathy Block. Ric
Service and Elvin Moon
The other current Authority
members are: Kathy Block and
John Wessman. appointed by the
Riverside County Board of
Supervisors; Janice Oliphant
and
Michael
McCulloch,
appointed by the Governor;
Nancy Stuart and Jerry Ogburn.
Palm Springs City Council
appointees.

WNO
(800) 560-0402/(909) 599-:lW8
cbc@Jm<tafT.com
Kirk Flagg
Busme~' Developmem

!KOO) K7-STAFF/(800) 24:1·
ca,sandra·mi!Chcll@
Arthur M. Gage
Pres1dent
(951) 684-4200

Spt'rry MacNaughton
Pre,idcnl
(951) 788-495ln88-4953
<perrym(ci\pacbell.not
Susan Mitchell
Founder;
(951 )788· 7900n88-1676

NIA •:,.,~ WND • ~ -DIIcltw .., '"-IIWiiliiiM 17w . - " ' rlw ab<no list ""' ohloiMd/roM rJw CompGIIIU list.d. To tlw bm of ow l.nowkdgt tlw tn/tmiOlJIOn •"Pplj,d u a.:cwaJt as ofprtJJ llmt Wllllt
_,
•_..., tllld ,.,.,._,. ofdw list• ..........., Gltd typotnJpllicaJ """' • occru: PkdH Wid <orrrctuJrU or addittoru on company /ttt, Jwad to: 1M /nWnd £mpv. 8tLJtllt'U Jowna/ P.O
h /919, illllriD ew_,., CA 91129-1919• . _ _ , . , ~,.__ c.,..,. 2008 bv IEBJ
. .

A world leading company is located
right in your backyard.

For office, retail, industrial and executive suites

sub'!ease.com·

~ elly~rv1ces.com

G8j!e & Assoc:lat.s
23. 5170 Pah'<lde Ctrcle
Rtvtr<lde, CA 92506

usual." Little if anything was
brought up about the survtval
of the county in the face of a
decidedly down economy this
year. Instead it ran along the
theme
of
the
county's
Economic
Development
Office, "Opportunity, CA."
Each supervisor stressed
the concept of "One Shared
Vision" to solve challenges
while they plan for the future
and keep the county "great."
San Bernardino County
spans more than 20,000 square
miles of desert, mountain and
valley, with 24 cities and more
than two million people. This
high-tech presentation may be
a glorious view of the future. It
may be whistling in the dark.
If a positive attitude can
overcome adversity, then the
San Bernardino State of the
County event and its audiovideo presentation
would
appear to be standing up to the
challenge.

cofllinued on page 39

Employment Services/Agencies
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310/414-0404
13101 Washington B lvd, ln19 Los Angeles, CA 90068

www.sublease.com

And it's looking for professionals like you.
You don't need to go far to f1nd a
career w1th an •nnovattve. grow•ng
company ESRI, the world's lead•ng
developer of geographiC tnformatton
system (GIS) mapp1ng software.
IS located nght here •n the Inland
Emptre W1th annual revenues of
more than S610 million, ESRI employs
4,000 people worldw•de-1.700 of
whom are based 1n Redlands
We are look1ng for qualif1ed
profess•onals 1n the areas of
•
•
•
•
•
•

Account1ng and F1nance
Purchas1ng
Contracts
Human Resources
Ma•ket1ng
Software Development

We offer an attract•ve compensat•on

and benef1ts package along woth
ongo•ng career and personal
development opportunot1es
Employees can also enJOY the
convenoence of our cafe woth a
Starbucks coffee bar and keep 1n
shape at our on·Site gym
V1S1t www.esri.com/careers to
d1scover who we are and why we·re
so exCited about what we do

.

mml

310 N•w Yorlt StrHt. R~Lanch., (A 92lll·l100

May 2008

California Stuck ...
collfinued from page 29
sold, reducing employee benefits, or laying workers off in
response to their concerns
about frivolous lawsuits.
Harris asked 957 senior
attorneys to evaluate up to five
states tn which they were
"very" or "somewhat familiar"
with that state's litigation en vi-

ronment. Survey respondents
ass1gned each state a letter
grade for each of 12 d1fferent
factors affecting the states· tort
ltabiltty system, ranging from
the overall treatment of tort and
contract lit1gat10n to judges'
competence and 1mpart1ality,
and Harris computed an overall
score for each state based on
these evaluations.
The
survey
of
250
California business owners, 85

percent of them small busmesses with fewer than 20 employees. was conducted by Public
Opinton Strateg1es earlier this
month. It has a margm of error
of+/- 7 percent.
ILR 's mission 1s to make
America's legal system Simpler,
fairer, and faster for everyone.
It seeks to promote civil justice
reform through legislative,
political, judicial, and educational activities at the national,

1,,,111

The full Horns report and
POS survey of California business owners are available
online at www.instituteforlegalreform.com.

19.

Cakhrn~ Krnn<dy & P orter
15476 W Sand St.
Victe>r.ollc, ("A 92392

20.

3838 Orange St

I Attorne)S in U ..
I Partners in I.E.

3
3

o...Jardins, hrnandez & S m ith, LLP

Tuesday Evenings, 8:30 PM

Spedallle<;

Clitnlcle

Real E_,utc, E-'late Plannmg. Probate & Tru t.
Admam .. trauon. F.tmily Law, Pef"onallnjwy.
C'av1l UugatiC\n. Bu,,ne.,.s Formauon &
Tntn,ttlon,, Corporuuons

WNO

Ctvll & Busmes\ L1ugauon.

I Offices 1n I.E. Office Manager
I Office<; Co. Wide
in I.E.

Ce>nme Robles

Kring & C hung, LLP
:1602 Inland E.mpo"' Blvd .. Ste. B-208
Ontano. CA 91764

WND

2
2

Wendy Curran
Lazaro Fernondez
Legal Admmistrator
Momagm~ Panner
(951) 779 I ~0 1/562-416-0033

Woricr;'

WND

I

Michelle Group

Compens.ttJOn

Employer<. ln,uronce Carrier;

0

Demse Zimmennan

I

Kom Cantrall
Office Manager

Odcn<e

J

Jeanne Kennedy

Otl!ce Admini ..trator

Real E.<tatc, Bankruptcy

Callas and U.lor
21 . 942 W FOO!holl Blvd
Upland C.A 917116

Local Managing Partner
Title
Phone/fa.
F-\1ail Add,.....,

na

Rover.•de. CA 92~01

22.

KTIE Radio
590AM

Htm~•·tl hy \umhert~{ \1/om<'.n intire In/ami i:IIWir<•

!'""' 1 \

Firm
....dd ......,
Cit). State, Zip
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state, and local levels. The U.S.
Chamber of Commerce is the
world's largest busmess federation, representing more than 3
m1llion businesses and organtzations of every s1ze, sector,
and region.

Law Firms
, ,,, 1111111 , ,;

May 2008

Con~tructton Law, Bu\mess La"".
ln,urancc Law. Employment Law.
Famoly Law, &wte Plannong

Growmg Inland

Empu~

Bu\me,\e\,

Con"itrucuon Contracto'"'

4

Managmg Panner
(760) 245·1637{245- 1301
www.mcocomm.com

W. Ste>en Heise
Mi.Lna~mg Partner'
(909) 9M2 12:1419~2-2.151

Challeng ing your t houghts in relation to
business, politics, economic condit ions and
the general business life of San Bernardino
and Riverside counties.
Hosted by
Cliff Cumm ings and Bill Anthony

John R. Blakeley, F'iq
Partner

(909) 941 1050/941-1499
Jblakeley@ knngandchung.com

Maft D. Roberts A Aaoclates
l l 3401 Cenrnlate Dr., Sre. 430
Ontano, CA 91761

24.

Mugg & Harprr, LLP
325 W He»potaloty Ln .. Suote 110
San Bemardmo, CA 92408

DlckmuA Hole
25. 3638 Univer<ily Ave., Suite 212

Labor & Employment Law

2
2

2
2

Insurance Compan1e~.
C1t1e~. CountJes,
Governmental AgencJes

Donna H:uper
Office Manager

Cov il Litigation. Construction. Real Estate.
Employmenr. Bu..nes<

Ownc~. Contractor\,
.Design Profe\coionals.
Equo pment Supphe~.
Engonec"

Montessa D. Holt

LJugatJon, Prtm1 ~s.

The Milkr Law Firm
620 Sewport Center Dr.• Ste. 700
Newport Beach, CA 92668

2
2

Epelool Gn-11 A Howell, APC
'¥7. 41870 Kalmia Sr., Ste. 160
Murrie~&. C A 92S62

2
0

Fergu<oa Law Finn

Con~trucllon

Defect

Homeowners AssociatiOn~
Property Managen
Home Ownen

Community AJsoc.• Enfon:ement Lotogarion CC+R
Councds; Asseumenr Ce>rrecu on Servicesc Canst.
Defect Litogauon: Reconstruct. Support

HomeOwnen

Govl. Relations, C1vil Litigation,

Lomas Outdoor AuctiOn,
Frurway Outdoor AdveniSJng.

Land Use, Contract Disputes, Sohd Waste

73101 Hoghway Ill, Ste.
Palm Desert, CA 92260
~"IUteor

Conslnlcbon
Defect. Liliprion

Associations

Partner

Probate, &tate Planmng. Wills, Trusts,
Famoly Law, Bankruptcy,
Real E."ate, Medoau on

WND

R..c11o Or-wwp, CA 91730
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ood Busmess.
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Rachel Moller
T ho mas E. Miller
Attorney
CEO
(800) 403·3312/(949) 442·0646

•

Thomas S. Gatlin
Attorney

Managing P.•rtner

N/A

James Cato Ferguson
Partner

<760> 776-8233m6-s2ss
mfo@govlaw.com
Barbarosa Folklt
Otroce Administrator

Mr. Skkinll"r
Allo mey

Leah Bronson

J o h n T. H 111nek
Attorney

(951) 679-6774/679.0834
WND

We can help!

J ohn G. Dickma n
Panner
(951) 681-3693/683·1670

lawyer@pe net

I
0

Is your web staff overworked?

R85-l491/ll88-6866

(951) 461·1181/461·2916
mbameo;(Q. ep!<oten.com

Homeownen

Does it take forever to get your website updated?

M. Mugg/L. Harper
Managmg Partners

(95 1) 787·7 146{787-7 168
www.a-k.com

Law Ol'lla or John T. H......,.k
28057 Bradley Rd.
Sun City, CA 92586

Lew om- .tSel ......
3L 9333 a-line Rd.. Sae. 110

Having trouble keepi ng your website up-to-date?

Presad~nt

(909)

Moms Commumcauons
Flonda Power Loght

:8. 21SH:IIk:.&o Ave., Sle 300
Ri--.ide. CA '125m

Je.

Adminisrrator

Jnliiurance Defeno;e.
Pei"C>nallnjury, Famoly Law,
C1vil. Bu~mes~. General Litigation

Liaboloty Dcfen<e

28.

Marc D. Roberts

Mona Robert•

(909) 1>05· 7715/605· ~ 19

Rivenide, C A 92.~ 1

26.

Employee•.
employe ...

N/A

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web Development
Web Des1gn
Databasrng
E-Commerce
Web Host1ng
Graphic Design
Corporate Identity
A nrmated Logos
M arketing Collateral

Noticed!! Increase Bualneea
with Cuatorn Design

Sal Briguglio
Partner

(909) 9HO. IIOOM 1·8610
htoga(ii)aol.com

N!A =Not Applicobk WND. Wotdd tWt Disclost na = tWt aWJoloblt. ThL mformotton mtM abovt ltrt ~'IJS obtarn<dfrom tM <"'"Pflli~LS l!sttd To IM btst of our knoo./tdgt tht onformauon supplotd rs a«uratt as ofprt.r.l to'"' Wholt
nny qfort u modt to nuw t t~ OCC'IdOCJ and thorowghMu of1M li11, DmiJJUHIS QJ1lJ l)pograph1cal trror:s J()ff'WtUMs occw. Pltast rtnd corncnons or additions cm company lttttrMod to.· 11rl: lnUJnd fmplft BustMJJ Jwmol, PO.
Box /979. Rancho Cucamonga. CA 9/729-1979. Rt~arr:Md by JOMNt Danuan Cop)nght 2008 by IE.BJ.

M ention this ed for a free consultation

-- Content management solutions
-- E-commerce tools and services
-- Online shopping carts and credit card transactions
Website planning, design and implementation
Website project management services
Website hosting
-- Custom search engines, directories and catalogs
Our content management tools can help you decouple the
look-and-feel of your site from the lnfonnatlonal content.
Your clerical staff can keep your content up-to-date;
they won' t have to walt for your overworlced web experts
to do it.
For more info see us at www.csz.com
Call today for a free consultation!

909-920-9154 x27
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Beyond Spellcheck™
Find costly and embarrassing mistakes in every document you write!
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Ueberroth Family Foundation gift to
after-school program

By Ronnie Moore
Sue was arrang ing a corporate
meeting. She did what meeting
planners do: a rranged all the
details. contracted !>pace. speakers, equipment. and more. The
annual sale~ meeting was
announced, and personnel, vendors, and speakers scheduled thetr
travel to get there. Busmess as
usual.
Not exactly.
There w~ a typo in the meeting dates published. By the time
the mistake was found and everyone was notified, m o re than
$25.000 had been spent m airline
change fees, additional airfare,
and othe r penalties .. not to me ntion the wasted trme and embarrassment this mistake caused Sue
and her company.
An ad for a rental house read:
"Three bedrooms. two baths,
fenced yard. and mice eating
area."
An e-mail to a top exec utive
at a Fortune 500 Company said:
"Management was the driving
farce behind the project."
You want to find mistakes
before your reader does, before
they erode your credibility. and
before they cost you and your
organization time, money. and
embarrassment. No one is
immune to striking the wrong key,
so it is important to find those
potentially costly and embarrassing mistakes.
Here arc five proven strategies for fmding more mistakes in
text:
I. Do not rely solely on
Spellcheck. Spellcheck alone is
not enough. It will not find mistakes that flag as words (e.g.,

" mtce" for "mce" or "farce" for
"force"), number problems (the
meeung plan ner\ debacle). leftout letters, or missmg words (suc h
as "The budget is available" when
you mean "The budget IS not
available.") You must proofread
your text.
2. Use multi-sensory proofreadmg. Your eyes alone arc not
enough. Say words out loud and
point to words as your eyes move
ac ross text. Your eyes a lone make
for poor proofreading because
your brain pushes your eyes
ahead. skipping words. anticipating the meaning that\ coming. If
your eyes don't look at every
word, you will miss some of the
mistakes inside of words, such ~
misspellings and typos. When
you look at, listen to, and touch
words in text, you c reate a
"checks and balances" syste m of
proofreading. What your eyes
don 't see, your ears might hear, or
your finger may touch.

3.

Know that it 's easier to
proofread someone else's writing
than it is to proofread your own.
When you try to proofread text
you've looked at too much and
too long, you tend to see what you
meant, not necessarily what you
wrote. Get distance from familiar
text by taking a break. Don't try
to proofread right after you've finished creating your draft. If
there's someone, at home or at
work, whose skills you trust, ask
him or her to proofread for you.
We do a better job at fmding mistakes in other people's writing
than we do in our own.

4. Change the way familiar
text looks. The ~on we struggle wtth proofreading our own
wntmg ts that we're seeing and
processing the same story. over
and over agam. That is not only
tedious, it tem pts us to ski p words,
to rush through the text because
we're tired of it, and we know
what\ coming next. When we' re
tired and we're rushing, we mtss
mistakes. There's nothing we can
do about the fami liarity of the
message: that wi ll not change.
But we can change the way that
famtliar message appears to our
tired. nonObJective eyes and bram.
So tf proofreading o n the
computer screen, change the
background color of the screen or
change the font before you check
it one last time. If proofreading on
paper (always recommended a\
the screen is harder on the eyes),
use a different color paper: ch<mge
the font, formatting, something to
make the document look diffe rent
from the way it looked all the
times you looked at it before.
When you change the color, background, texture on which familiar
text sits, you trick your tired,
nonobjective eyes and brain into
thinking the y' re looking at something new ... and you'll do a much
better job at finding those mistakes.
5 . Prioritize the potential
problems and spend whatever
time you do have finding and fixing the mistakes that, if not found ,
could cost you the most time,
money, or credibility. When time
does not allow you to proofread
thoroughly and repeatedly, search
for the two potentially most costly

and embarr~smg mistakes: proper names and numbers.
Using a comma incorrectly or
usmg the wrong word (such a\
"less" for "fewer") is not good,
but your reader may not even
notice it, and even tf the reader
does notice, it may not be a big
issue. However, tf you spell the
reader's name mcorrectly. that
will pop off the page, and it will
be personal to the reader. Bad
form. People arc sen itive about
their nam es, especially if you're
~king them for thetr time. money,
business, or a JOb.
Sendmg out the wrong date,
ti me, phone number. or dollar
amount is far worse than usmg
" less'' for "fewer" or misusing a
comma. When time is tight, and
you can't look for every posstblc
gramm ar. punctuation, or usage
mistake, always scan for proper
names and numbers, and spend
whatever time you do have finding and fix ing those potentially
destructive mistakes in the text.
Ensuring mistake-free text
requires a combination of fmding
what spell c heckers cannot find,
not depending solely on your eyes
when you proofread, and knowing
what to look for (proper names
and numbers) when time is tight,
too tight to do it right. Whethe r in
a memo, e-mail, letter, report, proposal, resume, or contract, mistakes can cost you, so find them-before your reader does!

For more information, please
call
909-229-4 755,
email
Ronnie.moore@rmoorecommunivisit
cations.com,
or
htto://www.rmoorecommunicqlions.com/.

Randy Barth, founder and
CEO of T HI NK Together
(www . T H INK together.org ,
announced recetvmg a $100.000
grant from the Peter & Virginia
Ueberroth Family Foundation
(www.Uebcrroth.org) to assist
with the expansion of TH INK
Together's after-school programs throughout a four-county
region of Southern California.
"This generous gtft from the
Ueberroth Family FoundatiOn
will allow THINK Together to
continue to improve our program quality as well as build
infrastructure and organizational
capac•ty. This wtll help us build
a regional system of support for
over 30,000 educationally atrisk students across a four-county
region
of
Southern
California," satd Randy Barth.
In making the gift, Vicki
Booth,
president
of
the
Ueberroth Fami ly Foundation.
recognized THINK Together is
" making an tmportant impact on
afte r-school
education
m

Southern
California ."
THINK Together, a nonprofit 50 I (c) l orgamzallon, 1s
now one of the largest provider.,
of quality academically-focused
after-school
programs
111
California; providing educational services to more than 30,000
at-risk students every schoolday at school sHes m 19 communities
throughout
Los
Angeles, Orange, Riverside and
San
Bernardmo
counties.
The
Ueberroth
Family
Foundation IS committed to
asststmg
commumty-based
groups and programs that promote social change . Among ns
targets for philanthropy, the
Ueberroth Famtly Foundation
favors
projects
that :
• Promote education, tolerance and volunteensm; and
Support agenctes assisting
the
underserved.
During 2007, the Ueberroth
Family Foundation granted in
excess
of
$ 1,325,000.

T HI NK Together
School District Partners
Riverside (4 districts)

San Bernardmo (5 districts)

• Banning Unified School
District (3 schools)
• Jurupa Unified School
Distnct ( 16)
• L ake E lsinore Unified
School District (9)
• Romoland Unified Sc hool
District (4 )

• Cucamonga School District
(4 schools)
• Ontario-Montclair School
District ( 19)
• Fontana Unified School
District ( I I)
• Redlands Unified School
District (7)
• Yucaipa Calimesa Jo int
Unified School District (2)

AACSB ...

HMO coverage ...

continued from paf!.e 13

continued from page 7

large.
What a wonderful charge to
spur us all along!
Here's the note I received
this morning:

sary because the department's
own surveys found a systemic
failure at Blue Cross and other
companies to revtew a patient's
medical records and/or ask: questions about past health conditions
a process called "medical underwriting'' before
tssuing mdtvidual policy coverage.
"Retroactively
canceling
pattents IS illegal as a matter of
law if insurance companies fail
to review an applicant's msurability before tssumg coverage,"
satd Flanagan. "Alltllegally canceled patients must be swiftly
reinstated in full. without dragging the process through months
or years more of review. That
will at least make the msurance
companies follow the law on
future policy applications."

"On behalf of Judv Olian,
Chair, AACSB lntematwnal
Board of Director.\ , it is our
pleasure to inform }"(Ill that the
Peer Review Team'l recommendatron to extend accredllatwn of
the b11.1iness degree programs
offered by your school has been
hv
the
concurred
with
Maintenance of AC< reditation
Committee and ratified hv the
Board
of
Directors.
Con!vatulatiom to you, the facult\. studellls, staff. and all supporters of the husine.1s programs.
Official corre.1pondence confirminf!. the extension of accreditation will arri1·e within the next
few weeks.
Af!,ain, congratulations from
the enllre accreditation staff· at
AACSB. "

Consumer Watchdog' Web
Site
IS
h!.!n.JL
www.ConsumerWatchdog.org.

TR JT()"J
C o tnm u ntcat ton -;. I 1K

Ple&e allow u' to mtrodu...~ OUOICh·e:\- Tnton CommumcllhOfU, Inc , a lull
o,crvace telocommumcataon' ctmlpan) Ongmally formed m 198 I. and
lrK.:orponJ.ed oo4\,ugu)l 12th 19g2 \\e began l.i a coott"ktor pro-vKimg
m..taiJatiOO ~tee for Rolm of Cahfomaa. In t9R5, Triton
CommunK:auon'., loc hc..:ame an mt.cn:t'WlneC:t and besant~ IC'noe '''own
CU.\IOmer\

We llJ"e \Cry proud to say th.lt man) of our onguu.t CID-tomc:n an:' atlll ~tth
U\ today. Please ft'"Yte-. the h,t of 'C,.....Kei and qua.hfk.tUOO!i ~I0\111 We are
ccrt.am you wall find that Tnton Communte.1JIOO\, Inc:. can be ol U\t,tAOCe to you .md your company We hoa'tle
a very well trumed techmcal suft and our m~lataon and tjC'rYK.'t tochn•caan\ ha ...e an ~verage of f1hec:n yea~'\
C-\~nen(.-c each The followmg '"a h"'t ol our ~rvice~

• Sales and Service of n:furtw.htd (~mtcl, To~iba) & nc:w (NEC) telerh~ l>ys.terru and ~utpment
• Complete Sy-.tem cahlmg ot \'OKe, data. and computer networ\tng.
o \'mcc Matl and Pa~mg !l)~t:m." to Vtdco ~o..'"Of'lfe.reocms and Call A~o.....:ounllfll )51ems
o Pm"uhng Local Dtal Tone, T l Loog Ot!.l&net: and 8(X) numbcn
o Vol P soluttom

Tnton Communtcauom•. Inc

MJ Brea Canyon R0;1d St< . 4
Walnut, CA 917X9
Phone:QQ9jQ.l ~K95
Fax:QQ9j9K.2K12

""""'""·'"toncomm.tt.lffi
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Larry Parrish ...

Half Moon Bay ...

continued from page 16

continued from pg. 44

sometimes seemed like insurmountable challenges, he said.
'Tm going to mtss the hell
out of him," Tavaglione said.
Parrish has spent more than
40 years in county government.
He served as chief administrative
officer in Santa Barbara County
from 1980 to 1985 and in Orange
County from 1985 to 1990.
Parrish entered county government in the probation field, rismg to become chief probation
officer for Santa Cruz and Santa
Barbara counties.
In 1996, UC Rtverside
named
Parrish
Public
Management Leader of the Year.
Parrish, 68. and his wife
Kathie, live in Rancho Mirage:
He has two grown children, one
granddaughter and one grandson.
County officials will develop
a process in the next few weeks
to select a replacement.

Ride a happy horse
Visit Sea Horse Ranch &
Friendly Acres for a delightful
horseback ride on the beach. AI
Shipley is the colorful president
of this company made up of
around 200 very well cared for
horses. Organized nding opportumties can be arranged. The
rates are fatr and the trails are
good. Riding on the beach is
beautiful with young polite
wranglers there to help the tenderfoot. Just beware of one
thmg, do no even think of mistreating any of Mr. Shipley's
horses. you will suffer the wrath
of God or Shipley- I don't know
what would be worse. We had
an example of someone prodding one of the horses with a
stick on one of the trails. This
was reported by one of the
wranglers by a walkie-talkie
system
communication

throughout the trails . They
were ordered to bring him in at
once, and he was told in so
many words to, "never darken
Sea Horse Ranch again."
Call (650) 726-2362 for
reservations and informatton.
GETTING THERE:
Half Moon Bay is just 30
minutes from San Francisco
International Airport and also
30 minutes south of San
Francisco. A weekend at Half
Moon Bay will send you home
relaxed and with a smile. guaranteed!
Call the Half Moon Bay
Coast Side Chamber of
Commerce and Visitors Bureau
for more information and
brochures about the area at

6son26-838o
Camille Bounds is the travel
editor for Sunrise Publications
and the Inland Empire Business
Journal.

computer...
continued from page 13

.---------------~=

support
service
such
as
PlumChoice Computer Help
(www.plumchoice.com)
that
attempts to fix things over the
Internet, or having a support technician visit your premises from a
service such as Rescuecom
(www.rescuecom.com).
Recently, one of my kids
trashed her PC. Trying System
Restore, located in the System
Tools folder of the Accessories
folder, didn't help. Remstallmg
Windows didn't help. I had to
reformat the hard dnve and start
from scratch. My hair being nearly completely pulled out by then, 1
called in Rescuecom to reconnect
her PC to our home network.

Subscrib€ to the Inland
Empire Business Journal

Reid Goldsborough i.~ a syrulicated columnist and author of the
book, "Straight Talk Abow the
information Superhiglm:ay." He
can be reached at reidgold@comcast.n81 or www.reidgo/dsborough.com.

today for only $48 and
receive a complimentary
2008-09 Book of Lists . The
Business Journal keeps you
up to the minute with
movers and shakers in the
Inland Empire- with the
stories, events and issues
molding our community.

r---------------------------------------------

Phone: 909-483-4700
Fax: 909-483-4705
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 1979
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979
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F
"One Foot Out The Door: How to Combat the
Psychological Recession
That's Alienating Employees and Hurting
American Business"
by Judith M. Hardwick, Ph.D.;
Amacom, New York, New York;
2007; 204 pages; $24.95.
As we tiptoe along the razor's edge of an economic recession, the
one factor that can raise our hopes or sink them is the monthly report
on the unemployment figures. For the moment the numbers might go
either way.
It may be all but forgotten now, but it took us nearly three years
to recover from the brief recession of 2001. There arc a few other
things we haven't remembered. The book's author. Dr. Judith
Bard wick reminds us that ... "Amencan compames have made their
way back to profitabthty, some by leaps and some by inches. With
few exceptions. the gains are the result of mcrcased productivtty -fewer people doing more. Since 200 I, average productivity has
increased five percent annually."
Dr. Bardwick goes on to note that for the first ttme in U.S. history the "best and brightest" as a group are the ones suffering most
from economic globalization and the tmpact of roller coaster investments by American corporations. She states: "This is particularly
important from a macroeconomic perspective because the standard
response to what individuals need to do to stay employed is education. education. and education. After the 1990s bust, many of our
best-educated and highly skilled people could not find jobs for as
long as five years."
She goes on to ask: "If education isn't the answer. what ts?"
She then answers, "In the long term education ts the answer. but
in the short term, a financial cushion, or a working partner, and personal resilience are what's needed."
The problems with Dr. Hardwick 's answers to this question are
threefold. First. Americans' traditional financial cushion was based
on the equity a family might have built by home ownership. This
equity has either been lost or at the very least seriously jeopardized
by the breadth and depth of the subprime mortgage crisis. Second. a
working partner is fine, but as an increasing number of people have
discovered. there are no guarantees about a partner's capability to
remain employed.
Finally. for many people personal resilience is no substitute for a
paycheck. What has taken place over the past decade is the substitution of temporary contract labor for a full-time workforce. This has
become especially true among knowledgeable workers. Even though
there may be some resemblance between term contractors and fulltime employees at a company's facility, the former could be gone in
an instant with no advance notice or added income. The latter might
at least expect some cushioned impact through commonly available
severance pay and workers' compensation checks for several
months.
Although these factors may be debatable, the author is right on
target in noting a condition she calls "Psychological Recession."
This is, as she puts it, "an emotional state in which people feel
extremely vulnerable and afraid for their futures." She goes on and
also notes, "This is especially relevant in the business world because
chronically fearful people are too exhausted to be creative and innovative."

She continues. "The result ts as many as two-thirds of U.S.
employees are etther acuvely looking for new jobs or merely going
through the motions at their current jobs. While they still show up for
work each day, m ways that really count, many have quit." She puts
the blame squarely on management for failing to return employees'
loyalty to the company with the company's loyalty to the employees.
Most of the book covers the step-by-step process of rebuilding
this mutual loyalty from intelligent hiring practices to engaging
employees in ways that build shared commitment to a common goal.
This requires far more than tired old morale building techniques and
satisfaction surveys.
"One Foot Out The Door," takes a good look at current employee motivation tssues and offers a full-course banquet of useful ideas
to resolve them. That\ a good deal for the price of a small dmner.

-- Henr_v Holt-;.man

(Bestselling Business Books)
Here are the current top 10 bestselling books for business. The list is
compiled based on information received from retail bookstores
throughout the U.S.A.

1. "Winners Never Cheat: Everyday Values We Learned As
Children (But May Have Forgotten)," by Jon M. Huntsman (Wharton
School Publishing ... $19.95)(2)*
Why playing by the rules is still the only way to wm.
2. "Women and Money: Owning the Power to Control Your
Destiny," By Suze Orman (Random House ... $24.95) (3)
Guru of women's financial empowerment tells how it's done.
3. ''Launching a Leadership Revolution: Mastering the Five Levels
of Influence," by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward (Business
Plus ... $23.99) (I) •
Detailed view of how to develop leadership skills.
4. ''The Dip: A Little Book That Teaches You When to Quit (and
When to Stick)" by Seth Godin and Hugh Macleod [Illustrator]
(Penguin Group USA ... $12.95) (4)
Why winners often quit whtle losers stick.
5. ''The Logic of Life: The Rational Economics of An Irrational
World.'' by Tim Harford (Random House ... $19.95) ( 10)
Why economics always appears logical when nothing else docs.
6 ''Freakonomics: A rogue Economist Explores the Hidden Side of
Everything," by Steven D. Levitt (Harper Collins ... $25.95) (6)
Why you shouldn't accept the official version of anything.
7. ''Good to Great," by Jim Collins (HarperCollins ... $27.50) (8)***
Climbing the steps from a good organization to a great one.
8. ''The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business Is Selling Less of
More," by Chris Anderson (Hyperion ... $24.95) (7)
Why products sold by Internet generate nearly unending sales.
9. "The Age of Turbulence: Adventures in a New World," by Alan
Greenspan (Penguin Group ... $35.00) (5)
Former Fed Reserve Chairman tells all. .. more or less.
10. ''The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable," by
Nassim Nicholas Taleb (Random House ... $26.95) (9)
Why events that shouldn't take place always startle us.
*(2) --Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
** --Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.
*** -- Book previously on the list is on the list once again.
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REAL ESTATE
NOTES ...
Ctllllillllt>cl from fl~

I C)

city of lndto. The property ts at
46920 Jefferson Avenue, south
ofl-10 and adjacent to Htghway
Ill. Bob 'fuller of NAI BT
Commercial negotiated for the
seller, Preferred Pet Care, while
Tom Baginski, also wt!h NAI
BT, brokered the transaction for
the buyer.

This column provides a review
of the latest commercial real
estate activity throughout the
Inland Empire. It is produced in
a joint media effort between the
Inland Empire Business Journal
and Rentv.com, a leading
lntemet real estate news site
which has heen covering the
industry in California for nine
years. For more commercial
real estate information from
around California, go to
www.rentv.com.

Magic at Okura ...
continued from page 22
Kobi beef, the flavors, spices
and sauces will leave you with
the best Japanese restaurant
experience imaginable.

Okura was recemly named
the 2008 Best Susht Restaurant
in the Coachella Valley by readers of Desert Maga::.ine. The
downtown Palm Springs' restaurant is located at /05 S. Palm
Canyon (760-327-1333) and the
La Quinta restaurant is in Point
Happy Pla::.a at Highway I I I
and Washington Street (760564-5820).

Order Your

08 - 09
Book of
Lists
Today!

Drucker Institute ...

workweek bill...

customer service ...

continued from page I 5

continued from page 30

continued from page 12

believe the Drucker Institute
has tremendous potential to
help develop the next generation of young leaders."
The Drucker Institute at
Claremont Graduate University
is a think and action tank whose
purpose is to stimulate effective management and ethical
leadership across all sectors of
society by advancing the tdeas
and ideals of Peter F. Drucker,
the father of modem management.
The institute acts as a hub
for a worldwtde network of
Drucker Societies, which are
using Drucker's teachings to
affect positive change m their
local communities. Thts summer, representatives from at
least a dozen of these groupsspanning eight countries on
four continents-will gather in
Claremont at the Second
Annual Drucker Society Global
Symposium.
In addition, the mstitute
maintains a digital archive of
Drucker's papers; undertakes
research
that
bu tlds
on
Drucker 's writmgs; offers a
curriculum
that
dtstills
Drucker's decades of leadingedge thinking; produces material that applies Drucker's work
to current events (including a
regular online column in
BusinessWeek by Institute
Director Rick Wartzman); presents a slide show exploring the
"Responsibility Gap"-society's collective failure to be
good and ethical stewards of
our resources, people and institutions; and hosts visiting fellows with Drucker-like instghts
and values. (The most recent
Drucker fellow was social
philosopher and best selling
author Charles Handy.)
The institute is a close affiliate of the Peter F. Drucker and
Masatoshi Ito Graduate School
of Management. For more on
the institute and tts programs,
go
to
www.DRUCKERtnstttute.com.

mandates the collective bargainmg agreement would apply
mstead.

tomers. It also helps identify
opportunities for new product
or servtce development. This
measurement technique can be
used effectively for any stze
company, and will sattsfy several subsections of the ISO and
Baldridge Award criteria.
Customer service, then.
involves numerous factors m
the daily operations of a bustness. All factors are equally
critical to the survival of a company. To gain or maintain a
competitive edge, however,
companies must stay in constant
contact with their customers to
insure they are meetmg their
customers' expectations. Thts
will allow them to tmmediately
identify any areas of dissatisfaction before their customers
leave to do business with their
competitors. The combination
of these factors will result in
very positive customer expenences which will contribute signtficantly to a firm's bottom
line.

Current Law
Under current Labor Code
Section 51 J, and following the
Industrial Welfare Commission
wage orders, employers may
institute alternative work
schedules only if a super
majonty of affected employees
agrees to the arrangement by
secret ballot. Then, all employees in the work untt are subject
to alternative schedulmg.
The California Chamber of
Commerce (Ca!Chamber) tS
the largest broad-based bustness advocate to government
in California. Membership represents one-quarter of the private sector jobs in California
and includes firms of all sizes
and companies from every
tndustry within the state.
Leveraging our front-! ine
knowledge of laws and regulations. we provide products and
services to help businesses
comply with both federal and
state law. CaiChamber, a notfor-profit organization with
roots dating to 1890, promotes
international trade and investment in order to stimulate
California's economy and create jobs. Please visit our
Website
at
www.calchamber.com.

Joyce Emilio. MBA , RN, is a
lecturer in the International
and
Marketing
Business
Department at Cal Poly
Pomona. She has consulted in
the areas of customer service
and customer satisfaction. Her
clients have included American
Drug Stores, The Health Trust
in San Jose, and the VNA of
East San Gabriel Valley.
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NEw .B _tJ ~ J N E .s s.
~BO\ t Tilt C RO\\ 0
PRODlCfiO'IS
.\TC I'RODL'CTIO'iS
9'110 HIGIIL o\'iD A\ E
U'.!TC'
RA'iCHO Cl C \MONGA.
CA 917:17

\Lit"' WRAPS
1410E FOOTHilLBL\D.
SL' ITE L
L'PI A'\D, C\ 917Xn
A'\S\\t: R \\OOD
PRODLCTS
9~n HYSSOP DR I\ E
RA 'iCHO Cl CAMO\GA
CA 91Tl0
~Ql\BL.U:

TE:CH'IOLO<a I'IC.
1711S GROVEA\E •E
O'iTARIO. CA 91761
\RRO\\HFAD G~RDE"'
"lRSFR\ & SL'PPUE..<;
I '9 'iSH I J
CEDAR GLE.'I. C·\ 92121
ART&. SOl!. \"TIQl t~~
I>RXO ARCH IBALD AYE #71
ALTA LOMA, C·\ 1/1701
\TRICOM,.,FT
W9X RED SPUR COURT
FONTA'< A. CA 92116
BEBF\\E>\RI"G \IA\fAS
3-1217 FOREST OAKS DR I\ E
YUC .\IPA C \ 1/239'1
BH \TTl BROTHERS
EXPRESS
14520 VILLAGE DR #1/13
FO\TANA, C A 1/2317
C\RTER-'I.tACK
BUil.OfRS
161S7 ~1ALLORY DR
FONTANA CA 92315
CUDS FOR THE SOllSE\IILLAS PARA t.l \l!'t!A
1410 f:. FOOTHILL BLVD.
UPLAND, CA 917H6
CE'\TUR\- 21
EXCULENn.
DIVERSIFIED LE"D"'G
GROlP
9050 ARCHIRLAD A\ E
RANCHO CUCA \10NGA,
CA 91730
CHRIS \10"'1 ROSS
DRY\\ ALL
17929 CHERRY ST
HESPERIA. C,\ 923-1~

DO\" TO\\'\ \IOHL 7
11~1 'iORTH E S fRLET
So\'< BERNARDINO. C'A

DBT

Cll B P. D" \II \"D WA
1.151~ BASELI'<F ROAD #B
FO'<TANA ( ·\ 9~3.16

o\ I \1ARKET &. UQLOR
190W VALLEY BL\ D.
STE 109
BL00!\.11NGTON. C'A 92116
\ CE TECH At'TO GLASS
11411 LEE .\\'E
ADELANTO. CA 92101
.\LLIGOOD GE'\ERAL
CO..,SIG'iME'\'T C R \FT
\\EBSITE
~2160 TEHA\1A RD
APPLE VALLE) C \ 9210h
.\LPI'\E LA'IiDSC\PI'G &.
SERVICE
1~616 OAK GLE:-o ROAD
Yl CAIPA, CA Q2)91/
LA~~ ...

o\RlBA POOL SER\ let'
~640 ARuBA CT
RAI\CHO CUCAMOI\GA
CA '11739
BAKER'S PAl IT SlPPLY
D'\NGELOS
1~329 TAMARACK DRIVE
lJ:\ITI
\'ICTOR\'ILLE. CA '1~1922443
Bo\LLOO'\ WAREHOLSE
BOLQLETS OF
BALLOO'\S
C \STLE \1ARKETPLACE
C.o\STLE PHOTO &.
84-LLOO'S
COLPO'Ii MAGAli'IJ::S
GFT COLPO'IiS O"'ll'liE
IE BALLOO'IiS
l'lilAND EMPIRE
BALLOO"iS
LITTLE DARLII'IGS
LOCAL BALLOO"'
DELIVERY
LOCAL Dl'lii''G C \RD
LOCAL Dli'IING INf'O
LOCAL VALUE CARD
THI-.KJ'\G Of\0
19059 \ALLEY BLVD
lJ>.;ff ~07
BL00~1l'liGTO'Ii CA 92l16
BASELI'IiE SOt 'liD
CO.\IPA'iY
15H~5 JACKSO:.. DRIVE
FONTA"iA CA. 9~J1f
BIG BEAR COl\- CABI"iS
71~ E \1EADOW L·\'\E
BIG HEAR
CA 92314

ern.

BOOKS BY D~SI(;'I/
• 12221 HIGHL \\;0 \\'F
#J(lb-~24

R·\-..CHO Cl C\'1.10-..GA,
C\41719
C \RRJAGEHOUS•
l:.."H.RPRISES
11642 OAK \10'\ T DR.
VICTORVILLE CA 9219~
CIPI F.'\TERPRISES. 1'\C.
1800 E GARR'r'#201
SA'OIAA'-.;A CA '12705

. San.Berna:cdino ..

KF Clt: \'il'\C. &
RESTORATIO '\
241 SYLL\JAR CIRCLE
C-\LI\1ESA CA 921Z!l

COl D !.TO'Ii• C REAMER\
1349

D<;c
DIII..,DS\ GROlPOf
CO\IP\..,It'S, 1'\C.
DO ABA I'Rl CKI..,(,
SCHOOL· OTS
11121 H,\'\1\NAA\ I
FO\'TANA, ('A 9:l17

nt~

9~405

(Q(J<)JXS4 5559

!'XI'IJ~H5-0190

CRf• .>, \tf R &. SO"
PI.\SH:RI'iG CO.
10~ 13 FRL\10N f S fRFI I
\ UC'AII'A, (A '12391/

Co

1515 '\ V10U'IiT\I" A\'E
ONTARIO. C'\ 91762
C ROW'Ii AUTO SALES
1747~ FOOTHILL BLVD
FONT·\NA CA U2J35
D \\ lD &. ROS• BLOCK
WORKS
20514 PAWNEf RD
·\PPLE VALLE), CA 92307
DtSfRT IIIGH TRLCK &.
Al'TO Rt C YCLERS
I W9 E \ST SA 'iTA FE
HESPERIA, CA '1234~
Dt.SIG,ET
X 'oX HH_\1S AVF STE C
RA,CHO C L'C \\10'1iGA,
(-\91710
Dlt RO"'.CO\t
DltRONTV.COM
22365 BARTON RD #204
GRAND TERRACE.. CA
9211:1

DIV"'L 1\1\Gl'\ .\TIO'I
\IISSIO'i o\RY BAPTIST
C Ht RCH ORDER
11435 SPRLCE A\'E
BL00\11NGTON. CA 92116
t &. R AlTO DtT\Jl
11255 BlfiTE WE
VICTOR\ ILLE. CA 92395
GOl.DESSUN
11931 RAMONA AVE
UNITC
CHir-.0 CA 91710
GRAND BARBERS &
Bt.Al'TY SALO'i
101 'li "'Til ST
COLTO' CA 92324

J A H TRLCKI'oG
6974 SA \1 BRL 'iO CT
FO:..T\ 'iA. CA 92336
J o\'iDT'S \I.JTO
TRA'\SPORT

44n PRil'>CETO" ST
\10,TCL·\IR. C·\ 9176.1

KOAMAN
I>.;TERNATIO'I \L
656 EAST D" STREI:T
ONTARIO. CA <!1764
LA CADE'IiA PLAZA
l<JOWEST"H"ST
COLTON. CA 92124
LA \liR.\GE
\PART\IE'\'TS
14416 \!CART ROAD
V ICTOR\'ILLE, CA <~2W2
~fARCE\ \1t LTI\1t.OI.\
G ROtP
12862 STILL CREEK CT
RA'iCHO Cl.:CAMO'IiG.\.
CA917W

ME,TO" \l TO &
\H.'FFLER
1765 MENTO'I BLVD
MENTO'I, CA 92359
MERCWEB
DE\ELOP\1Ei'IT
22~5 NICEAVf'ILE
MENTONE, CA 923W

PILl 0 \\ Pt.T PEDDLER
12~05 "ORTII \1AI'i
STREET
RA'IiCIIO Cl CA\10:\GA,
C\ 91739

CO"DO PROPtRTif:S
1452 W 9TH STRLU
SliT! HE
l PLANO. CA 9 17X6

A & D P\LLETS SERVI CE
51.1 SOAKS
ONTARIO. CA 91762

CONVICTED EH ON CLUB
915 W CRFSCENT ·\\E
REDLANDS CA 92173·6611

AAC..'TIO'I PLLMBI'\ G
341/XO COlNTYLINE RD
YL( AIPA. CA 92W<l

C Rt EK Rl'<'ifR'S LOD(,f:
174 GEORGIA ST
BIG RE-\R L·\KE CA92Ji5

\ CCl'TECH
131" \ l'IEYARD AYE.,
STE #141
OI<.TARIO. C A 91764
ACR PROPFRTY
\1AIIo\GEMENT
12056 MT VER,ON AVE
#352
GRAND TERRACE CA
9231.1
\LBI:.RTO 'S EXPORT
TRUCKS
l(lOOI BEECH AVE
FOr-TANA CA 92JJ5

\IID-,IGHT CI.EA"<I''oG

co.
1576 RIVERSIDE AVE
COLTO'Ii CA 92124
\IISERS OUTPOST
\USERSOL'TPOST.C0\1
14872 MAINE STREFT
FONTANA C·\ 92316

\NIMAL EMERGENCY
CUMC OF GRAND
fERRACF
12022 LA CROSSE A\. E
GRA'IiD TERRACE, CA
Q2J24

"'ATA LEE & K CO
12314 THIRD AVE
VICTORVILLE. CA 92195

ARAGU'iDI ALTO
RFGI!>TRATIO'i
32999 YUCAIPA BLVD
STt: #120
Yl'C·\IPA, CA 92399

NATIONAL Bt;'IF:FITS
12946 CARNES! DRIVE
RA'ICHO CLCAMONGA.
CA 91739

ARCHED t .YEBROWS
BEAUTY Ct.NTER
15016 CERRITOS PLACE
FONTAr-A. CA 92336

ORJENTAL CHI
5060 \10NTCLAIR Pl.VA
Ll'>
\10NTCLAIR, CA 91763

\RGUET\ TRUCKING
7551 BONNIEST
SA'I BERNARDINO. CA
92410

OVERLA'iD PLATII'IG
16165 LIVE OAK
HESPERIA. CA. 92145
(760)646-2530

BEAR CLOTHI"<G
Blll TO' C LOTHI"G CO.
6145 LALRA LN
SAN BERY·\RDil'>O. CA

JOJO'S PILZ.\ KITCHt:'l
2921 C HI "() A\ f # H I
CIIIMJ IIILLS (A 917(1'1
K \\ H\IILY
P\RT:\f.RSIIIP
\l CC \ \\LI.t \ Sfl t
SfOR\<:t
W17U YL('(' \ TR
)ICC\ \",\LILY C\<!22ll~

Kt ITil SCOTT
CO,SfRlCfiO"
16244 CE'i fl RY Pl .\\;l RD
API'll· \ \LL!- Y CA 1/2307

P.G. CO,STRLCTI0\1
32~X N D STREf!T
SA\ BERNARDI'iO. L\
92405
P\'i \DFRI\
GLAD \IAJ \R\
11~9 N RI\'ERSIDF \\I
RIALTO, C\ 92 '6
Pt'\SKt. Ho-..o'
Pt.'\SKF. Ho-..o \ OYI \RIO
1401 ·\l TO CI:"\11-.R DR I\ I
ONT\RIO. CA '11761
PHEL.\" 1..\l 'DRO\HT
l9Jo PilE LA" RD
SLITE -\f>
PHELAN, CA <!2l7l

CO.\ STKO \S I (,R \Piii(S
1'(.
221 S. OLIVE Sl
RIALTO. (',\ 42176
(9(1'1)560·6103

Q C CO"'NECTI0\1
555 E FOOTHILL BLVD.
UNIT4
LPLAND. CA 917H6

92~07

J , HROLZCO TRl CKI'\G
I ~627 ILO'Ii A ST
V'ICTOR\'IU.i: CA92W2
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DACODAS WORKZ
WHI IE OAK \\[
SLITE 105
RANCHO Cl!CAMO,GA,
CA 911~0
X2~0

DAlGHH.R &. SON
COLRJER, I LC
616 N CALWFRAS AYE
ONTARIO, ('A 91760
DESERT VI.;W IIQtOR
16727 Bi:AR VALl EY RD
#lfXl·IIO
HESPERIA CA 92145
DIA \10'<D C \RPET &.
FLOORS. Ii'IC
14020 CENTRAL ~\'E
STE 520
Clll'iO. CA 91710

FILIPINO GRill
14950 BEAR VALl LY RD
#3.1
VICTORVIU.I~ ('A 92W5
fO'iTA"A COI\.1\R'\IT\
PL.\YERS
11441 NL rvo AH
FOl'>TA'OA CA <>21.15
FOYrA"<A NISSA"<
16444 HIGH! A'i() WE
FO'OTAN·\ C.\ 92116

BOSWFU BLSI'it:SS
GROLP
~X I 'i 1RD STREET
C"Ol.TO,, C'A ')2324

Gt.ARTRAOt. R.'IFT
1121 COl " I RY PI ·\CI
RFDI .\'iDS (A '12174

(9(1'11X2~·5069

GORDO'\
XXXX (TJ RLS AV!
f·O"!T,\'i ·\ C ·\ '>2115

BROW"''S C \RPET CA RJo:
I 'X6 W YODDI.\; ST
BL<XJ\11\(JfO\, CA 9:!_116
('X~) S20· ~OXlJ
C \RIOS Dt L\ CRl Z
CO'\SLITI"G
~!PI F· R,.\'i([S ST
l HI'OO. CA 91710
CHARI \ 'S
149~ \\ 9TH S l #6(12
l PLJ\'i D. ('A 9 17X6

_N_E w . B_u.
HJ-TEK ELECTRIC. I'<(
911 LATHAM ST
COLTON, CA 92124
(909) 997·1016
INFINITY COURIER
IJ52 W FIFTH ST # F24
ONTARIO, CA 91762
JB CUSTOM STONE
15725 DIM ITY AVE.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
JORDAN BARRY
RED SIREN WEB
SOLUTIONS
12642 RUSTIC OAK CT
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 91739
J T HARRIS AND
ASSOCIATES
11779 WHITE MOUNTAIN
COURT
ALTA LOMA, CA 91737
lffiERTY COMPONENTS
2807 S. WALKER AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
MALL+PLUS
15263 HOOK BLVD.
SUITEHB
VICTORVILLE. CA 92394
MATZURA BAC KHOE
SERVICES
1044 N ROSALIND AVE.
RIALTO. CA 92376

~STf.EM HEll
9469 RICH\10ND PLACE
RANCHO Cl C·\\10"1GA,
CA 917.10

FABRICARE Ct:NTER DRY
C l.t:AIIo i NG
1026 W f·OURTH ST
ONTARIO, C ·\ 91762

s -~- N __~!.~. Co9~JY

MILESTO'IE GRAPHJCS
1414 N l!ITH ST
COLTON, CA 92324
MM INTERIOR DESIGN
ASSOCIATE
1627K LADYBIRD WAY
FONTANA, CA 92336
MOUNTAIN TOP
PRODUCERS REALTY
31961 HILLTOP BLVD
RUNNING SPRINGS. CA
92382
MYFASHI0\1
1434 N lOTH ST
COLTON, CA 92346
NAlLS ICON
5466 MORENO STREET
MONTCLAIR. CA 91763
NATKEV VENTURES LLC
975 CAROLYN CT
COLTON, CA 92324
NICK'S PIZZA HOUSE
13295 SPRING VALLEY
PKWY STED
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
OAK VALLEY MUSIC
ACADEMY
31545 DUNLAP BLVD
SUITE B
YUCAIPA, CA 92399

0'\TARIO PLAZA
CLEANERS
1118 N. MOUNTAIN AVE.
ONTARIO. CA 91762
PC CARD MARKETING
12376 RECHE CANYON RD
COLTON, CA 92324
PRECISION MACHINE
DENTAL
275 E. Mill ST
SUITEC
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92408
RAMUNI CASH EX PRESS
2250 S ARCHIBALD AYE HA
ONTARIO. CA 91761
SCOTTYS MOBILE RV
MAINTENANCE & FORD
DIESEL REPAIR
891 SMALLWOOD ST
COLTON, CA 92324
(909) 9'16·8978
SONNY'S PLACE
EQUESTRIAN CENTER
INC
1601 E. BIG BEAR BLVD
BIG BEAR CITY. CA 92314
STICK IT TO YOU
58511 SANTA MARIA ST
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284

N E w B u s 1N E s s
EZPOST PAC K
133 N BROADWAY
BLYTHE, CA 92225

DESERT DOLPHIN POOL
46157 STATE HIGHWAY 74
PALM DESERT. CA 92260

DR BOB'S MAGIC SHOP
82769 MILE.S AVE.
INDIO, CA 92201

CORAL MOUNTAIN
DENTAL
50855 WASHINTON ST.
SUITE G
LA QUINTA. CA 92253

JHGOLF
71-601 COUNTRY CLUB DR.
RANCHO MlRAGE. CA
92270
HORIZON BUILDERS
74-554 STAGELINE DR
THOUSAND PALMS. CA
92276
BEACHSTONE
72680 DINAH S HORE
DRfVE,
SUITE6
PALM DE.SERT, CA 92211
EARTHLING ORGANICS
65118 SAN JACINTO LANE

GOT 81 "OS \'ID

Hl4

fLOORS
lX61.·\\1lRIC'\'i U \1 RD
S.\'i BI'Rr-.ARDI'IiO, C \
'12407

DESERT HOT SPRINGS. CA
92240

(,RH'I PRIOf PROOLU
SCOREBO \ROS PROD! 'Ct.
10262 ROS! \\!
\10,fCI.AIR, C \ '117h1
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SIMPLIFIED TAX & DAlLY
MONEY MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
73733 FRED WARING H205
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
PO BOX 3085
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92235

VICTOR R MARTINEZ
TRUCKING
87745 AVE 56
THERMAL. CA 92274
P.O BOX 1142
THERMAL. CA 92274
INDIO BAIL BONDS
44780 CALLE SANTA
BARBARA
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
P.O. BOX 255
INDIO, CA 92201
ABUNDANT LIFE FAMJLY
CENTER
91235 JRD STREET
MECCA. CA 92254
PO BOX 1772
MECCA. CA 92254
Slt:RRA GRANDE
LANDSCAPE
15980 VIA QUEDO
DESERT HOT SPRINGS. CA
92240

of ~a~ ~~rnardino

THAI KITCHE"' BOWL
9731 SIERRA AVE.
FONTANA. CA 92335

All. PRO THE DATA
289 N SPRUCE AYE.
RIALTO. C A 92176

THE C HAPEL STORE
12205 PIPELINE AVE.
CHINO. CA 91710

ALL- -O'IE PROPERTY
St;RVICKS
17109 DANBURY
HESPERIA, CA 92345

TLW PUBLICATIONS
ID6 N. BAKER ST
ONTAR IO, CA 91764
TURTLEDOVE
PHOTOGRAPHY
7717 CHURCH AVE.,
SPACE #66
HIGHLAND, CA 92346

BARSTOW C HEVRON
FOOD MART
91J BARSTOW ROAD
BARSTOW CA 92311

A COMMUNICATIONS
VISTAFII
9040 AZALEA SPRINGS RD
HE.WERIA CA 92:145
ABLE BOOKKEEPING
COMPANY
220 W RIALTO AVE.
RIALTO. CA 92376
ADELANTO REC YCLE
CENTER
11861 BARTLETT AVE.
ADELANTO, CA 92301
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING
SERVICES
IOJI S . PALMETTO AVE.
#l-4
ONTARIO. CA 91762

Co~nty

DOUBLE GREEN TURF
64224 SILVER STAR AVE.
DE.SERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240

ANNOINTED TOUCH HAIR
DESIGNS
14156 AMARGOSA RD
VICTORVILLE CA 92392

KIA AFFORDABLE
CONCRETE
32591 SPUN COTTON
DRIVE
WINCHESTER. CA 92596
REEP FIRE PROTECTION
24596 CALLE MAGDALENA
MURRIETA. CA 92562

POSTAL ANNEX+ #SOlS
36-901 COOK STRE.ET,
SUITE N8
PALM DESERT, CA 92211

PLATINUM ELECTRICAL
SERVICES
43937 COUNTRY RIDGE CT
TEMECULA. CA 92592

REVIVE CONSTRUCTION
AND MAINTENANCE
253 S PENNSYLVANIA ST
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530

SUBMAKERS
25030 HANCOCK AVENUE
NI04
MURRIETA. CA 92562

FRESH START
RESTORATION AND
CARPET CLEANING
10579 SILVERLEAF CIR
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557

SUKIB FLOOR COVERING
17465 WHITEST
RIVERSIDE. CA 92508

BLUECRl'SH
BASKETBALL CU;B
14R20 LAVENDER LN
MORENO VALLEY, CA
925~3

BRIAN MILNE SERVICES
14179 QUINNAULT RD
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
BUT' R MAGAZINE
617 NORTH PLACE
REDLANDS, CA 92373
Cl &T,INC.
C I & TECHNOLOGY, INC.
COMPUTER INGENUITY
& TEC HNOLOGY, INC.
18760 6TH ST STE C
Bl00!1.11NGTON, CA 92316

CAR STEREO
WAREHOUSE
1701 EAST WASHINGTON
SREET #2
COLTON, CA 92324
CASA BARRETO
RESTAURANT TAQUERIA
8541 SIERRA AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
(909)822-5753
CECA'S FURNITURE
894 N 9TH ST
COLT0\1 CA 92324
CENTER STAGE FONTANA
CENTER STAGE TILEATER
&463 SIERRA AVENUE
FONTANA, CA 9i335
CONSULTING SOLUTIONS
2329 NORTH ORANGE AYE.
RIALTO, CA 92377
COOK WORLD
ROYAL PRESTIGE
4380 HOLT BLVD,
SUITE E
MONTCLAIR. CA 91763

of Riverside

MY ELECTRICIAN
13565 HERMANO WAY
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240

ROBERT'S t!ANDYMAN
PLUMBING SERVICE
30599 IRON BARK CT
TEMECULA. CA 92591

BLUEC REEK AND
ASSOCIATES
7J8 N EUCLID AYE. SLITE B
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(909)593·2212

CALIFORNIA TRACTOR
GENERALS
6373 El COM INO RD
29 PALMS, CA 92277

GLENTED ADULT
RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
660 S HAVGRAVE ST
BANNING. CA 92220
INLAND VALLEY VOLK·
SWAGE:-IS
8350TAMARIND LANE
RIVERSIDE. CA 92509
KSONTHECO\IPUTER
6669 BELINDA DR.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92.~04

ATLAS INDUSTRIAL
RESOURCES, INC.
400 SUNRISE WAY UNIT 222
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262

EXTREME
COMMUNICATION
248 OVERLEAF WAY
SAN JACINTO, CA 92582

NEW SPIRIT
54111 LINGER LANE #874
IDYLLWILD. CA 92549

GO SIMPLE WEB
30697 LONG POINT DRIVE
CANYON LAKE. CA 92587

ONE WATCHFULL EYE
SECURITY
32216 YOSEMITE ST.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
P.O BOX 1020
WINCHE.STER. CA 92596

HEADSMOOTH CO
3578 SHADOW CT
PERRIS, CA 92571

A&L ON TIME FREIGHT
LLC
14589 RED GUM ST
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
LRONGATE ANTIQUES
19810 SERENOA RD.
TEMECULA. CA 92591
INLAND INSPECTIONS &
CONSULTING
7338 SYCAMORE CANYON
BLVD. STE4
RIVERSIDE. CA 92.~0ll
NORA'S NAILS
2947 W LINCOL."' ST #110
BA"'NING, C A 92220
ALL PRO PLACEMENTS
1103 W 6TH ST
CORONA, C A 92882

I STOP 2 PARADISE
14316 CHOLLA DRIVE
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
KB HOME SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
36310 INLAND VALLEY
DRIVE
WlLDOMAR, CA 92595
BILLY T BELL JR
CONSTRUCTION
44650 N LEWIS VALLEY RD
HEMET, CA 92544
RANFERI VARGAS
JANITORIAL
1951 RAI~•IBOW RIDGE
CORO'IA. CA 92882
A· LI'IE AUTO
WHOLESALE
25096 JEFFERSON AVE..
SUITE 87
"fURRIETA. C'A 92.~1>2
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INLAND EMPIRE People and Events
SO C~L Wlr-.K STYLES
li'\.1ITED l~BillTY
C0\1PANY
23463 LAWLESS ROAD
J\10RE'IO VALLEY CA
92557
ELYSIA 'I 4 DA SOUL
22669 CHELSEA CT
MORENO VALLEY CA
92553
BEA'II LEAF PRESS
15546 GLAJOME RD.
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92551
ABCD SERVICES
1051 W 7TH STREET
PERRIS. C -\ 92570
ARL (AMERICAN
RESOLRCES UNLIMITED)
1051 W 7TH STREET
PERRIS. CA 92570
QLI"HA'ollLA
I'oSLRA.,CE SERYICES
11750 STERLING AVE. #D
RIVERSIDE CA 92503
SATRO'IICS
317~1 WHITEOO\ELN
MLRRIETA CA 92563
ORGAIIIIZE IT!
43414 FASSANOCOLRT
TEMECLLA. CA 92W2
PRESTIGE "OTAR\
SER\ICES
4022 Ql'IET HILL CT
"0RCO. CA 92860
PO. BOX 5080
'\ORCO. CA 92860
ALEXA:>.DER \1YLAN1E
CO'ISTRLCTIO'II CO
7127 MIDNIGHT
ROSE CIRCLE
CORONA, CA 92880
EDWARD'S
CONSTRUCTIO'II CO
20319 UNION ST
WILDOMAR. CA 92595
INTEGRITY REAL ESTATE
43020 BLACKDEER LOOP
#103
TEMECULA. CA 92590
MASTER MUSC~N. THE
68/487 EAST PALM
CANYON
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
AMERICAN PRIDE HOUSE
RESTORATION
CONSULTANTS
1661 RJGELST
BEAUMONT, CA 92223
ATTIC FANTASTICS
15064 CHRISTINA CT
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92530
RITCHIE CONSTRUCI10N
6250 COLUMBUS AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
FREEWAY TRAme
SCHOOL
10020 INDIANAAVE. 112
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503

DAIRY QLEEN OF LAKE
ELSI'\ORE
17600 COLLIER AVENLE
NG-159
LAKE ELSI!';ORE. CA 92530

CENTlRY MORTGAGE
SOUTI'IONS
1773 CAS EROS DR
SAN JACINTO. CA 92582·
3'105

WORLD FUNDING
FINANCIAL
1434 W SIXTH ST
CORONA. CA 92882

CENTURYLOAN.COM
177:1 CAS EROS DR
SAN JACINTO. CA 92582·
3305

AMERISTAR PROPERTIES
25210 NOBLE CANYON
STREET
CORONA. CA 92883

FLAMINGOS NIGHTCLUB
514 S SMITH AVE.# 8112
CORONA. CA 92882

HEALTHY TIMES OF
COCHELLA VAllEY
39175 INTREPID RD.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
CREATIVE GLASS
DESIGNS
14582 COR DON PL.
MORE-.:0 VALLEY, CA
92553
CREATI\E GlASS
DESIGNS
14~82 CORDOr-> PL.
\IORENO \ALLEY. CA
92553
PACIFIC \IOTORWORKS
4235 Wl"'EVILLE RD.
SUITE B
MIRA L0\.1A. CA 91752
SPORT C LIPS HAIRCL'TS
6-1-15 PATS RA'iCff RD.#('
~liRA LOMA. CA 91752
IM AU\AYS IN \.10TION
PAI'<'TI"G FOR VOL
1455 IV ACACIA AVE.
HEMET CA 92543
BAD'\.10NKEY
ENTERTAINMENT
10000 CARTAGENA DR.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557
PURE PRESSURE
WASHING & WINDOW
CLEANING
1632 EL PASO DR.
NORCO. CA 92860
CHEMCLEAN
5045 BUTLER DRIVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
AAA FORKLIFT
CERTIFIERS
1257 COLUMBIA AYE.
SUITE D7
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507
FRENCH VALLEY
TELCOM CONSULTANTS
32579 COTTONWOOD DR
WINCHESTER. CA 92596
FIRST RESPO!'iSE
PRESERVATION
4175 5TH ST
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
DELUXE SYSTEMS
1239 CAMfNO DEL SOL
PERRIS, CA 92571

PAINTED ALPACA, THE
34793 ORAI'GE ST
WlDOMAR. CA 92595
REAL ESTATE
TRI VALLEY
29825 BAY VIEW WAY
MENIFEE. CA 92584
CHARTER EXPRESS
3196 DAPPLEGRAY LANE
NORCO. CA 92860
STATE HOME
INSPECTION
1798 LAS COLI 'lAS RD
BEAL\.10NT. CA 92223
DEDICATED
DISTRIB UTION
15181 \A'I BL.REN BLVD.
#209
RIVERSIDE, CA 9250-1

S PEKTREM GROLP
41910 BOARDWALK AI
PALM DESERT. CA 92211

TABITHA PRODUCTIONS
52:110 AVENIDA JUAREZ
LA QUINTA. CA 92251

LAVENDER HILLS FARM
21690 HOLMES AVENLE
NLEVO. CA 92567

CREATIVEVISIONHOUSE
2111 VIA MIRALESTE
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92262

VANTAGEPOINT CHURC H
13673 lOWELL ST
CORONA. CA 92880

INSURANCE
CONNECTION
217 E FLORIDA AVE.
HEMET. CA 92543

T.K. WILE) CARPET
CLEANING
42960 DELAWARE ST
PALM DESERT. CA 92211

JAKE HOME SERVICES
29843 AVENIDA DE SERENO
SUN CITY. CA 92586

WATER FRONT
PlUMBING
3410 LA SIERRA AVE. #F332
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503

ISLAMIC DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
24436 WEBSTER AVENUE
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92553

PREMIER MOBILE
DETAILING
6635 EVA PL.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92504

AMERICAN WAY
PLUMBING AND ROOTER
4343 EDGEWOOD PLACE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506

A LITTLE GUIDE
11602 LEATHER WOOD DR.
WINCHESTER. CA 92596

MCCRYSTAL
ENTERPRISES AND
INVESTMENTS
372\ FLEMING ST
Rl\ ERSIDE. CA 92509

RAINBOW
INTERNATIONAL
17877 ORA'.:OEWOOD LN.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503

TONY HUFF
PRODLCTIO'IS
169 FOX MILLS LAI'E
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507

RIVER NAIL SPA
2878 CA\.IPL:S PKWY 114
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507

STI BlllDING
MAir-TENA'<CE
38372 C \NOVATION CT
Sl\TE 10~
MLRRIETA. C\ 92584
PO BOX 2086
SUN CITY. CA 92586

NACTRUCKI G
6379 CEDAR CREEK RD.
CORONA. CA 92880
\D\- \NCE IRONWORKS
19291 BROWN ST
PERRIS. CA 92570

DATSUN HERITAGE
MUSEUM
28695 DIAZ ROAD
SUITE I
TEMECLLA CA 92~90

SOPHISTICATED
SPARKLES
7488.~ J0-.:1 DR L 'i\T #I
PALM DESERT. C'A 92260

ALL-N-ONE CHECK
CASHI'IiG
n435 ·\LESSA'IDRO BLVD
SUITE A
\10RE:'>O VALLEY, CA
92553

HANDYMAN ON DEMAND
840 EAST PARKRIDGE
AVENl.E SUITE 107
CORO'-A. CA 92879

BENSOIII'S TREES
400 N I'IDIAN CANYON
PALM SPRINGS CA 92262

EQUIP'\.1DIT SER\ ICE CO
20320 CLARK ST
PERRIS. CA 92570

SMOG DOG PALM
DESERT
41700 CORPORATE WAY
Sl\TE B
PAL!\.1 DESERT. CA 92260

TRIUMPH COACHING
SERVICES
76152 IMPATIEN S CIRCLE
PALM DESERT. CA 92211

MD CONSULTING
37625 EARLY LN
MURRIETA. CA 92563

99. +DISCOUNT STORE
\3313 PALM DR UNIT P
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240
POOL DOCTOR
68170 GALARDO ROAD
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
ESPANA'S
HOUSEKEEPING &
GARDENING
54596 SHADY LANE #48
THERMAL. CA 92274
P.O. BOX 1854
MECCA, CA 92254
D 'SIRED FASHION
49965 HARRISON BLVD.
SUITED
COACHELLA, CA 9220 1
BLOODLINE TATTOO &
BODY PIERCING
42-005 COOK ST SUITE 101
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
R & E CLEANING
SERVICES
12385 SUMAC DRIVE
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240

BOOMERANG
INTERNATIONAL
11602 LEATHERWOOD
DRIVE
WINCHESTER, CA 92596

ASHLEY NURSERY
21471 LOQUAT
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
MOBLLE MANNY
22440 LOST ROAD
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
ROMCOM TELECOM
17877 ORANGEWOOD LN
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
MIKE'S HANDYMAN
SERVICE
24928 BASSWOOD ST
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
SIMPLY SWEET
PHOTOGRAPHY
29149 SUNDIAL CIRCLE
MENIFEE, CA 92584
CROSS GENERAL
CONSTRUCTION, INC
500 ROY COURT
BEAUMONT, CA 92223
PALM SPRINGS CLAIMS
SERVICE
14777 PALM DRIVE SPC 25
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240

AlESSANDRO SELF
STORAGE
21941 ALESSANDRO BLVD
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92533
MBDX
1536 IRIS GROVE
CORONA, CA 92881
PACIFIC COAST
LANDSCAPE & DESIGN
1327 SUTHERLAND DRIVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
FROSTYSAIR
CONDITIONING &
REFRIGERATION
69632 RIDGEWAY AVE.
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA
92234
BUNNY EXPRESS
15131 VAN BUREN BLVD
SPACE 270
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
1ST CLEANING
SOLUTIONS
14801 HIDDEN PALM
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92503
FIRE AND ICE GRAPHIX
23735 VIA ALISOL
MURRIETA. CA 92562

SEMPER BELLUS
31602 LEATHER WOOD DR
WINCHESTER. CA 92596

A2 COlliSION CF.IIIE R
1821 CONTAINER CIRCLE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92~09
CP PUBLIC ADJLSTERS
3692 CAS fLE RE-\GH
PLACE
RIVERSIDE. CA 92506
APPLIANCE'S OF
TEMECULA
28822 OLD TOW'\ FRONT
#\09
TEMECULA. CA 92590
FLORAL EXPRESSIONS
660 W RAMSEY ST #D
BANNING, CA 92220

Alta Lorna resident Kevin Agra, a senior
at Los Osos High School in Rancho
Cucamonga, won the title of Best Teen
Chef at the annual competition held at
the International Culinary School at
the Art Institute of California-Inland
Empire. winners Kevin Agra (first
place). Enrique Lucatero (second place)
and Scott Nereim (third place), with
Chef Eyad Joseph. (These are identified
left to right.)

Victorville Chamber of Commerce representatives meet with First District
Supervisor Brad Mitzelfelt at the Legislative Roundtable. Linda Jones enjoys
the Roundtables because they provide "Direct access to the Government."

The 2008 Miss Fontana meet and greet held at
the Fontana Chamber of Commerce.

The Mayor, city council
members, restaurant
owners, and local members of our Pomona
community all came
together to eat and
enjoy some of the best
local cuisine.

Outgoing Chair for the
Riverside Chamber of
Comerce Craig Blunder
exchanges the gavel to
incoming Chair of the
Chamber Ken Stream,
Gresham Savage Nolan
&Tilden.

PROLEGAL
TRANSLATORS
8304 LIMONITE AVE. #72
RIVERSIDE. CA 92509
LLSLJQUIDATORS.COM
40980 COUNTY CENTER DR
SUITE 200
TEMECULA. CA 92591
EVERYTHING BOUTIQUE
WHOLESALE
970 3RD STREET
NORCO. CA 92860

VVcdncsday August 27,2008
IMPACT GEAR
7805 RALSTON PL.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92508
SOCALEVENTPLANNER
9444 NEWBRIDGE DR
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
SPENCER & ASSOCIATES
MEDICAL-LEGAL
CONSULTING
31173 DEL REY ROAD
TEMECULA. CA 92591

Sierra lakes Golf Club
Hotelier Bruce
Abney of El
Morocco Inn & Spa
was named GM of
the Year by the
Palm Springs Desert
Resorts Convention
and Visitors
Authority.

Manny & Elsie present a new
member plaque to Jimmy
Tatosian (center). Burritec Waste
Industries, Inc., Lorna Linda's
new solid waste management
organization.

6:30 A.M. Registration & Breakfast
8:00 A.M. Shotgun Stitt
1:00 P.M. Lunch & Awards
Please RSVP by; August 20, 2008
~- -~.....,

Fa
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A Taste of Half Moon Bay
Visit the oldest - most relaxing town in San Mateo County
By Camille Bounds
Travel Editor
An unforgettable, relaxmg
getaway to northern California
can he found in an area that v.a~
settled
hy
Italians
and
Portuguese at the turn of the
century and \va' "nO\\n as
Spani'h To\v n. Thetr clatm to
fame \\as their artichokes.
Brussels sprouts and farming.
Dull and dreary during the earl]
1900s. prohihition brought
excitement and color to thts
quiet, gentle area Renamed
Half \1oon Ba)
h)
the
Canadian rumrunners. the area
became a sat'c harbor and a
place to bring in the banned
booze. romance and adventure.
I'hts charming area has
become "nO\\ n for its rustic
:\lam Street wtth untque. small
craft shops. art galleries and
outdoor cafes ~orne of which
are housed tn renovated 19th
century buildmgs. Fine restaurants, enchanting mns. arc an
added bonus \V ith a claun to
fame for flowers and pumpkins.
With a population of about
9.000. Half Moon Bay makes
the v tsnor welcome and at
home.
Relax or partictpate in the
many activities offered throughout the year. Kite tlymg, bicycling, golfing, hiking. seasonal
whale watching, bird watching.
and festivals throughout the
year can keep the most active
visitor busy and interested.

Don't miss this one
A visit to the James Y.

Fiu:gerald Manne Reserve is a
rewanltng one. DP.cover crabs,
starfish and other shore-based
... ea life at a mtnus tide. This
reserve ts one of the best places
tn California to vtew ttdepool
life Three miles of beach ,md
tidal rcK" tnhabtted by over 200
specie' of marine: (at lovv ttdc)
life ts right there for you to
mspcct
at
) our
lchure.
Remember the manne ltfe is
protected and ma) not he
removed. Tide charts arc d\ ailable at batt and fish ~hop' m the
nearb) area.
A hi"e to the hlufls that
overlook the rescr\ e v. ill he
rewarded wtth a stunnmg view
of the ocean. relentlessly rollmg
onto the heach hitttng the rocky
coves \\ llh a tempo and sound
of a symphony orchestra. The
v.md s\vcpt c;press trees form
cathedrals with thc1r different
sizes and shapes that can offer
an avid photographer an opportunity not to be missed. If 111 th1s
area. don't miss the James Y.
Fitzgerald Marine Reserve
For infom1ation call (650)
728-3584.

A grand place to stay
The Beach House Inn ts
absolutely one of the most
pleasant, invitmg inns anywhere.
A
three-story,
Nantucket-type building with
the flavor of Cape Cod, nestled
into the seashore. offers beautifully appointed bright, meticulously clean. 1111111 suite, loft-

_!he 111ujj that orerlook1 1he re1en·e and Paciji< Ocean ~
ty. pe
ro01n...
v. ith
grand
panoramic \ icv.s of sunsets.
mountains .md the Pacif1c
Ocean. The comfort factor here
is so high it becomes difficult to
leave your room to explore the
\vondcrful area of Half i\1oon
Bay.
The Beach !louse Inn
opened 1n the fall ol I 996 v.Hh
54 umque ·'ocean lofts.'' It o" crlooks the Pacific Ocean at Pillar
Pomt Harbor just three miles
from Half Moon Bay
Everythmg 1s here. tv.o televisions. VCRs. high-quality
stereos, wood burning fireplaces (logs supplied). deep
tubs. terry robes. down pillows,
(the wet bar/kitchenette with
refng.erator and microwave are
situated so they do not ta"e
away from the luxury and the
lovely urroundmgs). There arc
large private pattos and Juxur;
kmg-sized beds with a queenSiled sleeper sofa in the livmg
room areas.
A heated lap pool and fitness facility can be found on the
first floor and an outdoor
Jacuzzi overlooking the Pacific
Ocean is hard to pass up after a
day of exploring and horseback
ndmg on the beach.
Service is fast and friendly.
The desk folks are gracious and
knowledgeable. They know the
area well and can reliably recommend restaurants and attraction s.
A compl imentary continental b reakfas t an d a n evening

wmc tastmg arc a\ ailahle.
Meeting and conference
facilities arc av.tilahle \vith multiplc dedtcated phones and fax
lmes upon request. Thetr private "'tchen offers a wide range
of gourmet coastal cu1-.ine for
meet mg.~.
Call for reserv atwns and
infom1ation 1-X00-315-9366.

Dining at its best
For ambiance. "iev.. \Cf\ ice
and, most important. great food.
the Moss Beach Distiller; is a
must Make a resen au on to
coincide with the glorious pmk.
yellow and orange pastel sunset, s1t back and relax with your
favonte pre-dmner drink and
enJoy. As they say. "It doesn't
get much better than that." The
menu is varied and a fresh local
fish and vegetables arc included
in thetr offenngs The salmon or
the crab cakes can be high!;
recommended, and the coffee 1s
special. A Jal7 combo is offered
on Sunday afternoons with
brunch. and if you look and listen when there is a quiet
moment. you might see and
hear the beautiful resident ghost
running on the beach. That's a
whole other story. If you visit
The M oss Beach Distillery. they
will give you the details.
Call 650/ 728-5595 for
reservations - it's well worth the
trip.

continued on page 36

